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Abstract

This dissertation, The Work, Lifestyles and Domination of Chinese Migrant
Garment Workers, reveals three major changes in the circumstances of the migrant

working class in south China over the past two decades, from historical and comparative
perspectives -- the rise of a male migrant working population in the export industry
sector, a notable shift in the material and social lives of migrant industrial workers, and
the emergence of a new factory regime in the export industries that relies increasingly on
non-coercive modes of domination over the factory workforce. By carrying out on-site
fieldwork regarding Hong Kong-invested garment factories in south China, Hong Kong
and southern Vietnam, as well as factory-gate surveys of workers in China and Vietnam,
the study exa1nines how and why the circumstances of the workers in these different
localities are dissimilar even when under the same type of factory ownership. In analysing
workers' lives within and outside factories, as well as tracing the expansion of global
capitalism in East and Southeast Asia, the dissertation not only seeks to contribute to
research on the politics of production and everyday life practice, but also to an
understanding of how global and local forces interact.
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Introduction: Modes of Domination over
Chinese Migrant Industrial Workers

The subject of this study is the domination of Chinese migrant workers under China's
industrialization, urbanization and integration into global capitalism over the past two
decades. This domination is linked to a burgeoning urban form in south China, the
migrant-worker village (mingong cun), where factories are located, migrant workers live,
and power is wielded over workers' everyday lives. The character of this domination and
changing power configurations will form the essence of my discussion. I have used
ethnographic, co1nparative, historical and survey research methoas to identify the features
of this domination.

My research is a discussion of class and citizenship, of life/work cycles and
everyday life practice, of power, domination, tactics and strategies, and of global and
local production politics. Chinese migrant workers' domination has two faces:
Configuration of state, capital and local power, alongside contestations of traditional
norms and 1nodem urban values defines an individual's class identity, status attainment,
citizenship rights, and everyday life experiences. Multifaceted state domination has
varying impacts on individuals who have different subject positions in gender, the
work/life cycle, the labour market, and relations in and of production on shop floors.
Global capitalism and its interactions with local production processes also conditions this
domination. The second face of the domination of Chinese migrant workers has to do

1

with agency process in which social actors exercise their daily life tactics and strategies
in power struggles. It is a process within which a delimited space of resistance exists. In
the short run the structure of domination is reproduced, but in the long run the status quo
in the power relations are reshaped. It is, last but not least, a process in which a new
working class subject is emerging.

Chinese Migra nt Work ers and Every day Lives outside Facto ries
To give my topic context, I compare the Chinese 1nigrant working class and the power
configurations which dominate worke rs' lives to Hong Kong and Vietnamese workers.
Space does not permit a complete review of the literature of the Chinese migrant working
class, which is too vast and deep. Suffice to say that, given China 's role as the world 's
factory, the past two decades have seen an enormous proliferation of research on Chinese
1nigrant workers from the perspectives of gender,
conditions,

4

living conditions, 5 representation,

6

1

1

citizenship,

social networks,

7

2

culture ,

3

work

agency , 8 labour

See Arianne M. Gaetano and Tamara Jacka (eds.) , On the Move: Women and Rural-to -Urban Migrati
on
in Contemporary China (New York: Columb ia Univers ity Press, 2004).
2
Chris King-C hi Chan, "Class or Citizen ship? Debatin g Workpl ace Conflict in China", Journal
of
Contemporary Asia, Vol.42 , No.2 (May 2012), pp. 308-27. Dorothy J. Solinger, Contesting Citizens
hip in
Urban China: Peasan t Migrants, the State and the Logic of the Market (Berkel ey: Univers ity of Californ
ia
Press, 1999). Alan Smart and Josephine Smart, "Local Citizenship: Welfare Refonn Urban/R ural
Status,
and Exclusi on in China", Environ ment and Plannin g A, 2001 , Vol.33 (10) pp. 1853-69. See also
: Kam
Wing Chan, "Post-M ao China: A Two-Cl ass Urban Society in the Making", International Journal of
Urban
and Regional Researc h, Vol. 20 , Issue 1 (March 1996), pp. 134-50.
3 Anita
Chan, "The Culture of Survival: Lives of Migran t Worker s through the Prism of Private Letters",
in Perry Link, Richard Madsen, and Paul Pickow icz (eds.), Popula r China: Unofficial Culture
in a
Globalizing Society (Lanham: RoW111an and Littlefield, 2002), pp. 163-88; Pun Ngai and Lu Huilin,
"A
Cu lture of Violence: The Labor Subcon tracting System and Collective Action by Construction Worker
s in
Post-Socialist China", Th e China Journal , No . 64 (July 2010), pp. 143-58.
-+ Anita Chan, China 's Workers under Assault: Th e Exploit ation
of Labor in a Globalizing Economy
(Armonk, New York: M. E. Sharpe, 2001 ).
5 Anita
Chan, "The Culture of Survival: Lives of Migran t Worker s through the Prism of Private Letters",
pp. 163-88.
6 Ngai
Pun, "Becom ing Dagong mei (workin g girls): The Politics of Identity and Difference in Reform
China'·, Th e China Journal , NoA2 (July 1999), pp. 1- 18.
Yaohui Zhao, "The Role of Migran t Networ ks in Labor Migration: The Case of China", Contemporary
Economic Policy, Vol.21 , Issue 4 (2003), pp. 500-11.
8 Chris
King-Chi Chan, Th e Challenge of Labour in China: Strikes and the Changing Labour Regime in
Global Factori es (London ; New York: Routled ge, 2010).

2

organization, 9 migration, 10 and cross-generation differences. 11

The prevailing approach in the study of Chinese migrant workers is the
subjugation model". This perceives Chinese migrant workers as victims of China' s postsocialist modernization. Migrant \vorkers are subjugated to various structural and
institutional forces , manifested in China's household registration policy, permit system,
factorv s,veatshops, gender and locality/kinship discrimination. These structural and
institutional forces in tum provide conditions for incubation of exploitative and
suppressive shop -floor cultures in ,vorkplaces. According to this approach, the plight of
Chinese migrant \.vorkers is the direct consequence of the Chinese state ' s modernization
strategies to attract foreign capital investment and re-integration into the global
economv. L

To date, Ching K\Yan Lee ' s book Gender and the South China Miracle remains
the most influential \Vork on the subject, 13 in \Vhich she adopts Michael Bura\:\-ov' s
production politics 14 frame\:\-ork to stud Chinese female mi2:rant \Yorkers in the earl
'--'

l 99 0s. She sho\YS that in China ' s post-socialist economy} "\Yhere local state regulation of
lab our relations \Yas minimal and the factorv \-:orkforce in the export sector \Yas organized

9

The Emergence
\\Torkers! Rimts:
for ~viiQiant
Organizations
Chan. ,:Communi1Y-Based
Chris King-Chi
.......
.._.,
.,
of labour ~ GOs in China'' . Communiry D ei:elopment Jounwl. Vol. -+8, Issue 1 (20 13): pp. 6--"--'-' •
0
Yenrorks 1rithin China ·s
• Li Zhang! Sn·angers in the Ciry: Reconfiguration of Space. Pmrer. and Social _
Flooring Populan·on (Stanfor~ California: Stanford GniYersityPress! 200 1) . _A.nit.a Chan! ''Labor Standards
and Human Rights: The Case of Chinese \\-orkers under :\1arket Socialism' \ Human Rights Ouarrerh·.
Vol. 20 . ~ o.-1- ~oYember 1998): pp. 886-904.
12
~ -gai Pun and Lu Huilin.., ·1Jnfi.nished Proletarianization: Self. A112:er.
- and Class Action among- the Second
Generation ofPeasant-\'\-orkers in Present-Day China!! _\,,Joden1 Ch ina! Yol.36 . ~o ..5 (September 2010): pp.
-r93 -519. See also: Jenny Chan and ~ gai Pun, '' Suicide as Protest for the ~e,,· Generation of Chinese
:\iigrant \\-orkers: Foxco~ Global Capital! and the State!· fl1 e Asia-P acific Joun1af: Issue 3 7 (September
_010) . pp. =- 10.
L: See Tiejun Cheng and :\fark Selden. ··Tue Origins and Social Consequences of China!s Hukou System .. !
fl1e China Quanerly. ~o. 139 (September 1994). ~ gai Pun and Chris Smith! '"Putting Transnational labour
Process in Its Place : The Dormitory Labour Regime in Post-Socialist China'·, ,York. Emplo)1nent and
Sociery. Vol.1 1. ~ o.l (:\larch 2007), pp. 27-45. ~ gai P~ _\Jade in China: Tromen Factory Trorkers in a
Global Tf"orkvlace. (Durham.~- C.: London & Hong
- Kon2::- Duke L niYersin·.,, Press: Hong- KonQ:- L niYersitY.,,,
,

,.,

13

Ching K,Yan Lee. Gender and rhe South China Jfiracle: bro Tf"orlds of FactOlJ' Tromen (Berkeley:
LniYersity of California Press, 199
4
1'-fichael Bura\\·oy. fl1e Polirics of Producrion: Factory Regimes under Capitalism m1d Socialism
ondon: Verso. 19 ~ -
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to incorporate localistic networks into the shop floor, a predominantly fe1nale workforce
was influenced to think of themselves as docile 'maide n worke rs' (dagongmei) so that
despotic management could subjugate the1n via this self-identity and coercive and
punitive discipline. Lee's studies made an important contribution that incorporated
gender hierarchies and identities as integral elements in theorizing production-based class
relations, widening horizons in the study of the organization and reproduction of power
from a feminist perspective, and laying down a useful framework to connect macro
politics with workplace culture.

Equally important is Pun Ngai's groundbreaking ethnography on Chinese female
1nigrant workers in a Hong Kong- owned electronics factory in Shenzhen. 15 Departing
from materialist Marxian class analysis, which relates workers primarily to production
relations and class struggle, Pun analyzes female workers' identities in relation to both
production relations and social relations of consumption, family, culture and gender.
Particularly, using Fouca ult's notion of "disciplinary power", 16 Pun convincingly shows
how female workers in the 1990s were disciplined into becoming docile and efficient
working subjects not only by harsh working and donnit ory rules and disciplines, but also
by strategies of class, wage, and ethnic differentiation as well as by sexualizing the social
bodies of dagongmei. Throu gh her rich fieldwork, Pun challenged the bulk of the studies
on rural-urban labour migration in China, which tended to emphasize macro-level policies
and statistics. Instead, Pun invites us to gain a deeper understanding of the everyday life
experience of 1nigrant workers in a tyrannical workplace.
While Lee and Pun 's works can be classified as variants of the subjugation 1nodel,
both of them do not subscribe totally to the passive i1nagery of Chinese migrant workers.
Lee and Pun similarly note the possibilities of workers' agency and resistance fron1 a
15
16

Ngai Pun, Made in China: Women Factory Workers in a Global Workplace.
Michel Foucau lt, Discipline and Punish: The Birth of Prison (New York: Vintage Books, 1979).

4

feminist perspective. Since the 1990s, other feminist scholars have also unpacked the
migrating and work experience of Chinese female workers from a gender perspective and
shed new light on migrant women's subjectivity, identity, agency and home/work
dilemma in post-socialist China. Several of them have also argued that female workers
are not the passive victims of exploitation that is a dominant conception in the public
media and in the subjugation model. They suggest that female workers' migrating
experience provides important avenues of escape for rural women suffering gender
oppression and violence from the patriarchal authority of parents or in-laws. For example,
Arianne Gaetano and Tamara Jacka suggest that migrant women make more independent
and informed decisions on who to marry and how to spend money. 17 In a similar feminist
vein but with a post-structuralist fashion, Pun Ngai suggests the possibility of a "minor
genre of resistance" focusing on individual female vvorkers ' transgression and bodily
resistance to despotic workplace control. 18 Although the feminist studies focus on the life
experiences, subjectivity and agency of female vvorkers, none of them poses similar
questions about male workers and how the state, capital and patriarchal power dominate
male workers . Most feminist scholars accept masculine domination as given without
critically examining the change of gendered hierarchy within and outside workplaces in
a rapidly changing Chinese society.

Many studies of Chinese migrant workers from the past two decades continue to
take many institutions for granted. For example, most of the studies assume a local,
homogeneous and female-dominated migrant labour market in urban areas without
attending to the consequences of the changing compositions of local migrant labour
markets. Many studies take the Chinese state's clientalist relationship with foreign
investors for granted without placing the post-socialist Chinese state in a competitive

17

Arianne NL Gaetano and Tamara Jacka (ed. ), On the l'vfove: Women and Rural-to -Urban Migration in
Contempormy China .
18
Ngai Pun, 1\lfade in China: Women Facto,y Workers in a Global Workplace.
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global production context to analyze the Chinese state' s shifting strategies to appropriate
the pool of migrant labour.

On another front of scholarly inquiry, researchers employ the subjugation 1nodel
to explain the record-breaking economic performance in many coastal cities in south
China. Some scholars argue the economic growth generated over the past twenty years in
1nany south China industrial cities has been founded on a peculiar local urbanization and
develop1nent pattern which segregates migrants from local residents, excludes migrants
from local welfare, i1nposes a strict surveillance system on migrants, and discri1ninates
against migrants as second-class citizens who only have temporary household resident

°

status. 19 Without "rights in the city", 2 Chinese migrant work ers' subjugation to globa
l
capital beco1nes not only a "class" issue but also a "citizenship" issue. 21 Not only migrant
work ers' citizenship rights , social status, social identity, urban integration, and everyday
lives outside workplaces, but also the role of the Chinese state as a collaborator to
subjugate migrant workers to global capital in the reproduction sphere has to be critically
exainined.

In this connection, Chris Smith 's and Pun Ngai 's work on the dormitory-labour
regi111e is particularly noteworthy. They argue that, in order to extend migrant workers'
working hours to meet demand in the global production cycle , n1anagement of foreignfunded factories in south China built industrial dormitories close to production facjlities.

19

The literature on migran t worke rs' variou s exclus ions in cities is vast. See Alan
Smart and Joseph ine
Smart, " Local Citizen ship: Welfar e Reform Urban /Rural Status, and Exc lusio n in
China" , pp . 1853-69;
Kam Wing Chan, "The Global Financ ial Crisis and Migran t Worke rs in China: ' There
Is No Future as a
Labou rer; Returning to the Villag e Has No Meani ng ' ", International Journa l of
Urban and Regional
Resear ch, Vol.34 , Issue 3 (Septe mber 2010), pp. 659 -77; Helen F. Siu, "Grou nding D
isplacement: Uncivi l
Urban Spaces in Postref orrn South China" , Ameri can Ethnologist, Vol.34 , Issue 2 (May
2007), pp. 329-50 ;
Anita Chan, Richar d Madse n , and Jonath an Unger, Chen Village: Revolution to Global
ization (Berkeley:
Univer sity of Califo rnia Press, 2009) .
20
David Harvey , Rebel Cities: From the Right to the City to the Urban Revolution (Londo
n : Verso, 2012).
Don Mitche ll, Th e Right to th e Czty: So cial Justice and the Fight for Public Space (New
York: The Guilford
Press, 2003 ).
21
Chris King-C hi Chan, " Class or Citizen ship? Debati ng Workp lace Confli ct in
China" , Journal of
Contemporm y Asia , Vol.42 , No.2 (May 2012), pp. 308-27 .
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By housing migrant workers in these factory dormitories, employers could exercise power
not only over employment but also the after-hours activities of employees. The notion of
a dormitory-labour regime effectively captures the state and factory management's
involvement in workers' reproduction spheres and everyday life practices and
manipulation of workers' material needs in order to subjugate them to global capital
exploitation. 22

In short, despite a few attempts to modify the subjugation model, most existing
studies on Chinese labour place a heavy emphasis on the subjugation of the Chinese
migrant workers in reform-era China, particularly the combination of the post-socialist
state, global capital and Chinese patriarchal power in dominating the workers' lives in
industrial-dormitory settings. Accordingly, it is the domination of workers' lives within a
factory complex that attracts the most scholarly attention, while workers' lives outside
the factory complex are by and large overlooked. Even today, when Pun Ngai and Jenny
Chan study migrant workers in a factory town in Shenzhen where a great majority of the
residents are migrant workers who do not live in factory dormitories, they still emphasize
on the dormitory-labour regime while paying scant attention to the world outside the
factory complex. 23 Thus far, we know more about domination of workers' lives inside the
workplace and dormitory than we know about changes in social relations, domination and
workers' everyday life practices in industrial village settings.

However, I must stress that the subjugation model is indeed a powerful framework
for analyzing the domination of Chinese migrant workers' lives, that many of its analyses
remain valid for current migrant workers' situations, and that my own research was
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inspired and at the outset guided by the same theoretical frainework. However, during my
fieldwork for this dissertation, residing with Chinese migrant workers outside a factor
y
and within a local industrial village in Shenz hen in 2010, I gradually realized that the
subjugation model, while casting light on many issues, cannot explain so1ne important
areas of migra nt work ers' changing social and material lives. Private housing, time
scheduling, consu mptio n patterns, social aspirations and personal freedo1ns have becom
e
i1nportant in the everyday lives of these Chine se migrant workers. Facto ry 1nanageme
nt
is unlik ely to dominate a work er who lives outside the dormitory to the same extent
as
those who reside within, providing a partial escape from capital and patriarchal
domin ation not available to similar migrant factory workers in the 1990s.

Everyday Life: Beyond a Dormitory-Labour Regime

Leisure ... cannot be separated fro1n work. After his work is over,
when resting or relaxi ng or occupying himse lf in his own
particular way, a 1nan is still the same 1nan ... Sociology should
therefore study the way the life of workers as such, their place in
the division of labour and in the social system, is 'refle cted' in
leisure activities, or at least in what they dema nd of leisure.
Henri Lefebvre, Critique of Everyday Life

While my ethnographic fieldwork in Jade Village, an industrialized former village
in the Shenzhen region, taught me the li1nitations of the subjugation 1nodel, I was also
inspired by Henri Lefeb vre's Critique of Every day Life to search for a new way
of
studying Chinese 1nigrant workers. Insights from Lefebvre alert 1ne to avoid splitting
8

Chinese workers' work-time and leisure lives and activities into unrelated and separate
entities. As Lefebvre states:
Everyday, at the same time, the worker leaves the factory, the office worker leaves the
office. Every week Saturdays and Sundays are given over to leisure as regularly as
day-to-day work. We must therefore imagine a 'work-leisure ' unity, for this unity exists,
and everyone tries to programme the amount of time at his disposal according to what
his work is - and what it is not. 24

Henri Lefebvre' s work makes two contributions: first, he shows a dialectic
approach to everyday life which can reveal the extent of alienation and commodification.
Second, in his final work, he pursued the theme of everyday life by approaching it as a
time-space that could be open to "rhythmanalysis". By registering various rhythms in
different aspects of everyday life, Lefebvre perceived the everyday as the critical totality
of social life. 25
The greatest benefit to me from reading Henri Lefebvre' s works was acquiring a
dialectic and integral understanding of the dual transforrpation of life rhythms of the
migrant workers among whom I lived. The new space and time acquired by Chinese
workers outside workplaces resulted in workers' new everyday life rhythms , exemplified
in their new time scheduling and leisure activities, which limited the length of working
day and transformed factory management's production schedules, workers' work
practices and hence production politics. Moreover, Lefebvre's rhythmanalysis bears close
comparison to Foucault's work on disciplining and training of the body in the military in
Discipline and Punish , and how the mechanical repetition of the cycles of capitalist

production is imposed over our circadian rhythms that should remind us of Marx's
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discus sion of the workin g day in Capital. Time and work- discipl ine in industrial
capitalisn1 is a topic that interests many histori ans of new social history like E. P.
Thon1pson 26 and Eric Hobsb awm. 27 Particu larly, E. P. Thom pson's masterpiece, The

J\1aking of the Englis h Working Class, stresses a strugg le betwe en old rural ways of life
and the new industrial ones that engend ered nevv discipl inary practic es inside factories. 28
Many researc hers studyi ng Chines e migran t worke rs in the 1990s (like Ching Kwan Lee
and Pun Ngai) also empha sise strong ly how factory manag ement used time and bodily
discipl ine to 1nake n1igrant vvorkers accuston1ed to capital ist work rhythm s.
After years of resear ch in Shenz hen and my intensi ve fieldw ork in Jade Village, I
~ras convin ced that althou gh coerci ve and discip linary strategies are still in use inside
Chines e ,;vorkplaces, today manag ement 's usage of coerci ve and discipl inary strategies is
no longer as intense as in the 1990s. As will be sho~rn in this study, the dual
transfo rmatio n of life rhythn1s of Chines e migran t \iVOrkers not only change d
111anagen1ent' s strateg ies to control them inside vvorkplaces, but also transfo rmed ~rorkers
everyd ay life practic es and social aspirat ions in 1nany ,vays, such as having better housin g
food consun1ption, con1111unication, an increa se of urban consum erist behavioL a rise of
indiYidualis1n, a de1nise of fatalisn1, and so on. All these \\·ill be observ ed in the follo,v ing
chapters.
Metho dologi cally, one of the greate st benefi ts of studyi ng Micha el Bura,Yov's
\Yorks is to learn ho,Y to condu ct reflexiYe inquir y by using the ·'exten ded case metho d'·. 29
s Bura\YOV notes. there are t\Yo modes of scienc e existin 2 in social sciences. The first
~

~

n1ode is the positiYe science. exernplified by surYey research. its guidin g princip le of

::o E. P. Thomps on. ·•Time. \York-D iscipline . and Industri al Capirali sm··. Pasr & Presenr .
:\' o. 38 (1967).
pp. 56-9 . .
:- Eric Hobsba \,111 . The .-l.ge ofCopi wl: 18-18-18 -5 (:\'e\Y Y ork: \' inrage. 1996). pp. 208-219 .
2 ~ E.
P. Thomps on. The Jfaking of rhe English rrorking Class (:\'"e\\- York: \" inrage Books. 1966). pp.
-ios-

..ios.

::.) \I ichnel Burn\YOY. The Exrende d Case .\Jerhod: Four Counn-ies. Four Decade s. Four
GreaT
Trons/o rmarion s ond One Theorer ical Tradirion (Berkel ey: CniYersiry of Californ ia Press . :2 009).
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which, is to restrict the so-called "context effects" of their research data through deliberate
withdrawal of researchers' participation in the field so that the data collected are
representative, replicable, reliable and not reactive. By contrast, the second mode is the
reflexive science, exemplified in participant observation, which requires fieldworkers to
immerse themselves into the field and attend to the so-called "power effects" in their
research process so that ethnographic intervention will not become a process of
domination, reification, silencing and objectification.
At the everyday-life level, the best ways of studying workers' lived experience is
to do a fine-grained participatory ethnography, because it is "an engagement with others
that brings the ethnographers into the ordinary, everyday space of 1noral process in a local
world". 30 But because modes of power contestations differ at various levels of analysis,
it soon became clear to me that other research methods such as survey research and
collecting life histories were also necessary. Therefore, accommodating the positive and
reflexive sciences was a challenge at the outset of my research~ I do not claim to have
perfect control over the context effects and power effects of my research process (I do not
believe anyone can). But I did try to accommodate the requirements of both sciences. For
example, I used survey data collected outside garment factory gates in Shenzhen and Ho
Chi Minh City in 2010 to explore how state legislation and policies, as well as labour
market conditions, channel different types of workers into different workplace regimes.
The purpose was to explore the links between the institutional and everyday life levels
and how institutional mechanisms condition workplace and everyday life cultures. In
order to enhance the degree of representativeness, I sampled different sizes of garment
factories in the two cities (small, medium-sized and large) and then calibrated the samples
from different factories in proportion to the size of their workforce. In the end, I collected
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738 questionnaires from the survey, with 389 from Shenzhen and 349 from Ho Chi Minh
City.
Using statistical models to single out different state and 1narket mechanisms
entails dividing workers into different groups according to rigid categories such as age,
gender , educational levels, place of origins, and so on. This categorization process has the
effect of blurring differences within each category and objectifying workers into static
groups without taking workers' life experience and everyday life politics into account.
Accor ding to Pierre Bourdieu, this categorization process is a symbolic violence which
reifies, silences and objectifies research subjects. 31 In order to limit these effects, I
obtained oral histories from workers at some of the surveyed factories and also engaged
in extensive ethnographic on-site research, living together with workers, observing their
everyd ay lives.
Althou gh this juxtap osition of survey data, life histories and ethnography can
enhance data analysis, a different type of distortion can derive from the very fact that an
ethnographer intervenes into his research subjec ts' lives. Every ethnographer's own class,
race, gender and educational background co1ne into play when he enters a fieldsite and
these inadvertently create tacit power relations with the subjects he studies and 1nay invite
various fonnal and informal fonns of resistance fro1n the subjects being studied. If these
power relations are inappropriately handled, they will easily beco1ne a process of
sy1nbolic violence and the ethnographer will help reproduce various patterns of
don1ination in the society. As an ethnographer, I am prone to these power effects, but I
was aware of this possible danger. For example, when I interviewed fe1nale workers about
their personal life stories, I avoided com1nenting on n1y female respondents' life
experience. I positioned n1yself as an interlocutor to give their stories voi ce. Certainly,
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this was no easy task. It was particularly difficult when my informants' private lives, such
as their romances and affairs, were the subjects of my questions. In a rapidly changing
society like China, in which the influence of traditional social values such as familism
become less salient as guiding values for young workers' actions, many young workers
have affairs or engage in premarital or casual sex in the region where they work. In
encountering these "private stories", instead of quickly judging these actions as immoral
or non-legitimate, I explored why the workers ca1ne to make these decisions and the wider
social and political context in which new and difficult decisions get made. In this way, I
have tried to achieve an understanding of workers ' actions and what Bourdieu called
workers' "social suffering". 32
Not only was my very presence in the field problematic, the differences between
my interpretations and my informants' were also potentially troubleso1ne. No doubt, my
interpretations of particular social phenomena and worldviews owe much to my own life
history, experience and theoretical training, which must be different from my informants.
As readers will soon read in the next chapter, my perspective is shaped in part by 1ny
childhood when I accompanied my mother to her work at a garment factory. In this sense,
this research project has incubated over two decades. In addition, my theoretical training
as a sociologist and my private intellectual and political inclinations, which have led to
immersion in Marx's Capital and other Marxist literature, alongside my engagement in
labour movements in Hong Kong, also have shaped my perspective.
When I brought my various perspectives and assumptions into the field, they were
challenged. Here, an episode about the piece rate system is instructive. My theoretical
training and prior research had led me to believe that the piece-rate syste1n used in the
garment industry was nothing but a means of exploitation which manipulates garment
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workers to work as fast as they can for inadequate remuneration, so that a factory boss
can capture a greater profit at the expense of workers' interests. However, when this
perspective was broug ht into discussion with my work er flatmate, Zhangxiong, one night
in our rented apartment in Jade Village, he argued not only against my interpretation, but
also insisted that the piece -rate system actually benefits them the most. Zhangxiong
strongly believed that the system prom oted the idea that "the more you work, the more
your reward (duolou duode)". He further argued that without the system, he could only
earn the minim um legal wage level, which was too low on which to subsist considerin
g
the cost of living in Shenzhen. The system enabl ed him to earn double the minim um wage.
The only trade off was that he had to work three hours overtime daily apart from the eighthour normal worki ng day. His interpretation was based on his work and life experience
.
Wher e does Zhangxiong's perspective fit into my research? According to Pierre
Bourdieu, what I encou ntered was the conflict betwe en the twofold nature of truth
of
labour between researcher and the resea rched -- the "objective" vs. "subjective" truth.
This is the politics of (mis-) recognition. To Bourdieu, this politics has no way out and
the only thing the researcher can do is to engage in a Pascalian meditation to recognize
both types of truth, despite the unresolvable epistemological differences. 33 Although
Bourdieu's Pasca lian meditation is not a solution to the great divide betwe en subjectivis
m
and objectivism , I found it useful to achieve inter-subjectivity and to encourage
a
reflexive dialogue with the workers among whom I lived. Thus, in reading this
dissertation , other than my effort to ·provide an objective account of workers ' everyday
life domination, I also encourage readers to appreciate workers ' rationales that drive them
to make different decisions in everyday life contexts than we ourselves might consider
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appropriate. In fact, engaging in a reflexive dialogue with workers ' views is not merely a
matter of methodological concern. In the course of understanding workers' reasons
behind their decisions, we can go beyond the patterns of domination and explore the
micro-foundations of domination in contemporary Chinese society.
Apart from the reflexive principles that guide researchers in the field, Burawoy' s
extended case 1nethod also encourages researchers to engage in generalization and revise
existing theories by comparing additional empirical and historical cases. In this
dissertation, not only do I extend Burawoy' s politics of production framework, I also
extend my observations across time and space. With contemporary China as my major
case, I employ Burawoy's framework (with my revisions) to compare China's factory
regimes, family/work relations, everyday life practices and interactions between global
and local production with the cases of colonial Hong Kong and post-socialist Vietnam.
For this dissertation, I conducted interview research in both these territories in order to
1nake these comparisons. Additionally, after comparing China- with Hong Kong and
Vietnam, in the concluding chapter I will briefly use Engels' observations in his The

Condition of the Working Class in England and other historical materials to explore
similar issues in the so-called "Great Towns" of 19 th century England. The purpose of
doing comparisons across countries and across time periods is to explore how the
domination of working classes has developed historically and geographically under
different contexts and different political regimes as global capitalism has developed.

The Organization of the Dissertation
Chapter 2 provides a comparative context for the broad economic processes underway on
the south China coast, by examining Hong Kong's earlier rapid industrialization and the
rise and then decline of the garment industry there, with a focus on Hong Kong's changing
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positions in global garmen t production. To compare the circumstances of Chinese
workers in the 1990s and today, I will relate the stories of two Hong Kong female garment
workers and review their life cycles and work histories during Hong Kong's transition
from manufacturing boom to bust. As will be observed, this transition witnessed a
proliferation of subcontracting practices in the garment industry, and the rise of patronclient labour- manage ment relations up until the mid-1990s. By the end of the 1990s Hong
Kong factory manage ment had abando ned their Hong Kong workforce, resulting in
"deskill ing" as many garmen t workers left the industry and entered the low-pay service
sector. Descriptions of the various circumstances faced by Hong Kong garmen t workers
during the course of these several decades become a prelude to the disserta tion's empirical
chapters on Chinese migrant workers (Chapters 3, 4 and 5).
In Chapter 3, I focus on the work conditions and the perspectives of Chinese

migrant industrial workers in the early 1990s through a careful examination of 76 private
letters, and show how state, capital and patriarchal powers dominated worker s' everyday
lives. Two decades later, by the early years of the 201 Os, Chinese migrant workers ' lives
had changed significantly co1npared to the early 1990s. Worker s' social and material lives
as well as their social values had altered, shifting towards increased urbanism,
individualism and consumerism. All these changes are revealed in my ethnography in
Chapter 3 of worker s' everyda y life practices in Jade Village.
Chapter 4 is concerned with the structural changes of factory regimes in Shenzhen
by way of capturing the up-to-date situation of state regulations and labour market
conditions. A close look at Chinese labour law reveals that although new labour
legislation has been introduced in China, many of the new statutes either are not enforced
or contain loopholes, resulting in what I refer to as "state-endorsed exploitation by law
non-enforcement". Becaus e of this non-enforcement and these loopholes, factory
management has enjoyed great managerial autonomy inside factories. Yet as will be seen,
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workers' increasing legal knowledge becomes a check on managemen t's autonomy.
Another focus is the changing labour market in Shenzhen' s garment industry. In the past
decade, the local migrant labour market has been increasingly segregated by age.
Consequently, migrant workers in their 30s are trapped in the plight of "low wages, long
work hours, and low job turnover" in subcontracte d garment factories in Shenzhen, very
different from the changes underway that affect younger migrants in their 20s.
In Chapter 5, I tum to the modes of domination inside a Chinese garment factory,

focusing on factory managemen t's changing workplace strategies. An increasingly
heterogeneo us garment workforce containing more and more young male workers drove
changing managemen t strategies. As will be observed, managemen t use an array of new
mechanisms to control various aspects of workers' labour power. It becomes clear by the
end of my inquiry of workplace domination that Chinese managemen t is resorting to more
soft, personal and non-coercive workplace strategies.
Chapter 6 focuses on my research in Ho Chi Minh City into Vietnamese migrant
workers' living and working conditions, and these are compared to their Chinese
counterparts. By comparing Vietnamese labour law, the household registration system,
'Workers' patterns of migration, housing, transportatio n, food consumption , and labour
market conditions, I show that the Vietnamese state advocates a different strategy to
attract foreign investment, by setting a lower labour standard, or as I call it, ''stateendorsed exploitation by sub-standard legislation" . At the same time, I explain vvhy in the
Vietnamese garment workplace, less coercive povver is exercised than in today' s China,
despite the fact that Hong Kong factory owners in Vietnam employ a similar level of
technology, shop-floor organization and payment system as do Hong Kong factory
owners in south China.
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I also focus on the labou r mark et in Ho Chi Minh City and show how Ho
Chi
Minh City' s migr ant labou r mark et is less segm ented than Shen zhen 's. Exam
ining the
Vietn ames e work ers' every day lives, I expla in why Vietn ames e migr ant work
ers are able
to have a bette r family/w ork balan ce than Chin ese workers and bette
r access to
educational and comm unity facilities than their Chin ese counterparts.
In the conc ludin g chap ter I exam ine my findings, and show how these relate
to

Web erian , Marx ian, and Fouc auldi an analyses of domination. I exten d my
comparison to
inclu de the conditions of the work ing classes in England, Japan and Russ ia
during their
industrial revol ution of the 19 th century. This historical comp ariso n sheds
light on the
deve lopm ent of mode s of domi natio n in global capitalism in general and
in Chin a in
particular. I argue that what has occu rred in Chin a over the past two decad
es represents
the trans form ation of mode s of domi natio n from using coercion to prom
otion of selfcontrol and non- coerc ive mean s in a paral lel to that whic h Fouc ault obse rved
in the 19 th
century. The essence of this mod em trans form ation in Chin a lies in the
simultaneous
shifts in work ers' every day life practices, the state 's and capit al's strategies
to appropriate
work ers' labou r powe r, and interactions betw een global and local prod uctio
n systems. As
'Nill be seen, the post- socia list state still plays a key role in trans form ing Chin
ese migr ant
vvorkers' lives and in the formation of a nevv gene ratio n of working-class migr
ants whos e
life courses, experiences, social values and vvork experience is different from
the previous
generation. All these comp ariso ns and obse rvati ons in the end allow me
to re-examine
the concepts of povver and domi natio n critically, re-theorize Marx 's cruci
al concept of
labour-po,ver in the light of the new capitalist and post-socialist societies
today, and
suggest a ne\Y po,ver analytic approach - the "stra tegic -relational approach"
- to study
modes of domination over conte mpor ary industrial vvorkers in China.
It \Yill be argued that the modes of domi natio n that have been practiced in
China
are linked to, and a response to, the earlier political and economic transform
ations and
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global capital flows that existed before China opened its doors to foreign companies. Thus
this study begins with a careful survey of global capital's once frequently visited
destination, Hong Kong, where female garment workers had to balance work and family
lives.
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2
Hon g Kong Female Gar men t Workers and
China's Ope n Doo r

When I was six, I had an unforgettable summ er holiday. Every morning in the summer of
1986 my mothe r would take me with her to her work in a factory district in Hong Kong.
I stayed in the garment factory until she clocke d out at night. I was not the only child
there. Anoth er three or four children, as young as I was, were also there. While our
mothers were busy stitching pieces of clothes at sewing machines, the shop floor beca1ne
our "playground". Sometimes we played hide-and-seek; sometimes we helped our
mothers cut loose threads from finished garments. At that time, whenever the su1nmer
holidays approached and schools were closed, many working mothers faced a headache.
Some of them were lucky enough to have relatives and elder 1nembers of the fa1nily to
babysit their children. But some, like my mother, who lacked familial support, would
have to take their children with them to the factories.
In 1996 when I was sixteen, everything changed. The factory building where I had
spent my summ er holidays was renovated and becam e a shopping mall. K wun Tong, an
industrial district that used to contain 1nany ganne nt factories , was no longer crowded
with fe1nale workers. The steady stream of wome n getting off co1npany buses and flowing
through the gates of factory buildings vanished. 34 The 1nost dramatic change for me was

3
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that my mother was no longer a garment worker. Instead, she became a janitor. When I
asked her, "Why don't you go and find garment work?", she replied, "No one will employ
me anymore. Most of the work is now done in China."
These two anecdotes relate to two different periods and two aspects of my family 's
experience of globalized garment production. The first episode, during the heyday of
Hong Kong garment production, concerns how the production environment had to adjust
to women's conflicting roles as a mother and a worker. Finding no other way to
accommodate these two roles, my mother and her co-workers had to take their children
to work. Why did factories allow working mothers to bring their children with them?
What were labour-management relations like in those days? The second episode, a decade
later during the demise of Hong Kong's manufacturing industry and the rise of China as
a manufacturing powerhouse, concerned my mother's job change from a garment worker
to a janitor. How should we contextualize a worker's transition from manufacturing to
service work from the perspective of life cycles and labour history? Overall, in what ways
did the changes in global production impact on Hong Kong manufacturing workers? How
can the experiences of Hong Kong manufacturing workers -provide insights into China's
garment workers?
Female economic participation is one of the salient changes occurring in industrial
societies. A great deal of research has examined the causes and consequences of the
growth of female economic participation. 35 Within the Asian context, studies have
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focused on wome n's employment status 36 and life-cycle stages. 37 Hong Kong has been
used as a case study to de1nonstrate how family constraints restricted women ' s paid
work. 38 It has been argued that to best accommodate their household obligations, such as
child care and domestic labour, married wome n place greater value on flexibility
in
workplace s than on 1nonetary rewards, and some wome n even consider home work (i.e.
performing industrial tasks at home on a piece-rate basis) as their best strategy. 39
Howe ver, these studies lack a framework to integrate macro-political economic
conditions with micro-workplace relations. Ching Kwan Lee has extended Michael
Buraw oy' s theory of the politics of production to her examination of shop-floor cultur
e
in a Hong Kong electronics factory in the early 1990s. She suggests an integrated
framework to locate gender and familialism in Hong Kong ' s colonial-era politics
of
production and introduces a useful notion of "familial hegem ony" to depict the gendered
factory regime in Hong Kong. 40 Using an electronics shop floor as a case study , Lee did
not explore the situations of casual and home workers. Nor did she focus on the
importance of these casual or home -work practices as conditions of changed production
politics. I will incorporate Lee' s insights into 1ny discussion of the Hong Kong garm ent
industry, while extending 1n y focus to include casual and home work ers and trace shifts
in labour-man agem ent relationships fro1n the industry's surge in Hong Kong to its declin
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This chapter provides a larger context for the dissertation's empirical chapters
about Chinese migrant workers. The broad economic processes underway today on the
south China coast will later be analysed by way of comparison to the life cycles and work
histories of Hong Kong female garment workers. The chapter begins by tracing Hong
Kong's rapid labour-intensive industrialization and the rise of the garment industry. It
then tells the stories of two female garment workers, Pei-Chu and Soo-Yin. It will be seen
how the relocation of Hong Kong's manufacturing industry to south China has
funda1nentally changed work practices in Hong Kong. The transition from manufacturing
boom to bust witnessed a proliferation of subcontracting practices in the garment industry
alongside shifts in labour-management relations until the mid-1990s.

The Hong Kong Story: 1949-1985
Before World War II, Hong Kong, a British colony, alrea9y occupied a crucial
geopolitical position in the Far East. The colony enabled Britain to engage in entrepot
trade with China and Southeast Asia. During the Japane~e occupation, Hong Kong's
econo1ny was disrupted, but it swiftly recovered its entrepot trade activities within a year
of World War II. Hong Kong was one of the beneficiaries of the new post-war economic
and geopolitical dynamic, and in less than thirty years, Hong Kong's per capita GDP grew
from less than USD 400 in the 1950s to USD 5,690 in 1980.

In 1949, when the Chinese Communist Party defeated the Kuomintang
government and "liberated" the mainland, a massive wave of refugees flooded into Hong
Kong. Hong Kong's population jumped from 1.6 million in 1941 to over 2.3 million in
1950. The population boom provided the colony with sufficient labour to industrialize.
At the same time, the Chinese Communist revolution helped Hong Kong gain enough
capital to spur industrialization. Fearing the Communist regime, numerous Shanghai
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textile capitalists relocated their production from Shanghai to Hong Kong. 41 Many other
refugees had industrial employment experience and were potential entrepreneurs. A
number of them took risks to establish small and medium-sized manufacturing firms in
Hong Kong in the 1950s.
During the 1950s, the Cold War climate helped Hong Kong pursue export-led
industrialization. To prevent East Asian states from leaning towards the Chinese
Communist regime, the U.S. opened up its markets, which was particularly crucial to
Hong Kong 's export-led industrialization. As a result of an abundant labour supply,
sufficient capital investment and a huge foreign market, manufacturing firms
mushroomed in Hong Kong betwe en the 1950s and 1960s. The number of registered
factories increased from 3,000 in the 1950s to 10,000 in the 1960s. 42 These firms, once
started, could tap into the extensive commercial network established in Hong Kong
's
entrepot history. 43
Hong Kong 's rise in the post-war perio d was assisted by the colon y's internal
political and ideological conditions. First, the colonial state adopted a non-interventionist
policy towards the economy. Except for providing basic infrastructure, n1aintaining a low
tax environment, and building massive public housing for the working classe
s
(subsidizing local capitalists indirectly by driving down pressure for wage increases), the
colonial state left investment decisions to the private sector. 44 More importantly, the
colonial state sided with local capitalists at the expense of the working classes ' interests:
labour protection legislation to regulate standard work hours and minimum wage laws
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were largely absent in the colonial era. 45 Only since the late 1970s had any labour law
reforms been put in place. These reforms included introducing severance pay, maternity
leave, rest days, and holidays. Second, Hong Kong's trade union movement was weak
and divided due to political and ideological differences between pro-Beijing trade unions
and pro-Taiwan trade unions. In line with this divide, trade unions were more concerned
with politics than Hong Kong workers' economic livelihoods. 46 This allowed local
manufacturers to enjoy low labour costs without being challenged.
Since the 1960s, Hong Kong's textile manufacturers had imported sophisticated
machinery from overseas to upgrade their production technology. Many fashion buyers
from Europe and the U.S. began to come to Hong Kong to purchase fabrics and to place
orders for finished garments, thus helping the subsequent boom in Hong Kong's garment
industry. However, the global market soon felt under threat. Quota systems were
introduced by many overseas countries to restrict garment imports from Hong Kong.
Restricted by quotas on cotton garments, Hong Kong garment manufacturers then turned
to produce garments made with artificial fibres like nylon and mixed yams.
Entering the 1970s, Hong Kong's garment industry continued to thrive. It
produced mid-market ready-to-wear products fro1n denim to woven cotton tops, shirts
and trousers. During this period, Hong Kong was mainly engaged in garment production.
In the mid-l 970s, one third of the ready-to-wear products on the European market were

produced in Hong Kong. At the sa1ne time, Hong Kong garment manufacturers began to
recognise the importance of fashion design. The tum fro1n producing mid-market ready-
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to-wear garments to up-market fashions coincided with the great demand from not only
the Europ ean and the U.S. markets but also local ones. Years of economic growth gave
rise to a local middle class with strong purch asing power. Not only did department stores
and fashion boutiques sprout up, fashion design schools also mushroomed.
The 1980s was a decade of contradictions for Hong Kong's garment industry. On
the one hand, Hong Kong's garme nt industry reach ed its apex in 1984 and 1985, becoming
the world's top garm ent exporter. On the other hand, many Hong Kong garme
nt
manufacturers began to move north to take advantage of the cheap and abundant labou
r
available in south China after China opened up to foreign investment. This resulted
in
processes like design, quality control, marketing and sample makin g only being
condu cted in Hong Kong and paved the path for Hong Kong's garme nt industry's declin
e
in the secon d half of the 1980s.

Two Hong Kong Women Work ing in the Garment Industry
What was it like being a female garment work er during Hong Kong 's manufacturing
boom and bust periods? In what ways did the macro econo mic changes shape femal
e
work ers' lives? What kind of labou r-man agem ent relations were experienced by a woma
n
work er engaged in a garment workplace? The different stages of Hong Kong femal
e
garme nt work ers' life cycles and their work histories were closely connected to the ups
and downs of the Hong Kong garment industry. At each junctu re they had
to
accommodate constraints and difficulties while trying to fulfil conflicting roles in the
family and in the factory. Pei-Chu and Soo-Yin ' s stories are selected to show these
connections.
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Pei-Chu: from a young apprentice to a sewing master

Pei-Chu was 15 in 1974 when she started working in Hong Kong's garment industry. She
was dutiful, confident, hardworking but impulsive. When I interviewed her in January
2010, she was already the grandmother of a two-year-old girl. She had worked on
garments for over 30 years. She had become a skilful worker in her 20s, then a "master"
in the industry in her 30s.
Pei-Chu was born into a Hakka family in Danshui, a city on the Guangdong coast
across from Hong Kong. She was the third daughter of eight children in a big family. In
1974, she came to Hong Kong as a refugee.
I swam for two days and nights from Danshui with my friend. We brought with us
two basketballs. We held onto them when tired. We could have been drowned. We
finally arrived at an outer island in Hong Kong. I was exhausted. I couldn't move
and lay on the beach for a day until a policeman discovered me. He escorted me to
an American-funded charity group in Kowloon, where I waitedfor my elder brother
to pick me up.

Pei-Chu initially lived in a ramshackle squatter's shack on a hillside in Kowloon,
where impoverished refugees clustered. The two-storey shack was purchased by her
brother from a petty entrepreneur. Pei-Chu occupied a small room on the second floor for
five years until she got 1narried.
Pei-Chu's settling experience was not unique. Many illegal immigrants like her
did not encounter much difficulty establishing themselves in Hong Kong. Most of them
acquired assistance from family members or relatives who had immigrated earlier to
Hong Kong.
Two months after swimming to Hong Kong, Pei-Chu's elder sister, who was a
garment worker, introduced her to work in a factory. According to Pei-Chu, young girls
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like her were introduced into the garment industry through peers and relatives. Only after
working several years in the industry would girls hunt for jobs by reading job
advertisements outside factories.
At first, Pei-Chu was underpaid because she was only 15, not eligible to work,
and so technically she was in an apprenticeship. After three years she had 1nastered the
necessary skills to produce a whole garment, and she frequently changed jobs from one
factory to another. As she recalled, she could work at up to five factories a year. A dutiful
daughter to her family in China, every month in the late 1970s, after she received her
salary of about HKD 1000, she remitted at least HKD 300-400 back to China. She told
me,
In the late 1970s, I earned about HKD 35 a day. It was good pay. A bus ride only
cost only 20 to 30 Hong Kong cents. Usually, I worked 10 hours a day. It was a
golden period.

Pei-Chu and her friends did not need to worry about unemployment. Hong Kong
industry was booming. The piece-rate system was common and workers were paid every
fortnight. There was no hourly wage. The more you worked, the more you earned. Before
Pei-Chu married, she worked seven days a week peak seasons. She told me that it was
illegal, but almost all garment workers were willing to work such long hours. What
worried workers and employers were factory inspections by the Labour Department. In
the late 1970s, the colonial government passed a bill later dubbed the "3-shift, 8-hour
system", which restricted female garment workers to labour at most eight hours a day.
Pei-Chu recollected,
Wh enever fac tory insp ectors came to our factories , all of us rushed to the
backdoor to escap e. If we got caught, our bosses would be fined heavily. But
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usually bosses and foremen instructed us that if we get caught and are
interrogated, we only have to say 'I only work 8 hours here! '

According to Pei-Chu, they could earn double pay especially during peak seasons
when there were rush orders from A1nerican buyers. Workers were willing to toil around
the clock to help factory bosses to rush the orders.
Factory bosses would tell you when the batch ofproducts had to be finished. After
knowing this, you had to work days and nights to finish them. Most of the time,
they could be finished on time, and the piece-price was very attractive, usually
twenty or thirty percent more than normal. Very often, when orders were too
rushed to finish, factory bosses would pay us double. Under those circumstances,
we would work even twenty-four hours a day to finish the orders.

The "3-shift, 8-hour system" was soon stalled because of strong resistance from
employers and female gannent workers. On the one hand employers feared that the bill
would restrict their ability to receive foreign orders; on the other hand, seeing their steady
increase in salaries, a large amount of which came from Jheir overtime work, female
garment workers also feared that the bill would reduce their wages. In the end, a very lax
work-hour discretion issue from the colonial government stalled the bill. 47 This meant no
standard work hour and minimum wage legislation existed in colonial Hong Kong.
Consequently, there was no overti1ne legislation to regulate pay and hours in the city.
Most of the time, garment workers were paid on piece-rate. The piece-price of each order
was separately and individually negotiated between factory bosses/foremen and garment
workers depending upon technicality and complexity of products. Because garment
workers' monthly salaries gradually improved between the 1970s and the mid-1980s, like
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Pei-Chu, many were happy with the piece-rate arrangement, though they sacrificed their
rest time and health.
The bosses sought to create a paternalistic image. Pui-Ch u recalled, "When ever
there was a rush order and we had to work beyon d ten at night, the bosses would buy us
lunch boxes. Every year at the spring dinner, there were lucky draws in factories. Every
worke r could get a prize, be it small or big."
The worke rs' relationship with the foremen (who were norma lly women) was
often personal. This persist ed when the indust ry changed and the foremen became subcontractors to the workers. Pei-Ch u described,

We became friends. Usually when a forema n or labour contractor had any
celebration, for example when his or her son got marrie d or when a new child
was born, we, the workers, attend ed the banquet. Every Lunar New Year, we also
gather ed together to pay them a visit. In return , they did the same for us.
The relationships were extended to the sons and daughters of garment workers.
For example, after Pei-Ch u's son graduated from high school, he was introduced to a
mediu m-size d garment factory by a foreman for whom Pei-Ch u worked.
These paternalistic relationships betwee n workers, bosses and foremen did not
mean there were no conflicts. As Pei-Ch u recalled, several times she was cheated by some
small or mediu m-size d factory bosses. The bosses ran away and closed the factories
without paying their wages. In the end, she and her co-workers went to the Labour
Depar tment to sue them.
In 1979, Pei-Chu married a cook who was a fellow villager. They lived in a

squatter hut between 1979 and 1984 until the government demolished it and moved them
into an apartment in a public housing estate in K wun Tong. Until 1991, Pei-Chu and her
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husband had to work full time and had no time to take care of their two children. Luckily
she continued receiving familial support from her elder brother. Pei-Chu requested her
brother let her son and daughter live at her brother's apartment in a public housing estate.
Her brother's wife took care of their children and was paid for the service. Her son and
daughter lived in her brother's apartment for seven and four years respectively until the
mid-l 990s. During this period, every night after Pei-Chu and her husband finished work,
they went to Pei-Chu's brother's home to eat dinner and visit their children.
Hong Kong's garment industry went downhill in the mid-1980s, and Pei-Chu's
work pattern changed. Instead of working for a garment factory, she increasingly worked
for labour contractors (baogongtau ). Her relationship with factory bosses became less
paternalistic and more patron-client like. The labour contractors did not own factories.
After these contractors received orders from big garment factories, factories would
reserve sewing machines for workers like Pei-Chu. Several instances illustrate how
female labour contractors developed a relationship of mutual loyalty between themselves
and the female workers under them. As Pei-Chu admitted, sometimes for the sake of
keeping good relationship with the labour contractors, Pei-Chu and her colleagues would
follow particular labour contractors shifting from one large factory to another. They knew
that labour contractors' profits lay in the price difference between that offered from large
garment factories and their salaries, but Pei-Chu and her colleagues still considered it
"1nutual consent" between labour contractors and workers, and continued to work for
them. Particularly, in off-peak seasons labour contractors found it very difficult to get
enough orders, workers like Pei-Chu would accept a lower level of salary or piece price
from contractors. In exchange, these contractors would promise female workers that
whenever they received new orders, they would put them on the top of their recruitment
lists. Pei-Chu told me that between the mid-l 980s and early 1990s, subcontracting work
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usually paid better than working directly for a factory, but they had no welfare, insurance,
and other benefits that regular workers in the factories were entitled to.
The work ers' situation worsened in the mid-1990s. Pei-Chu noted, "Everything
had move d to China, there was no way you could get subcontracting work, and the pay
was getting lower and lower!" Some garment workers, like Pei-Chu, occasionally got
casual factory work by helping Hong Kong garm ent factories to make sample products
before these were mass produced in China. When Pei-C hu engaged in casual work, she
was considered a "skill ed worker", and was paid about HKD 300 for an 8-hour day. Some
contractors called upon her to work for one to two weeks irregularly. Most were
"correction jobs" when the products made in China did not pass quality control. As time
passed, even these causal jobs evaporated. In the late 1990s, Pei-C hu left the ganne
nt
sector altogether.
She becam e a cleaner working in restaurants, hospitals, and public housing estates.
Her income was lower and less stable. When she found a full-time cleaning job, work
hours were 10 to 11 hours a day, six days a week. In 2009, after a cleaning company laid
her off, she work ed as a gas-pump attendant at a petrol station. After three months she
began to suffer from headaches and had to quit the job several days before I interviewed
her.
Pei-C hu's situation is one shared by many Hong Kong garment workers. They
were compelled to find low-paid jobs in other sectors and could not make ends meet.
Gann ent workers were the main victims of the deindustrialization process. Most of them
disco vered their skills were no longer useful or relevant to Hong Kong 's new economic
settings, and they were too old to learn new skills.
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Sao-Yin: from a child maid to a home worker

Soo-Yin was born in 1954 in Hong Kong. She came fro1n a big family, with two elder
sisters, three younger brothers and a younger sister. Soo-Yin' s father had had a wife and
two concubines but the wife and first concubine died early without children. According
to Soo-Yin, her father never worked in his life and was an opium addict. Soo-Yin' s
mother was a tough, hardworking woman. She was a construction worker and was able
to compete in a male-dominated industry. She was the breadwinner of a family of nine.
Because Soo-Yin's family was so big and had only one major breadwinner, the
first three daughters had to work as soon as they were old enough. When Soo-Yin was
five she went to her aunt's home to work as a child maid.
I worked there until I was eleven. Every day, I had to cook, wash clothes and help
my aunt sell tofi, in the market. Every morning, ifI couldn 't prepare the tofu well,
I had no breakfast and was whipped.

When she was eleven, she left her aunt's house and started working in a hardware
store. Because she was not legally old enough to work, she borrowed a fake "child identity
card" and posed as a 14-year-old. After the hardware store, Soo-Yin started working at a
garment factory in Kwun Tong sewing shirts 8 to 10 hours a day.
She only had a pri1nary-night school education. She repeated Grade 6 three times
because she had no time to study. She recalled,
Every night, at around 6:30pm, I had to sneak out of the backdoor of the factory
to go night school. If the foremen caught me, they told me to stay to work overtime.
The class started at 7pm. Every night after class, I rushed home immediately and
tried to do all the homework until 2am. Then, I slept until 6am and went to work
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at 8am. I almos t had no time to do revision or study. That is why I had to repeat
Grade 6.

Similar to other working girls of her time, Soo-Yin received less education than
her younger brothers, two of whom finished Grade 9 and one finished Grade 11. Two
became construction workers while the remaining boy became a police officer. It was her
mothe r's belief that boys should receive more education while girls should work early.
After learning to sew shirts and trousers for five years, Soo-Yin started incessantly
shifting from one factory to another to earn more. She started learning how to seatn
fashion clothes, woolle n sweaters in particular, the most well-paid type of garment work
in the 1970s. As she recalled, she worked betwe en 8am and 7pm, normally 10 to 11 hours
a day, six days a week. In 1979, Soo-Yin married a clerk working in a foreign bank. A
year later, her first son was born. They lived in a 300-square-foot public housing
apartment. Betwe en 1979 and 1983, Soo-Yin worke d in a woollen sweater factory earning
quite a good wage of HKD 5,000 a month. After 1983, as her son was growing up and
requiring more babysitting time, she could no longer work in the factory, so she bought a
sewing machine and worke d at ho1ne. She was proud of her skill in making inside-pockets,
When I worke d at home, factor y depart ment heads and fore1nen subcon tracted a
lot of work to me because of my skill. Every day, I worke d 5 to 6 hours at home,
often seven days a week. Whenever I didn't need to take care of my children, I was
sewing. I could sew until 3am and then slept for 2 hours.

As she was at home, in 1983 Soo-Yin also started earning money by babysitting
four of her relatives' children. On top of all this, she also cooked for the childre n's parents
after their work. Every month, her relatives would give her several thousand Hong Kong
dollars to babysit their children and cook for them, but after deducting the expenses the
pay was actually low.
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Soo-Yin' s babysitting and home worker life lasted fourteen years until 1997.
During this time, Soo-Yin's income fro1n seaming garments dropped bit by bit. In the
mid-l 990s she could earn only HKD 1000 to 2000 a month, less than half what she earned
in the early 1980s. In 1997, she finally quit making garments and worked part-time as a
cleaner in a garment factory at the age of 43. After several years, her luck improved.
They didn't know I knew how to sew. The factory boss just thought I was a cleaner.
But one time I helped them make a sample product and they were surprised that I
sewed so well. Since then, when the factory had to make some samples, the boss
would ask me to help him. The pay was the same as being a cleaner - HKD 60 an
hour.

But Soo-Yin didn't 1nind the payment rate. What concerned her most was that her
sewing skills were still useful and commanded respect.
Both Pei-Chu and Soo-Yin belonged to the same g~neration of "working
daughters" portrayed in Janet Salaffs study of Hong Kong female workers. To Salaff, the
traditional sexist ideology of the do1nestic sphere fuelled }long Kong's manufacturing
boom. To abide by "filial piety", young female workers were compelled to leave school
early and to take up low-paid and low-skilled jobs in garment factories. They sacrificed
their chance to have an education to meet their family's economic needs, which in tum
enabled their brothers to have an education and become the main recipients of family
benefits. 48 Challenging this view, Ching Kwan Lee criticizes Salaff for understating
female workers' autonomy where familial and personal interests came into conflict. To
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demonstrate this point, Ching Kwan Lee shows that some working daughters in the 1970s
did not contribute all their income to the family budget. Some of them saved part of it for
their personal consumption and evening school. 49
However, Lee does not dismiss the influence of familialism entirely. Instead, she
suggests that female workers' histories be examined longitudinally with shifting fa1nily
constraints:

In cases where familial and personal interests conflicted, women's individual
preferenc es did not necessarily become secondary. However, the nature offamily
constraints changed after a woman's marriage and the birth of her children. If
women's premarit al participa tion in the labour force was almost without
exception a result of their family's economic circumstances, their employn1,ent
patterns after they became wives and mothers were circu,mscribed by the
availability of kin help for child care. 50
Building on these shifting family constraints, Lee suggests that a discursive space had
been created on Hong Kong's shop floors. The space allowed 1nanagement and workers
to construct an everyday culture of familialism around notions of gender norms and
behaviour, thus establishing a productio n regime of "familial hegemony" in a Hong Kong
electronics workplace. 51
My cases confirm Lee's study in two ways. First, they show the connection
between female workers' work histories, life cycles and personal/fainily interests. Female
workers' interests were defined and redefined according to different goals at different
stages of life. One exa1nple is that many of the married women I interviewed other than
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Soo-Yin and Pei-Chu considered their children an investment and thus were willing to
spend money on children's education expenses in the hope that when they retire, their
children will take care of them in return. Immediate family interests can be a person's
potential future interests.
Second, my cases describe the effect of family constraints and resources on
production regime. They show that female workers' complex efforts to balance work and
family responsibilities explain why a less despotic and more paternalistic labour regime
existed in Hong Kong garment factories. If we conceive of female workers' time as a
resource to be budgeted and allocated, in order to get surplus labour into the process,
factory management had to consider female workers' family concerns and take a more
lenient approach to their holiday and leave arrangements. 52
My childhood summer experience in the workplace was part-and-parcel of this
type of lenient policy established to enable enough women to work fullti1ne during peak
seasons. I remember another episode from my childhood that illustrates how- female
workers understood the potential threat this leniency posed to the interests of management
and to themselves. One summer afternoon in the garment factory, the manager announced
that two factory inspectors would come to inspect the workplace in fifteen minutes.
Finding no way to explain my presence and that of another child, our mothers asked us to
lie on a big 1naterial-cutting table and cover us from head to feet with black cloth. We
were told not to make a noise and go to sleep. We were covered for over an hour in
suffocating heat. Workers knew that if the management was caught with children in the
factory, it would likely be closed down and they would be unemployed. These cases from
1ny personal experience reveal that familial hegemony had already been established in the
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mid- l 980s when Hong Kong was still at the apex of its global garment production. In
order to stay employed, female workers had to mobilize their networks , ask their relatives
to take up their family burdens so that they could earn an income in factories , and tried
their best to preserve the familial hegemon ic regime on the shop floor.

Changin g Life-Cycle Stages , Production Politics and Global Production
Similarities notwithst anding, my cases differ from Lee ' s in three aspects. First, Lee
collected her ethnograp hic data in the early l 990s, a period when Hong Kong ·s
manufact uring sector was already in decline. Regular factory work was no longer the
dominant pattern in the manufact uring sector. The vvork situation Lee found in the earl y
1990s was different to the period before the mid- l 980s when Hong Kong ' s manufact uring
was booming . In fact, Liton, the electronics factory Lee studied, closed down in 1993
soon after Lee ' s fieldwork. In short, the familial hegemon ic factory regime Lee wrote
about was a regime in decline. Her conceptu alizations can explain the work situation of a
group of largely middle-a ged women during this manufacturing decline, but does not
describe the situations of young and single female workers of the prior manufacturing
boom.
Pei-Chu and Soo-Yin's \-York experienc es as vouth \;i., -omen befo re thev \\-ere
married tell us a different story from Lee 's portrayal in her study of middle-aged female
\Yorkers. They normally had to \York 10 to 11 hours a dav, six davs a \Yeek: and \Yhen
orders \Yere rushe d, they had to \\-ork around the clock, forced to do night shifts bv their
foremen and blocked from attending e\-ening school. Although they \\-ere not liYing in
factory dormitories . their \York conditions in the l 970s \Yere more akin to those of the
\-oung: Chinese mig:rant \Yomen in the 1990s, as \Yill be seen, than those of the middle'--

'--

aged Hong Kong \Yomen in Lee's study. The parallel bet\Yeen Pei-Chu and Soo-Yin·s
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work conditions and young Chinese female workers' should not be surprising. The similar
work conditions were a result of the same set of parameters: a manufacturing boom; and
single young females without the responsibilities of being mothers. The 1970s Hong
Kong less despotic factory regime than that of the early 1990s was the result of different
labour market conditions. While in the 1970s Hong Kong's labour market suffered from
a shortage of workers, Shenzhen's labour market of the early 1990s was in surplus.
Therefore, by tracing female workers' histories to the early stage of their life cycles, we
discover that their work conditions can be very dissimilar at different stages and are also
closely connected to labour market conditions and the climate of the industry in which
they are engaged.
While Lee's study only focused on the electronics shop floor, where female
workers were directly employed by the factory boss, the subcontracting practices
identified both in Pei-Chu and Soo-Yin's cases illustrate another type of labourmanagement relationship, the patron-client relationship, which existed side by side with
Hong Kong's manufacturing sector's paternalistic relationship of the mid-1980s. In
1

particular, Soo-Yin s home-\vorker experience tells us that these patron-client
relationships even extended into the domestic sphere. In fact, the emergence of the patronclient relationship is related to the relocation of Hong Kong's garment factories to south
China. In the mid-l 980s, Hong Kong's garment factory owners had already begun
relocating production lines to south China to take advantage of the cheap and abundant
rural-migrant workers . Many Hong Kong garment factories started to downsize. However,
at that time, many garment factory owners still worried about Chinese migrant workers

1

production quality and efficiency. Therefore, the garment factory owners established a
local subcontracting system by contracting orders to some of their former foremen and
senior skilled workers. These former foremen and senior skilled workers then became
labour contractors who did not own any production facilities and factories. Whenever
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there were complicated products that mainla nd Chinese workers could not make, factory
owners would ask these labour contractors to recruit skilled workers from their networks
to engage in casual work for several weeks in factories (like the case of Pei-Chu). When
orders were too rushed or there were insufficient sewing machines to operate, these labour
contractors even recruited workers to sew at home (for example, the case of Soo-Yin). In
this way, not only could these factory owners retain very few workers as their regular
workforce and thus save much of their overhe ad labour costs, such as insurance, welfare
benefits and long service payments, they also could establish a stable "buffer" to reduce
the risks of shifting to produc tion lines in south China. Becau se these casual garment
workers and home workers did not have a direct employment relationship with ganne nt
factory owners, the relationship betwe en factory owners, labour contractors and female
workers was more based on mutual obligation and loyalty. It was 1nore a patron-client
than a paternalistic relationship. Hence, what we see is a plurality of labour-management
relationships in the same industry. What we also see are the dissimilar functions of local
factory regimes in two nearby separate :regions, Hong Kong and Guangdong, at a ti1ne
when the industry experienced a new round of regional divisions of labour in global
production.
All of my interviewee female ganne nt workers had pride in their sewing skills.
They loved to tell 1ne how they learnt to sew different types of garments. This is revealed
in Pei-Ch u and Soo-Y in's stories. Both of them started to learn sewing in their teens, and
once they mastered a certain level ·of sewing they began to use these skills to increase
their salaries by changing jobs from one factory to another. In the late 1970s, many Hong
Kong 1nanufacturers turned to producing fashion items to meet local and global demands.
Makin g high-end fashionable clothes earns a much higher piece-price than normal
garments, therefore 1nany. female workers wante d to participate in this high-end industry.
As a result, not only did many female worke rs attend evening fashion design schools after
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work, some workers who were unable to attend these classes bought design books to teach
themselves. Many of them, after they learned how to make fashionable gannents, tried to
imitate western designs and sewed their own clothing. Then they would ask some local
s1nall fashion boutiques to sell their designs. At that time, most female garment workers
bought second-hand sewing machines, which were usually the 1nost expensive objects
they owned. The price of a second-hand sewing machine could be as expensive as a
worker's monthly salary. Some cheaper 1nodels were not electric and required more
strength to operate. I re1nember my mother kept a non-electric second-hand sewing
1nachine at home between the mid-l 980s and mid-l 990s. Apart from when she was in the
kitchen, 1nost of the time at home she would be stitching at the second-hand sewing
1nachine. The "clackety" machine noise would last until very late at night and became an
integral part of my childhood 1nemories. In the mid- l 990s, when 1ny family 1noved to
another public housing flat, finding no space to keep the sewing machine, my mother had
to sell it. I can recall the sadness on her face that day, giving up one of her 1nost valuable
ite1ns which she had owned for almost a decade, and which had beco1ne part of her life
and her identity. The loss of her sewing 1nachine meant farewell to her gannent-1naking
life.
Between the 1970s and mid-1980s, Hong Kong's garment industry upgraded. At
the same ti1ne, the sea1nstresses' opportunities (as their skills increased to shift from
sewing cheap garments to expensive fashions) provided 1naterial incentives for Hong
Kong fe1nale garment workers to continuously learn different up-to-date sewing skills.
These sewing skills later became i1nportant assets and give bargaining power to workers
when they had to compete against the vast nu1nber of unskilled and cheap 1nigrant
gannent workers in South China who e1nerged in the mid-l 980s.
As Marx observes in Capital, under fonnal subsumption of labour, although
workers still labour under capitalists' control and supervision, they can still retain control
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over their traditional skills and over the methods employed (i.e. no reduction of skilled to
simple labour; separation of conception from execution). 53 Besides, the extent of the
workforce toiling under the same roof and in the employment of the same capitalist can
only be small in scale. Marx used handicraft production and cooperation to illustrate this
characteristic of formal subsumption of labour. 54 Marx also suggested that under fon11al
subsumption of labour, because workers still retain control over their skills and over the
production methods, the only way capitalists can appropriate workers' surplus value is
through the strategy of absolute surplus value (i.e. lengthening of work hours). These
features of formal subsu1nption of labour fit Hong Kong's garment production process
and inter-firm relations. First, Hong Kong female garment workers controlled the garment
production process through their learned sewing skills throughout their work histories.
This is also a crucial explanation to the puzzle of why the piece-rate syste1n was the
dominant payment system in Hong Kong's garment industry at that time. Second, Hong
Kong factories were s1nall and 1nedium-sized factories. Third, there was an elaborated
subcontracting network and homework system 55 which greatly resembled the cooperative
1node of production described by Marx. Instead of competition, this subcontracting and
ho1nework system also facilitated a cooperative inter-firm relationship at different tiers
of production in Hong Kong. Fourth, from Pei-Chu' s work experience in the 1970s when
Hong Kong's gannent production was at its apex, Pei-Chu had to work seven days during
peak seasons.
However, after the decline· which began in the mid- l 990s many Hong Kong
garment workers found it hard to stay in the industry, as we have observed. Most of them
either discovered their skills were no longer useful or relevant to Hong Kong's new
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economic settings, or they were too old to learn new skills to work in new professional
sectors and had to settle for very low-paid unskilled work as cleaners and the like. In short,
they experienced a brutal process of industry-~ride "deskilling" .
Tracing vlorkers' life-cycle stages alongside the transformation of local
production politics and the global production environment, ~re discover a change in ~rork
practices, the emergence of different labour-management relationships and observe ho\~
these transformations impacted on female garment ~rorkers' lives. To summarize, Table
2.1 sho~rs how these global and local transformations became interconnected \Vith female
\Vorkers ' different life-cycle stages and labour-management relationships.

:i:3

Table 2.1: Hong Kong female garment work ers' life cycles, work patterns, skills and
labou r-ma nagem ent relations from the 1960s to 2000s

Years

Garm ent

Life-C ycle

Industry

Stages

Work Patterns

Skills

LabourMana geme nt
Relationships

1960s to

Boom

Single/young

Factory work

1970s

Producing

Paternalistic

cheap
garments

Early

Boom

Middle age/

Factory work

Producing

1980s to

married with

with kin

expensive

mid-

children

resources

fashions

Paternalistic

1980s
Facto ry work
with lenient
workplace
policies
Mid-

Boom to

Middle age/

Factory work

Producing

1980s to

Bust

married with

with lenient

sample

children

workplace

products,

policies

correcting

mid1990s

Casual
subcontracting
work, home
work
Mid-

Bust

unqualified
products

Patron-client

from south
China

Old artd

Very casual

Mainly

1990s to

retirement

and irregular

producing

2000s

age

paid work

sample
products
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Paternalistic

Patron-client

Relocating Hong Kong's Garment Industry: 1985-1995

After years of economic growth, Hong Kong began to experience the limitations of
export-led development. By the mid-1980s Hong Kong manufacturers faced rising land
prices, labour shortages, foreign protectionism and keen co1npetition from neighboring
NIEs. As we have observed, Hong Kong manufacturers began to relocate across the
border to South China, where they could find a large pool of docile and cheap labour. 56
The number of Hong Kong manufacturing workers dropped drastically from 892,000 in
1980 to 276,000 in 1995. At the same time, the number of service workers increased from
789,000 in 1980 to 2,648,000 in 1999. 57 By the mid-1990s Hong Kong's manufacturing
sector was hollowed out.
Hong Kong's rise before the 1980s had been due largely to China's separation
from the capitalist world-economy. However, as geopolitical conditions changed in the
1980s, China was re-incorporated into the capitalist world-economy. The dynamics of the
world-economy also changed, thus providing an opportune environment for China.
The Chinese government established four Special pconomic Zones (SEZs) in
1979, opened up 14 coastal cities and Hainan Island in 1984, and extended the SEZs to
three delta areas in 1985. 58 The government's initial strategy was to attract large-scale,
high-tech and capital-intensive investment from the U.S. and Japanese transnationals. It
was hoped that Chinese management could acquire advanced technology, western
management skills, and learn to compete in the world market.
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In the 1970s and early 1980s, Hong Kong 's garm ent industry was the
worl d's

leading prod ucing and expo rt center. But the polic y changes in Chin a trigg
ered Hong
Kong 's garm ent indus try to repos ition itself in the worl d's prod uctio n chain
. Hong Kong
turne d from manu factu ring to beco ming a re-ex port center in the 1980s. Mos
t Hong Kong
garm ent manu factu rers relocated prod uctio n lines to Sout h Chin a gradu
ally. Due to
geog raphi cal prox imity , Shen zhen was Hong Kong garm ent manu factu
rers' first
destination. In 1979, Shen zhen had only two garm ent workshops with limit
ed prod uctio n
capacity. By the mid- l 980s, Shen zhen had a hund red garm ent factories.
In 1988, the Chin ese gove rnme nt launc hed a new policy, "the coastal deve lopm

ent

strategy", and further enco urage d Hong Kong and Taiw anese comp anies
to invest in
Hain an, Guan gdon g, Fujia n, Zhejiang, and other coastal provinces. Simi
lar to the
privileges applied to Hong Kong investors, the Chin ese gove rnme nt guara
nteed that
Taiw anese firms woul d not be nationalized; no expo rt tariffs were applied
to goods from
Taiw anese inves tmen ts; Taiw anese mana geme nt could have full owne rship
and complete
auton omy to run their firms in China; mult iple entry visas were grant ed
to Taiw anese
investors.
Enco urag ed by these privi leged policies, Hong Kong and Taiw anese inves
tments
mush room ed in coastal China. By 1990 , over 60 per cent of foreign direc
t inves tmen t
(FDI) in Chin a was from Hong Kong. By the end of June 1991, about 20,00
0 Hong Kong
expo rt-go ods-p roces sing factories had been estab lishe d in Guangdong. Over
2 million
workers were empl oyed at Hong Kong establishments there. 59 Taiw anese
inves tmen t in
Chin a grew steadily as well, from USD 100 milli on in 1987 , to USD 1 billio
n in 1989,
then to USD 2 billion in 1990. In less than 5 years after 1988 , Hong Kong
and Taiw an
beca me the numb er one and numb er tvvo investors in Chin a, surpa ssing Japan

59

and the U.S.

Josep h Battat. ·'Fore ign Inves tment in China in the 90s : Devel oping Trend
s", East Asian Executive
Rep orts. Vol.11 (Augu st 15 , 1991) , p. 14.
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By 1993, over 153,000 workers were employed in over 1,400 garment factories 1n
Shenzhen.
Mr. Chan, a Hong Kong garment factory owner, was one of the pioneers who
relocated production lines to Shenzhen in the 1980s. When I asked him what was the
major reason behind his relocation decision, he answered,
In the early 1980s) the Chinese state gave us numerous benefits and privileged
policies to attract us. If we set up a factory in Shenzhen) rates and factory groundrents for the first five years were exen1pted. In the very beginning) a lot of Hong
Kong investors hesitated. Some of the investors) like me) experimented with the
feasibility of setting up factories in Shenzhen by shifting a small part of the
production process. But after several years) we found it worke~ and so I started
to move more and more of the production to Shenzhen.

Despite privileged policies, low production costs were the most d~cisive reason:
In the 1980s) for some labour intensive work) like producing garments)
employ ed a Hong Kong worker) the labour costs were high but

if y ou

if y ou employed

a Chinese worker to do the san1e unskilled work) you could save a lot. Besides) in
the 1980s producing garments in Hong Kong already had to comply with a lot of
environmental protection rules. But the Chinese government cared nothing about
these. In their ey es) only money and inveshnents vvere important!

Implications for China's Garment Workers

The need to balance work with family and childcare responsibilities had played a key role
in Hong Kong female workers' economic participation. Since the 1960s, Hong Kong ' s
rapid industrialization had unleashed hundreds of thousands of women to work in
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factories in pursuit of waged employment. The distinctiveness of
female economic
participation during Hon g Kon g's manufacturing heyday was that
this need to balance
fainily and work prov ed a constraint more to the factory managem
ent than to fe1nale
workers. Factory man agem ent had to take the female workers' fa1nily
responsibilities into
consideration, and had to change workplace policies, work practices
, the shop-floor
culture, and ultimately the pow er relations betw een 1nanagement and
workers. As wo1nen
got older and married, entering another stage of their life cycles, man

agement had to apply

more lenient policies in workplaces so as to help them fulfill their fami
ly responsibilities.
As we are going to observe in the next chapter, the same employers,
when they opened
garment factories in south Chin a were able to embark on a diffe
rent strategy. They
preferred to employ young un1narried wo1nen from the countryside, sepa
rating the1n from
their families and isolating them in factory donnitories so that 1nanagem
ent could exer
complete control over their work hours.
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3
Chinese Migrant Workers' Everyday Lives in the
Early 1990s and Late 2000s

In the 1990s, the lyrics of a song referred to a tragic fire that had broken out at a toy
factory in Guangdong:

Xiaoying liked to bounce in the village
Up and down at every corner in the fie ld
Lovin ' to catch fireflies
Seein ' their sparkling tails
Like stars faraway
One day she heard her brother cryin '
Cryin ' no n1oney to go to school
A bag and several pieces of clothes
Goodby e dad, mon1 and brother
A fifteen y ear-old baby face Dagongmei
Inside a toy facto ry in Shenzhen
Twelve hours vvorkin ' everyday
Foreman and security guard, blan1in ' and friskin ' everyday
All for two hundred yuan evel'y rnonth
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The dolls Xiaoyin g n1ade, toys for Europe an kids
Each one several hundre d yuan
She recalled those fireflies
Dorm and product ion line were her world
An afterno on in 1993
Rushin ' orders for kids' Christln as gifts
Oh Fire! Oh Help! Oh Run!
But doors and window s were all closed
Eighty girls were gone in the fire
Xiaoyin g lay on a bed in the village
N eek, back, legs 1,vere wounde d
Shoulder, back, legs were useless
She cried she 'd becon1,e a burden to her fa,nily
Xiaoyin g hid inside ho1ne, afraid o_f going out
She 1,vas hurt again by curious eyes
But n1ost painfitl 1,vas, when she saw 1110111 and dad's tender s1nile
With tears running fron1 their eyes
Like those sparklin g fireflies
---- A song, '' Goodby e Fireflie s "

In the early 1990s, China ' s coastal areas develop ed rapidly. Foreign compan ies
flooded in and set up factories. These foreign- funded factories attracte d waves of rural
n1igrant ,vorkers from poor inland provinc es (such as Hunan, Hubei, and Sichuan ) to
Guangd ong province. At that ti1ne. because of the vast number and low educatio n level
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of the migrants, they were commonly referred to as a "blind deluge" (mangliu). In those
years, migrant workers travelled far from their home villages to industrial zones or the
big coastal cities. Their belongings were no more than a bag, a few pieces of clothing, a
blanket, a mug and some dried prepared food. A train ticket would cost a worker months
of farm work earnings. After arriving at their destinations, the lucky ones had relatives to
receive them, introduce them to factories and help them move into dormitories.
Almost all of the migrant factory workers were young women. Migrant men were
disproportionately few in factories and worked in other hard manual and construction
labour. Most factories had a discriminatory employment policy which favoured hiring
young women, because management believed young women were nimble, docile and
efficient. Young migrant women had low aspirations for their careers and futures. Most
of them worked in factories to support their families. Others wanted to escape parental
control and explore the world other than languishing on the farm. No matter what
incentives these young women had, most of them could not escape the fate of returning
to the countryside after a few years of factory life.
On 19 November 1993, a fire broke out in a Shenzhen toy factory, a factory owned
and run by a Hong Kong contractor for a European toy maker, Chicca (a famous brand
for European and the U.S. markets). The fire killed over 80 workers and severely burned
many dozens more. It shocked Chinese society, was reported internationally, and caused
an outcry against unsafe \~ork conditions in the Asian-invested factories in South China.
Xiaoying, the protagonist of the song, was one of the victims.
I use this song to open the chapter on Chinese migrant workers' everyday lives
for it reflects a popular image of Chinese migrant workers of the early 1990s - tragic,
victimized and submissive to transnational capitalists' exploitation when post-socialist
China was being incorporated into the global economy. Laymen and academics shared
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this popular image. In Chinese labour studies, many researchers confi nn Chinese migra
nt
workers in the 1990s experienced various hardships: having difficulties finding jobs
in
urban labour markets, being discri111inated against as "second class citizens", 60 receiving
gender, ethnic and locality discrimination inside workplaces, 61 beco111ing bonded labou
r,
and subject to physical assault and punishments. 62 But apart from these hardships, what
else do we know about the lived experience of migrant workers in the 1990s? What
empirical evidence is there of harsh conditions? Did they eat enough? Did they have
adequate shelter? What were their aspirations? What were their daily lives like? In what
ways did they maintain social relationships inside and in between factories?
In this chapter, I try to describe migrant work ers' material and social lives.

Workers in the early 1990s coped with their difficult material conditions by invoking
social relationships steeped in familial and village bases. In tum, migrant workers gave
meaning to these social relationships in accordance to the material conditions they
confronted. As will be observed, they encountered very different circumstances in the
late 2000s , and in line with this, their way .of appropriating and maintaining social
relationships also differed considerably in the two periods.

Chinese Migr ant Workers in the Early 1990s

My empirical evidence for the early 1990s partly derives from 76 letters written
or
received by worke rs at the tragic Zhili toy factory. After the fire, decea sed work ers' letters
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were discarded by the factory. A pile of them was found in the rubbish by a Beijing-based
academic, who provided photocopies to an Australian scholar, 63 who has in tum provided
copies to me. Some of these letters had not even been mailed before their deaths, but
most of them had been sent to the Zhili workers by friends and relatives who worked in
other factories.
The Zhili factory was located in Shenzhen, the first established Special Economic
Zone of the People's Republic. In Shenzhen, the authorities executed tightly the
household registration (hukou) system in much the same vvay as the South African
government used the pass system in the days of apartheid. 64 In China this registration
system is a legacy of the Mao era, when the government used it to segregate peasants and
urbanities through barring migration from rural to urban areas. In its original form, 65
authorities required rural residents to remain in agricultural production to feed the urban
population. By restricting peasants to the countryside, the state could not only control
urban grovvth but individuals ' status and identity. When the household registration system
\Nas in use in the early 1990s in the post-Mao era, the system served as a vvay of extracting
raw materials from the countryside and making cheap use of the huge surplus labourpo,ver fr om the rural areas in nevv labour-intensive export industries, so that China could
compete successfully in a globalizing economy.
\Vithout an urban registration, migrants from the countryside needed a permit to
remain in a citv, and they could only secure this if they had an employer. Shenzhen
police 's daily checking of permits intensified not only rural migrants ' fear of being
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unemployed but also their desire to get factory jobs and becom e "workers" to stay
in
Shenzhen. Factory management drew up shop floor and dormitory rules and regulations
alongside physical punishments to discipline and penalize migrant workers in order
to
transform them into docile and disciplined subjects. 66
Outside factories, in the public sphere, the state wielded powe r to control the
inflow of migrant workers, and inside factories capitalist powe r held sway over their lives
.
At one level, the house hold registration system shaped the proletarianization process
of
Chinese migrant workers, resulting in a devaluation of Chinese migrant work ers' labou
rpowe r vis-a-vis urban reside nts'. At another level, inside factories, factory donnitories
and production lines were interlinked. This particular work/life arrangement was the socalled "dorm itory labour regime", under which the dormitory is an extension of the point
of production, and factory mana geme nt can flexibly utilize and prolong labour time and
have a great breadth of control over work ers' working and non-working time. 67
What kind of accommodation did Shenz hen' s migrant workers get in the 1990s?
The dormitory environment of the Zhili toy factory provides an aswer. On 19 N ove1nber
1993, when the fire broke out in Zhili factory, workers could not escape the dormitory
because the manage1nent had put iron bars on the windows and locked the dormitory and
factory gates to preve nt theft. Low wall studded with broken glass and barbed wire
separated the dormitory complex from the factory. Zhili workers caine and went through
a narrow iron gate. The dormitory itself consisted of one building. Each room in the
building was approximately 20 square 1neters housing ten double-deck bunk beds. Along
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the outer wall of the overcrowded dormitory, a tarpaulin was erected to accommodate an
additional thirty or so double bunk beds. In order to enter the dormitory, one was forced
to squeeze through the narrow gaps between outdoor bedding. There were over two
hundred workers in the Zhili factory dormitory but there were fewer than five bathrooms
and toilets. In the bathroom, no hot water was supplied even in winter. 68
In 2001, I visited a dormitory room in a garment factory in Shenzhen. The factory

was established in the 1990s and from vvhat I observed the situation had already
improved: eight vvorkers shared a dormitory room lined with four double-deck bunk beds.
The walls inside the room were dusted with ash, and the paint on the walls had peeled off
(obviously no repainting or maintenance had ever been done before my visit). Each of the
rooms had a toilet shared by the room ' s eight occupants. Fortunately, workers didn 't need
to line up every morning to wash and every night to take a shower. As the factory I visited
in 2001 was a big factory in the area, it could be expected that the living conditions there
were better than many of the medium-sized and small factories.
Both the Zhili dormitory and the one I visited were built next to the factory, which
was characteristic of China's foreign-funded factories of the early 1990s. Although
workers could leave the point of production and go back to their dormitory, factory
managers monitored, controlled and physically entrapped them at all times. Under such a
spatial configuration, factory employers could flexibly manage the length and tempo of
vvorkers ' labour time. In history, according to E. P. Thompson, capitalism evolved in
creating a nevv "time" consciousness in 18th century England. "Work-time" and "leisure
time" gradually became separate in workers ' lives. This new time consciousness built into
the minds of workers was a way of disciplining English workers so that they could get
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used to a regular and disciplined work life under capitalism. This time consciousness
contrasted the work life of craftsmen and peasants, whose work-time was "task oriented"
and irregular (it depended upon climate and weather). A minds et that was premised upon
a work experience of irregularity would have resulted in capitalists ' inability to control
workers ' absenteeism and to design produc tion schedules. 69 In Shenzhen, the factories in
the early 1990s were drawing their labour force from the countryside, and the dormitory
labour regime was deployed in a way that worke rs' work-t ime and leisure-time were
tightly linked and coordinated, with preced ence always given to work-t ime whenever
orders for produc er goods needed to be filled. The dormitory served as an extension of
the point of production, and factory manag ement could flexibly utilize and prolon g labour
time and had great breadt h of control over workers ' labour and leisure days. Thus, a
special spatio-temporal dialectic was in use to appropriate Chinese workers ' labourpower in the early 1990s.
Letters left behind by the workers who died in the Zhili fire reveal a typical tight
factory timetable of the early 1990s. 70 In the morning, at 6am, after waking up, workers
had to queue up outside the bathroom and wait for a wash. Then they leave the dormitory
at 6:45am and quickly eat breakfast (15 111inutes) and rush to the factory to punch their
time cards before 7:00 am to avoid being caugh t as "late to work" . During the fi ve-hour
mornin g shift, they could only drink a little, and not go to toilet very often. During
lunchtime between 12:00 and 1:00 pm, they might rush to eat their lunch and take a quick
nap. At 1: 00 pm, the factory bell would ring; and they have to rush to punch their cards
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again and resume their work for another four hours until 5 pm, followed by an hour for
dinner, when the factory bell rings again and the time card is punched again. Then
followed evening shift until 10 or 11 pm. After a very long day of work, workers felt
hungry and exhausted, but they noted in letters that they still needed to queue up for half
an hour to take a shower and eat something before going to bed.
In the early 1990s a normal working day in Shenzhen was at least 12 hours;

lengthy overtime work was considered a part of the normal working day. In some cases,
workers had to vvork even longer than 12 hours, up to 15 hours. According to one of the
Zhili letters, workers at the writer's factory even had to work 27 hours non-stop to fill
rush orders in peak seasons. 71 Extremely long work hours directly violated the Chinese
Labour Law of 1995, which addressed overtime as follows:

•

The working hours of the worker should not be over eight hQurs a day; the weekly
average vvorking hours should not be over 44 hours.

•

The workers should have one rest day per week.

•

The normal overtime work should not be extended over one hour; for some special
reason and with consideration of the vvorker ' s health condition, the prolonging of
,;vork hours should not be over three hours a day.

However, in the early 1990s factory employers gave no consideration to these
regulations. It became the "norm" for Shenzhen employers to violate vvork-hour
regulations at will.
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At the time of the English industrial revolution, factory employers tried to
introduce the notion of "time-thrift" to workers. Employers could fine workers for being
late to work, 72 and forced them to adjust to factory timetables. 73 Shenzhen factories had
similar inflexible ti1netables, fines and other punishments. At work, those who went to
the bathroom without a "leave-seat permit" were fined 1 yuan; an absence from work
without permission from supervisors was fined 30 yuan for the first day and then 15 yuan
for the second. In some cases, even a leave of absence with the permission of supervisors
was still fined 15 yuan a day. Refusal to do an overtime shift would be fined 2 yuan for
the first time, 4 yuan for the second, 8 yuan for the third, and deduction of all wages for
the fourth. 74 Under this despotic time-regime, Chinese migrant workers in the early 1990s
had to adjust their biological clock from rural rhythms to the factory-life rhythms, at the
expense of great physical suffering. Among all the letters, 17 workers mentioned having
various types of work-related ailments, three 1nentioned "lack of ·sleep", and five
mentioned exhaustion from long hours of work.
Many 1nore 1nentioned going hungry. The letters at Zhili reveal that the workers
at so1ne factories only had two meals a day; some said three. To someone having to work
at least 12 hours a day, we can imagine what kind of hunger she experienced if she could
only have two 1neals a day. 75 To most workers, having three meals provided everyday
was considered desirable employment. 76
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What amount and kind of food was normally served in a meal? A worker remarked
in a letter that she could "have two dishes containing some meat, and one entirely of
vegetables" for her dinner. 77 Another woman worker wrote that she had to share two
dishes with another five workers in a meal. 78 They needed to eat a lot of rice to bolster an
insufficient diet, so as to have enough calories to do a day's work. In terms of food quality,
it seems factory canteens only provided a very low quality of rice, which workers resented.
A male worker wrote, "I do not want to eat a single mouth of the rice provided in this
factory." 79 Some workers wrote to ask family members in their home village to send them
home-grown rice and noodles. The fact that some Zhili workers wrote letters to their
families to send them better quality of rice and noodle shows to us that Chinese migrant
workers were still connected to the means of subsistence in their home villages. This
connection in tum acted as a condition to further reinforce factory owners ' ability to lower
workers' wage even below the subsistence level.

The Social Life of Chinese Migrant Workers in the 1990s
Before coming to work in factories , the migrant workers had grown up and were
socialized in a rural setting that emphasised familial relationships and rigid social roles.
Thus, we ask: in what ways did the change from daily life as a rural peasant to an urban
worker impact on workers' social relationships?
In Chinese rural society, festivals are important social events that consolidate

traditional values and social relationships. During important festivals , elaborated rituals
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and activities take place inside the village. However, 1nigrant workers normally were only
able to return home once a year, briefly, for the Chinese Lunar New Year festival.
A recurrent theme among the Chinese migrant workers in cities was loneliness. In
the Zhili letters, there were plenty of examples. Before important Chinese festivals, e.g.
the mid-autumn festival, workers had been desperate to have their siblings, friends and
fellow villagers to visit them. Two examples:
Sisters, will you return home this year? I am so desperate to return home.

Ifyou decide

to go home, can we go together? By the way, do you have a Mid-Autumn festival
holiday? Ifyou have, come to my factory to play, ok? Indeed, I miss you two so much! 80
I think we should plan a day to gather together, share our hearts and the experiences
of these two years, can you? It is difficult to talk in letters. I think the coming MidAutumn Festival is a good day. Can you come to my place to spend the holiday? 81

But in most cases such visits were not possible. Sometimes factory management
would restrict workers' 1nobility. As a young sister told her elder sister: "Although I said
I would go to your factory to have fun, now I can't because my factory doesn't allow me
to have a holiday." 82 Those workers who could not leave their factories or have friends
visit could only request their friends to send them photos. 83
Some letters express the feelings of family me1nbers at home. A young female
worker's parents wrote about their daughter' s separation from them:
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My dear daughter:
When we were separated at the pier) my every step towards the pier was heavy
and hard. When I saw the ship leaving the pier, my tears ran into my eyes. I hate myself
that I didn Jt fulfil my responsibility to take care of my sons and daughters and have
you separated from us to work in factories) especially my dearest daughter. . .. My
daughter who left home and travelled ten thousand miles to Guangdong province is a
pride to us and to our village. My daughter) please forgive me. 84

Chinese migrant workers usually tried to keep their "stock" of social relationships
as best as they could and tried to stay in contact with each other. But even though these
relationships were so important, sometimes they could become a burden to workers. This
was particularly evident when workers were requested to introduce relatives and fellow
villagers into the factories where they worked and to vouch for them with employers.
They were under strong obligations to help out, and in situations where workers failed to
introduce relatives and fellow villagers into factory jobs, they had to apologize about
disappointing their relatives and friends:
Aunt:

You know, if you are not a skilled worker or have a no good cultural
background, it is very difficult to get into factories. It is worse that you are already 29
years old. To be honest) it is the first time my Aunt has asked n1e for help. I shouldn 't
let y ou down. But as your niece, I also can Jt help much. Please understand and accept
my apology. 85
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Apart from introducing jobs to others eager to work, 1nigrant workers also lent
and borrowed money from each other. If working in a factory is a means of earning money,
then money can also be a means of sustaining relationships. But in a situation where
material conditions were only enough for marginal survival, lending money to friends,
especially to newly arrived fellow villagers, could be risky. When migrant workers had
little savings and lives hinged on very low wages, it was possible money lent to fellow
villagers would never be returned. In some cases, when money came between friendships,
it could be catastrophic. On the other hand, keeping up relationships with fellow villagers
was indispensible not just socially and emotionally, but also to get labour market
information (e.g., to know which factory was good and which factory had a vacancy, etc.),
and so lending money could also enhance survival in cities. As a result, a 1nigrant worker
had to be very careful to assess whom he or she should lend money to and the possibility
of getting the money back. From Marx, 86 we know that money has alienating effects
between human beings; from Simmel, 87 we also learn that money can disintegrate
commu nity relations in modem life. A female worker explained plainly and succinctly to
her friends:
Every day in the mornin g I miss y ou. I am indeed too lonely . But it is natural to have
this feeling when separat ed from friends , and I have to learn to get used to it. In fact,
I don't want to be separat ed from you. But this is because of money. We left our home
village and have come to different places. What do we want? Money. In the world, it
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is only money, which separates me from my friends, which has me come to a strange
place, and meet strangers. The experience and feeling is indeed bad. 88

The letters made it clear that in the early 1990s, in the face of monetary difficulties,
and loneliness, Chinese migrant workers commonly chose to mobilize their familial,
village or immediate interpersonal networks to cope with their material and mental
difficulties during their factory lives. The psychological and social conditions of Chinese
migrant workers in urban China were so similar to those Simmel's famous figure in
modem society depicts - the stranger. Simmel observes that strangers often carry out
special tasks that the other members in the society are either incapable or unwilling to
carry out. In our case, Chinese migrant workers are these strangers who take up tasks highly exploitative jobs - that local residents do not want. 89
In sum, Chinese migrant workers' lives in the early 1990s were characterized by

marginal survival, factory life rhythms, insecure and transitory class/residency status,
strong sense of isolation, pessimism and fatalism. They had little career and future
aspirations. Female workers were particularly trapped by rigid social roles and family
relationships and could not escape the fate of returning to the countryside and becoming
rural peasants again after years of urban factory life. The only assets workers had in
factories were their relationships with friends, relatives and fellow villagers. They
depended heavily upon these relationships to cope with daily life needs, and developed
localistic networks inside and across factories in urban areas. But these social
relationships sometimes became burdens to workers.
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Chinese Migrant Workers in the Late 2000s

Since the mid-l 980s, villages in the Pearl River Delta region have experienced dramatic
econo1nic development. Foreign investment, notably capital from Hong Kong, Taiwan
and other Asian countries, has been the main driving force. From 1985 to 1990, a number
of Hong Kong and Taiwan enterprises transferred their labor-intensive manufacturing
into the Delta. During this period, the manufacturing sector comprised a majority of the
region's total foreign investment. Within the manufacturing sector, over 70 percent of
these factories were engaged in labor-intensive production related to electronics, toys,
clothing, metal products, plastic, and leather products.
As a result of the massive inflow of foreign investment, villages in the Delta
quickly urbanized and industrialized. Previous Mao-era rural collectives were converted
into village shareholding companies. These shareholding companies empowered
themselves economically and politically through engaging in joint-venture develop1nent
projects with foreign investors. Most of these projects involved renting village land to
investors to build factories. During the process, local villagers, instead of being relocated,
retained their homes in the village's old residential area. They benefited from the profits
generated by the village shareholding companies, receiving handsome dividends every
year.
Around 2000, a new village development pattern emerged. Local villagers in the
Delta began to demolish their old village houses and construct new multi-storey buildings.
Local residents rented flats in these multi-storey buildings to village outsiders - migrant
workers, who no longer lived in factory dormitories. Gradually, village landscapes
changed displaying old and new buildings; these villages' class structure also changed to
co1nprise two contrasting groups of residents - local villagers, a new propertied class,
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living in middle-class comfort on dividends and rents, and migrant workers, a new
labouring class, toiling every day in factories for meagre earnings.
Jade Village, where I did my fieldwork and lived for half a year in 2010, witnessed
these changes. Jade is located in the northern part of Bao' an District, formerly a county
and today one of the six administrative districts in Shenzhen. It is adjacent to one of the
main highways of Shenzhen to Guangzhou, the provincial capital of Guangdong province.
Jade's population is 56,000 people. Over 55,000 are migrant workers. Less than a
thousand are local villagers who control the area. Jade's scenery in 2013 is a mixture of
the old and the new, the traditional and the modem. 90 The village entrance preserves a
big traditional monumental archway, and modem shops, department stores, hairdressers,
guesthouses, and restaurants line the main street. In the factory zone, there is a long lane
to a big factory compound. Next to the factory compound is a big park. The factory
compound belongs to a Hong Kong-invested garment company - "The Pearl Factory
Company Group". "Pearl" is the nickname local villagers and migrant workers give to
the factory, so I decided to use it as the pseudonym of the factory for anonymity. The
factory operates 24 hours every day under a two-shift system. On a normal day, Pearl
factory's day-shift workers rush to the factory gate to clock in. It is a 15-minute walk
from the residential area to the factory. At lunchtime, Pearl factory workers usually buy
snacks from hawkers on one side of the lane and some buy lunch boxes from fast food
shops on another side. Some take their lunch boxes to the park to eat, and sit in the park
to read text messages in their mobile phones. Inside the gate of the Pearl factory, over
20,000 workers are employed - over one-third of Jade Village's population. Most of the
workers come from poorer rural areas of China. Compared to garment factories in the
1990s, which favoured employing young female workers between the age of 16 and 25,
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Pearl factory employs more male and middle-a ged workers - nearly 40 percent of the
workforc e is male, and the average age of all workers is between 26 and 28 years old.
Before 1998, Jade was not yet industrialized. The relatively late industrialization
of Jade, compared to other villages in Bao' an district, was connected to the village's
geograph ical and ecological environment. A famous hot spring was located in the
southeast part of the village. Because of the hot spring, Jade was positione d by the citylevel governme nt as one of Shenzhen ' s tourist attractions and resort areas, and had to
preserve its countrysi de scenery to suit tourism. However , this "tourist attraction"
positionin g caused disconten t among local villagers, especially when they witnessed
neighbou ring villages beginning to industrial ize and people in other villages getting richer.
The bargainin g between the village governme nt and the city-level governme nt lasted for
half a decade before 1998. Finally, in 1998, the city-level governme nt conceded and
allowed Jade to industrialize. Pearl factory was the first company to invest in Jade.
In 1998, Pearl factory built its 400,000 square meter factory compoun d in the
southwes t of Jade. Since then, Pearl and other smaller factories have contributed tax
revenue and factory ground rent to the village govern1nent and sharehold ing company.
Each local village househol d received a handsom e year-end dividend. The village
governme nt used the new revenue to kick start numerous infrastructure projects, building
roads, renovatin g the village ancestral hall, establishi ng a center for the elderly, etc. In
2003, the village governme nt invested RMB 20 million to build a 65,000 square meter
large "Jade Village Cultural Park" next to Pearl factory. The park had not only lawns and
mounds, but also a soccer pitch, circular racing track, and walking trails, etc. In 2006, the
local governme nt invested another RMB 2 million to build the ·"Jade Village Cultural
Piazza", where a theatre stage was built for cultural and dance performances.
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Local villagers were legitimate users of this infrastructure but many locals thought
differently. This was especially the case for the park. Because of the proximity between
Pearl factory and the park, Pearl factory workers were frequent users. Gradually local
villagers began to wonder whether the park had been built for the factory workers. In line
with this suspicion, instead of forbidding workers using the park and surrounding
facilities, local village government tacitly agreed to let workers use the park without
intervention. Many local villagers told me that the local government had a deal with the
owner of the Pearl factory. The local government provided basic recreational facilities for
Pearl factory workers while the Pearl factory kept investing in Jade Village. 91
The local government's tacit approval of migrant workers using village facilities
signals a shift in village governance towards accommodating migrant workers in south
China. In particular, the household registration system and permit system, previously
strictly enforced, have been relaxed. The visibility of migrant workers in Jade is evidence
of this. In contrast to the early 1990s when rural migrants were relatively invisible on
streets or in public areas in industrial villages in Shenzhen, migrant workers today can be
seen at every comer of Jade. They are not afraid of being arrested or being detained in a
detention center. Though a police station is located at the center of the village, only a few
officers patrol Jade, not to mention checking migrant workers' permits. Contrary to the
early 1990s, migrant workers today no longer need to obtain work permits to stay in
Shenzhen. What they still need is their temporary resident permits. However, as the
household registration system relaxes, the permit system relaxes in tandem. Many migrant
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workers in Jade Village do not bring their temporary resident pennits while walking on
streets inside the village.
There are controls over migrant workers in Jade Village, however. There is a
bottom line and this is linked to the safety of local villagers in Jade. In face of the
overwhelming numbers of migrant workers, the local Jade villagers, less than 2 percent
of the population, consider the1nselves under threat from the outsiders. Jade villagers
complain of theft by migrant workers. Since 2009 the Jade village government has poured
in RMB 12 million to strengthen security facilities to safeguard local villagers. Several
"gated communities" have been built behind high concrete walls around the local
villagers' multi-storey mansions. Surveillance cameras were installed inside these gated
communities. Police officers and security guards patrol 24 hours a day inside these gated
communities. Most police force are deployed gated communities, which explains the
relatively low numbers of police in other public areas in Jade. These gated comn1unities
also explain the invisibility of local villagers. Some local villagers are shop owners and
tend their shops, but most of them stay inside these communities. Without an entrance
permit and a local villager escort, no one can get into these communities. In consequence,
Jade is characterized by the disproportionate visibility of outsiders - rural migrant
workers - and invisibility of local villagers.
The village government and local villagers have changed their attitude subtly
towards 1nigrant workers. They still consider rural migrant workers as second-class and
not being entitled to all the types of local welfare benefits. However, in the early 1990s
the local villagers and government could simply ignore the livelihoods of migrant workers,
whereas in the late 2000s they have to recognize the presence of migrant workers, and
provide the1n certain basic facilities. In this sense, the migrant workers' status has been
elevated slightly due to their i1n1nense population and the profits they generate in the
village.
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What are the changes that have materialized in migrant workers' livelihoods,
including their housing, food, daily rhythms, and communications?

Private Housing) New Time Schedules and Internet Communications

I spent half a year in 2010 living with three Pearl factory male workers in Jade Village's
residential area where there is a mixture of styles of buildings. There are slum-like
dilapidated wooden and brick huts into which one or two very poor migrant families
crowd into. There are also many locally built six to seven-storey buildings. The flats are
rented to migrant workers sharing accommodation .. The ground floors of these buildings
usually contain locally owned grocery, snack and fast food shops. Instead of living with
the migrant workers, the local villagers move to newly built mansions in the gated
communities. Very often, you can see local villagers playing poker, mah-jongg or staying
idle inside their shops; many have formed a rentier class financed by a good income.
Roughly, a landlord who owns a seven-storey building can get RMB 35,000 to RMB
42,000 a month.
The building I lived in is located 10 minutes walk from Pearl factory. The building
has twenty flats on each floor. Each flat is 15 to 20 square meters large, with some basic
facilities - a 2 meter x 2 meter double wooden bunk bed, water supply, electricity, a small
kitchen and a private toilet. The flats have no water heater. In winter, workers have to use
cartridge heaters, which are dangerous and leak electricity, to boil water to have a hot
shower. To rent such a flat in 2010, each worker had to pay 370 yuan a month (including
electricity and water bills). A deposit equal to a month's rent is usually kept by the
landlords until the end of the lease. A month's rent in 2010 took up about 3 0 percent of a
worker's monthly wage. Usually three or four single workers, of the same sex and often
from the same family or village, share a flat, which costs each of them 90 to 120 yuan a
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rnonth. Other patterns also exist: married couples and dating couples like to rent a flat on
their own to have some privacy. However, as demand for these flats is quite high,
landlords increase the rent frequently. As one of my flatinates told me,

Th e landlord always increases the rent just before the legal minimum wage increases .
So,netimes, when the landlord hears of any wage increase in nearby fa ctories, he
increases the rent too.
Those renting tend to buy only a piece or two of furniture and cookware from
nearby second-h and shops inside the residential area. 92 These second-h and items include
a s1nall television set, wok, electric stove, wooden wardrobe, small dinner table, and two
or three plastic low stools.
Most migrant workers in Jade today live in private rental housing. Some factories
in Jade, such as the Pearl factory, also provide dormitory roo1ns for workers, just as in the
1990s, but very few workers live there. One reason is that, some factories give housing
subsidies to workers who do not live in dormitories. A 1nonth's housing subsidy usually
equals a month's rent of a flat. Some workers who want to save 1noney out of the housing
subsidies share a flat with other workers. My flatmates who decided to save more money
shared the bunk beds and slept in shifts. Day-shift workers slept at night whereas nightshift workers slept during the day. I was counted as a day-shifter and shared the same bed
with another day-shift flatinate at night. During public holidays, because the upper deck
of the bunk bed was used to store luggage and other belongings, three of us had to share
the lower deck of the bed, and one of my flatinates had to sleep on the floor. As the size
of the bed was 2 square meters, three men of sli1n to average build could 1nanage to sleep
side by side. Hence, workers can save on rent, but they lose living space. Certainly, my
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share-bed experience might not be common but it illustrates how migrant workers strive
hard to save money. Most workers prefer to live outside dormitories to avoid the rules
and regulations of factory dormitories. Couples, in particular, prefer to rent flats outside
the factory for privacy. Some of the rules and regulations are related to time. Some
factories close the dormitory gate at 11 pm and some even tum off all the dormitory room
lights after 11 pin. Young workers dislike these "time rules and regulations" saying they
imping on their life-styles, routines and how they relax after work. To understand how a
young migrant worker spends a normal workday, I will take you through a normal
workday of one of my flatmates, Quoqiang.
Quoqiang sews at Pearl factory. Each workday he wakes up at 6:30am. He spends
15 to 20 minutes to washing up and putting on his yellow factory uniform, which he
washes the night before. He departs at about 6:55am. Quoqiang usually buys two to three
meat and vegetable buns for breakfa·st from food hawkers and walks to the factory. He
normally arrives at the factory at 7: 15 to 7 :20am and waits for 5 fo 10 minutes, enough
time to smoke a cigarette. The morning cigarette is a stimulus to start the working day
and stay awake during the morning shift.
Morning shifts last five hours. At 12:30pm, the factory bell rings for lunch. Many
workers choose to eat in a nearby fast food shop or bring lunch boxes to the nearby park
to eat. 93 Instead, Quoqiang returns to our flat for a meal prepared by one of our night-shift
flatmates. Usually, when workers share a flat, they have an arrangement that night-shift
workers prepare lunch and dinner for day-shift workers. The lunch break is 1.5 hours long
and Quoqiang usually spends an hour having his lunch. Then he smokes his second
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In 2010, I had experience to eat a lunch box in a fast food shop near Pearl factory. I spent 7 yuan for a
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dishes and the rice was good. Just that the dishes were a bit too oily.
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cigarett e outside the flat and at 1:45pm returns to Pearl factory to work for another 4 hours
until 6pm. Sometim es, he has to stay behind for 15 to 30 minutes on the product ion line.
But usually, Quoqia ng meets us in our flat no later than 6:30pm and we have dinner
togethe r.

Often, dinner ends before 7 :00pm because the night-sh ift flatmates have to rush
to Pearl factory. After dinner, Quoqia ng usually spends 3 hours in one of the internet bars
in the resident ial area. At night, many young male and female migrant workers play online
ga1nes that are usually team games. You can group a team of three or four through the
internet and play war-lik e games against other teams. I was invited several times by
Quoqia ng to join his team includin g his elder brother and cousin. Both lived in another
town in Shenzh en working for giant Apple's supplie r Foxcon n. During the game, you
type instant messag es to your teamma tes so as to discuss game strategi es and other daily
issues. Usually each ga1ne lasts one to two hours. After that, Quoqia ng usually starts his
Chinese version of MSN instant messen ger softwar e to connect to relative s and friends
he knows in his home provinc e, Hunan, and in Shenzh en. He also opens his persona l blog
page to let blogger friends know what goes on in his daily life: about daily routines , love
affairs, work hardshi ps, sightsee ing photos, and reflectio ns on career and urban life in
Shenzh en. Quoqia ng ( and other migrant workers , especia lly female) are open to sharing
private issues and thought s on their work and love lives. At about 10p1n, Quoqia ng leaves
the internet bar and returns to the flat, takes about 15 minutes to shower and then goes to
bed at 10:30pm.
At first glance, it appears that today's migrant workers ' hours have decreas ed
compar ed to workers of the early 1990s. Normal ly those I shared the flat with work 9 to
10 hours a day (i.e. one to two hours of daily overtim e) during the non-rus h season. But
in peak times, their situatio n can be as bad as that of workers of the early 1990s. When
Pearl factory has rush orders, factory 1nanagement requires workers seven days a week
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and often has them working four to five shifts consecutively (i.e. up to 22 hours). Workers
are only given one hour break between shifts. Of course, this type of non-stop work
violates overtime regulations of the Chinese labour law, but workers see this as normal
for rush periods, at least.
Apart from rush orders, a "rotational shift" (daoban) can be problematic. In a
"rotational shift", night-shift workers are required to switch and work on dayshifts and
vice versa every two weeks. Almost all workers have difficulty adjusting their biological
clocks during rotational shifts. During these days, an employee has to work 18 hours for
four consecutive shifts (7:30am-12:30pm; 2:00pm-6:00pm; 7:30pm-0:30am; 2:00am6:00am). Usually these consecutive shifts take place on Saturday mornings to Sunday
mornings, and workers usually sleep the whole day on Sunday to recover for new work
on Monday. But workers do not complain about the system. In contrast, they accept
factory management's explanation that the rotational shift system is fair in that every
worker has half a month to rest at night.
Despite rush seasons and rotational shifts, today's migrant workers do not feel as
pressured as workers of the early 1990s. Because today's migrant workers live outside
the dormitory and have private toilets, they don't need to queue up to perform their
ablutions every morning or night. They have 1nore control over their "own" time - their
leisure time after a day of work. Chinese migrant workers are also able to negotiate their
holidays with factory management. For exa1nple, although the Chinese labour law
stipulates a day of rest each week, there is no restriction on which day of the week workers
have off. The consequence of an arbitrary day off is that workers have difficulty enjoying
it with friends, fellow villagers and relatives, who may have different schedules. But the
consequence of rotational shifts is already known to us: rather than enjoying their holidays,
workers waste a whole day of Sunday holiday to sleep like pigs in bed because of total
exhaustion.
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Why don 't factory employers insist on keeping workers in dormitories today, to
exploit them as they did in the 1990s? From ethnographic works on Chinese 1nigrant
workers ' situations in the 1990s, we know that time and bodily discipline was comm on,
and the reason given by factory manag ement was migrant workers were still not "civilized"
enough (e.g. "rough hands, rough feet") and not up to the standard of modem factory
workers.
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They implied that Chinese migran t workers of the 1990s had not yet

internalized the capitalist work rhythm. By contrast, after twenty years of exposure,
today' s migrant workers are fa1niliar with the capitalist work rhythm. Young workers
were disciplined through schooling timetables. 95 Older workers were disciplined through
actual work experiences in factories. Factor y en1ployers know that workers who live
outside factory compounds will show up on time and clock in every morning. 96 Today ,
even discipline and punish ment systems inside factories differ fro1n those of the early
1990s. As revealed in my 2010 garment factory survey, an overwhelming majority of
workers (93 percent) reported that their working factories had no punish ment system
(N=394). While physical punish ment was preval ent among Asian-invested factories in
Shenzhen in the 1990s, they almost disappeared in the late 2000s - only one out of 366
workers in my survey was punished physically.
If workers ' compartmentalization of time is one of the significant changes, choice
of food is another. Workers in the early 1990s whose diets were controlled by factory
management had to eat low quality rice and food. They could not afford other food. By
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See Ngai Pun, Made in China: Women Factory Workers in a Global Workplace; Ching Kwan
Lee,
Gender and the South China Miracle : TH10 Worlds of Factory Women.
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Andrew B . Kipnis, Govern ing Educati onal Desire: Culture , Politics , and Schooli ng in China (Chicag
o:
Univers ity of Chicago Press, 2011), pp . 113 - 117.
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There is a striking similari ty to Foucau lt ' s analysis of the historic al evolutio n of discipli ne an d punish.
Here factory manage ment's despoti c discip linary time and bodily practice to Chinese migrant workers
in
the 1990s was analogo us to the age when public torture was still in use in Europe. Similar ly,
Chinese
migrant workers ' internal ized capitali st and industri al time rhythm today is analogo us to what
Foucau lt
describe d as panopti cism. See Michel Foucaul t, Discipl ine and Punish : The Birth of Prison (New
York:
Vintage Books, 1979), pp. 3-31 .
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contrast, today's migrant workers can afford to buy lunch and dinner and can control the
quality and amount of food. Vegetables today are major food items, meat is not served
daily and only in smaller amounts, and rice is still the major energy source. Expenditure
on cigarettes for male workers and snacks for female workers were as high as 19 percent
of their total monthly expenditure (see Table 3.1). Smoking and eating snacks keep
workers awake, especially during long hours for three to four consecutive shifts. George
Orn1ell similarly found English miners chewed tobacco to combat thirst and stay awake. 97
In the early 1990s, the only affordable means of communication was letter writing.

But responses were slow and waiting could be frustrating. Today's young migrant
workers, like Quoqing, spend much of their leisure time on the internet. Older workers,
such as man-ied couples in Jade Village, go to internet bars about once or twice a week
and use ,;veb cam to communicate with their children in their home province. This is a
fundamental change in Chinese migrant workers ' pattern of communication.
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George Onvell, The Road to Wigan Pier (London: Secker & Vl arburg, 1959), Chapter 2.
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Table 3.1: Migran t workers' monthly expenditure on various expenditure items

Expend iture
Items

Amoun t
Spent Per
Month

Percen tage of
a Worke r's
Month ly
Salary

Percentage of
Total Month ly
Expend iture

Percentage of
Minimu m
Legal Wage

Rent (plus
electricity and
water bills; no
flat sharing)

370 yuan

16-19%

38%

41%

Meal

280-310
yuan

14-16%

29-30%

31-34%

Snacks /
cigarette

180-200
yuan

10%

18-19%

20-22%

Mobile phone
service Charges

50 yuan

2-3%

4-5%

5%

Interne t bar
charges

80-90 yuan

4-5%

8%

Total

960-1020
yuan

50%

Monthl y salary for a general sewing
worker in Pearl factory

2000-23 00 yuan

Mini1nu1n wage in 2010 (Shenzh en Outer
region)

900 yuan
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· 8-10%

Map 3.1: A satellite map of Jade Village

Plate 3.1: Private rental housing for migrant workers lined up along the main road
of Jade Village, Shenzhen
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Plate 3.2: Local residen ts' fancy balcony house inside their gated commu nities in
Jade Village , Shenzh en
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Plate 3.3: A typical private rental house for migrant workers, with its first floor
occupied by an Internet bar, in Jade Village, Shenzhen
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Plate 3.4: A secon d-han d shop for house hold equip ment and furnit ure locate d
inside migra nt worke rs' comm unitie s in Jade Village, Shenz hen ·
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Urban Consumer Culture, Money, and Aspirations

The separation of place of residence from place of work and a higher wage enable workers
to be more than just sellers of labour-power (i.e. producers) but also buyers of
commodities (i.e. consumers). The new consumerism is illustrated by workers' mobile
phone mania. Mobile phones are immensely important to migrant workers, and they are
willing to spend a lot to buy them. A domestic-brand mobile phone costs about 700 yuan
to 800 yuan (plus a monthly service fee of about 40 yuan). Mobile phones are usually the
1nigrant workers' most expensive asset. Newly arrived workers spend more than half of
their first month's salary on a mobile phone. Several times I hung out with a group of
male and female migrant workers on their holidays, one of their "must" stops was a
mobile phone shop. They loved to go to mobile phone shops, to stand in front of the
displays, and to window-shop for hours. They were knowledgeable of the models and
functions of new ones, as well as various mobile phone service subscription plans. Today,
with information technology, workers not only maintain close contact with friends and
relatives, but also share labour market information. Using text-messages to fellow
villagers, old colleagues, and friends to share vital information, such as which factories
are good or bad, which have vacancies, their daily work hours and wages, etc., makes it
easier to find and change jobs.
Since workers today ·are exposed to a multitude of commodities and to urban
consumer culture, how much do they save? At first glance, a worker's regular monthly
expenditure is only about half of a worker's monthly income (see Table 3 .1 ), and thus
they should be able to save half of their salary. But during my fieldwork in Jade, my
flatmates showed me their bankbooks which revealed very little savings. Most of them
only had several hundred yuan in the bank. Saving money most of the time does not
happen. Lack of savings has a lot to do with foreign-funded factories' policy of retaining
a worker's first month of salary as a "recruitment deposit" (yagongji). Though illegal,
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almost all factories retain salary to avoid a high staff turnover rate. This amoun t of money
is not given back to workers until the Chinese Lunar New Year holiday. Under this policy,
newly arrived workers who usually have very little money on hand before they enter the
factory have to borrow money from their relatives and fellow villagers to survive for the
first two months. In addition, in the first months of working in factories a worke r's
month ly pay can be as low as half what others earn. When newly arrived workers get paid
for the first time (which is for their second month of work), they usually spend almost all
of it on a new mobile phone. Thus, for the first three months in the factory, workers
usuall y live in debt. Starting in the fourth month, even if they are thrifty, they still need
half a year to repay their debt. The workers who lend money to them (usually relatives
and fellow villagers) also find it hard to save money as they are frequently lending.
Althou gh other aspects of worke rs' material lives have improved, they still stuffer from
tight monet ary situation. Like workers of the 1990s, lending money can be very
problematic, especially in cases betwe en relatives and fellow villagers in which familial
relationships are involved.
Some scholars only look at Chinese migrant worke rs' continued annual wage
increases and sugges t that worke rs' low savings rate today is due to young worke rs'
hedon ist and consumerist behaviour. Some accuse young workers, especially young
migrant men, of not uphold ing filial piety by not remitting money back home as workers
did in the 1990s. These interpretations are unwar ranted and often overlook the tight
monet ary situation workers faced in the late 2000s. These interpretations also ignore the
family income structure. Not only do young migrant workers engage in factory work in
cities, most of their parents are also factory workers there as well. As a 20 year-old male
Pearl factory worker told me,
I am the only child in my family. Before I came to Shenzh en to work, my grand mothe r
had taken care of me at hon1e and at that time my parent s were alread y workin g in
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Beijing as factory workers. They regularly remitted money back home for my living
expenses. Now, I also have come out to work. They knew that I could not save money
due to high living standards here. Thus, they don't require me to remit money back
home. Last time, when I phoned my mom, she even asked me if I have enough money
to spend and wanted to send me some money.
The consequences of a tight monetary situation and low savings are far reaching.
It not only makes workers more vulnerable to unemployment and exploitation, it also
affects workers' family and career plans. Needless to say, little finance at hand means
workers always have to earn. Whenever work stops, mouths are not fed. When workers
are single, they can be more flexible, to reduce one expenditure item and increase another.
But when they have a family and children, they cannot help but work harder to raise their
children.
A common pattern, in which so many migrant workers' children are left behind
in the countryside today while their parents work in cities, is a direct consequence of
migrant workers' low savings pattern. When I interviewed workers about their views on
marriage and raising children, most of them, whether men or women, agreed that getting
1narried costs too much money. They want a small wedding banquet in the village to
celebrate with close relatives and fellow villagers, and a small dowry. 98 What they
consider problematic is the bread-and-butter issue of having children. Most of them
cannot afford to raise children in a city. They do not enjoy education and welfare benefits
as do urbanities and thus have to pay dearly for education and hospital care. Thus most
of them opt to leave their children in the countryside where their hukou belongs and where
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The findings that young migrant workers want less bride money are different from Yunxiang Yan ' s
finding in a North China village in 1991. Yan argued that the younger generation wanted more bride money
because they could save the amount of money themselves after their marriage. However, when I asked
young migrant workers in Jade Village, including some who declared soon to marry, they had no idea about
how much they should have for their bride money. See Yunxiang Yan, The Individualization of Chinese
Society (Oxford, New York: Berg, 2009), pp. 57-84.
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education is subsidized by government. When I asked some married couples who have
children left behind in the rural areas about their expectations and hopes for their family's
future, most of them do not think that their lives can change a lot until they retire. They
only hope their children can escape from their fate as migrant workers. But most of them
told me that because educational standards in the countryside are low, there will be few
opportunities for their children to climb the ladder into a better future.
Does this mean that workers are fatalistic? Though 1nost migrant workers do not
think they can escape their fate, some do have aspirations. In contrast to workers of the
early 1990s who did not have visions other than working in factories or returning to
farming, workers today, especially young workers (but not limited to them only), think of
transforming their identity from an ordinary production-line worker to a contractor or
small-factory owner. Two cases illustrate these career aspirations. The first involves my
flatmate, Zhangxiong, a 21 year-old factory worker who left his home when he was 15.
In the first five years of factory life, he stayed in textile and garment factories in

Guangzhou as an apprentice and an ordinary production line worker. When he was 20,
after completing his apprenticeship, he left Guangzhou, came to Jade Village and got into
Pearl factory. He told me,
I planned, after workin g here two to three years, to open a small garme nt workshop to
subcon tract orders from big garme nt factor ies like Pearl. Durin g these y ears of
workin g in Guangzhou and Shenzhen, I have learnt all the necessary skills and have
develo ped networks with manag ement in the factories I worke d at. With these networks,
I will have enough orders for my workshop to survive in future.

Zhang xiong' s aspiration is not unique. A middle-aged worker, Xiaojun, who
worked in smaller garment factory in Shenzhen, had a similar ambition. Xiaojun was a
more experienced sewing worker. He was already 30 years old and had worked in
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Shenzhen's garment industry for 10 years when I met him. When I asked about his future
plan, he said,
I don 't know. I always want to open a small garment workshop to contract orders from
big factories. I know all the skills and I have the networks to get orders. But what I am
lacking is start-up money.

Both Zhangxiong and Xiaojun wanted to stop toiling every day, and to be their
own bosses. Though difficult to achieve (due to a lack of start-up money), this aspiration
was very different from the fatalistic sentiment workers shared in the 1990s. As there is
no seniority structure and few chances for promotion in factories, workers know that in
order to escape, they have to "upgrade" themselves by strengthening their skills and
networks. Workers' faith in their skills and personal networks were also confirmed in my
2010 garment factory survey: 40 percent of the workers believed that they could get
promoted inside factories through skills (N=217) while 47 percent of them believed it
would happen through personal networks (N=252). Zhangxiong and Xiaojun were willing
to devote their time, say five or more years, to learn necessary tailoring skills and establish
their relationships with factory owners. They thought hard about resolving the start-up
money proble1n. Zhangxiong planned to borrow money to realize his dream.

The Social Life of Chinese Migrant Workers in the Late 2000s

In the early 1990s, the lack of effective transportation, communications and scarce leisure
time gave workers a sense of isolation and loneliness. Workers had to write letters, visit
and send photos to each other to relieve loneliness. They had to invoke social relationships
to cope with material needs (finding jobs, borrowing money) and to sustain themselves
mentally and spiritually. In the late 2000s workers still paid visits to each other during
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holidays, when they played poker, mah-jongg, shared a feast, went window shopping in
department stores, 1nobile phone shops inside the villages, or went roller-skating, sang
karaoke, and played online games in Internet bars. Sometimes, these visits became routine.
In contrast to the 1990s when mutual visits pri1narily served as a way to relieve loneliness,
workers in the late 2000s considered them as a means to expose themselves to the urban
way of life with their peers. 99
The material conditions of today's migrant workers have improved and 1nost of
them do not live on the brink of survival. But workers today have to face new problems.
To cope with these new problems, they still rely heavily on their social relationships and
localistic networks.
Housing is an example. The commo n pattern in Jade Village is that workers
usually seek assistance from relatives and fellow villagers to find suitable acco1nmodation.
Workers unable to find somewhere to stay for a period of time are usually hosted in their
relative or fellow villager s' flats temporarily. They also tend to share a flat with fellow
villagers or friends from the same province. One benefit is they speak the same dialect.
A com1nent by Zhangxiong succinctly captures this, "Quoqi ang and I came from the same
village. Speaking in the same village dialect make me feel close to him." The second
advantage concerns food. To live together means sharing food is unavoidable. If two
workers from different provinces live together, the type of food and the ways of cooking
have to be negotiated. But living with fellow villagers, the problem is immediately
dissolved. My flatmates always reminded me of the difference between their Hunan
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Interestin gly, when exammm g what he called the "pre-industrial traditions from the manufact uring
districts" in nineteent h century England, E. P. Thompso n also suggests that visiting, receiving visits, feasts,
card-play ing, money lending and borrowin g were the rural customs that industrial disciplinarists would like
to uproot but, of course, they never succeede d . Thus, we can see the interestin g parallel in tem1s of holiday
activities between nineteent h century English workers and today's Chinese migrant workers. This suggests
that Chinese migrant workers extend their rural way of life and customs into urban industrial settings and
manifest them through these activities . See E. P. Thompso n, The Making of the English Working Class, pp.
408 .
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cooking and Sichuan cuisine, "Our way of cooking chilli peppers is very different from
how Sichuanese cooks. Hunan cuisine is 'savoury hot' (xiangla) but Sichuan cuisine is
'numbing hot' (mala). We cannot eat that kind of spicy food and we do not cook that way
either. We are very different!"
Despite the advantages, are there any drawbacks for workers relying on these
relationships and networks? Similar to the early 1990s, migrant workers still have high
expectations from relatives and fellow villagers. They expect relatives and fellow
villagers to host them when they have no shelter, to vouch for them with factory
employers and lend them money, especially the migrant men. Some of these relationshipladen burdens also come from a worker's role in family and his or her fulfillment of family
responsibilities, particularly for middle-aged migrant workers, who are usually the elder
members of family to young migrant workers.
Two floors above my rented flat in Jade Village lived a married couple who were
working in Pearl Factory. Xuerong and his wife were both in their mid-forties and had a
son aged 15 who they had left behind in their home village: the couple were very
hardworking and spent very little each month. They saved as much as they could to send
back home for their son's living and education expenditure. Although they occupied a flat
on their own, it was definitely not a family setting. They furnished it just as other single
migrant workers did - as simple as possible. Their strong sense of family responsibility
extended to a family responsibility to their young relatives such as Quoqiang and other
nephews and nieces, whom they had brought to Shenzhen and introduced into Pearl
Factory. Xuerong told me that he felt great pressure and responsibility to have to take care
of all of the1n.
Before they arrived at Shenzhen you had had to prepare a lot: asking a foreman to let
1

then1 work in a factory, finding flats for them, pick them up them when they arrive.
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After they have arrive~ you have to be prepared to help them when they get into
trouble. When they are unemploye~ you have to help them to find another job. When
they have no place to live, you have to host them. I have a nephew who is working
here. He likes to gamble. There was a time he lost all his money in Zhuhai and I had
to rush there to bring him back to Shenzhen. Because I am the elder member of the
family here and I promised their parents to take good care of them, I have to treat
them like my own children.

Xuerong's quotation reveals a different interpretation to those feminist scholars
suggest. In contrast to viewing elder members of family as agents of a family authority
system, 100 I found that they were also victims of the system. The systen1 was oppressive
toward not only young female workers, but also toward male and older workers, like
Xuerong. What previous studies have related is true in that the system of responsibilities
indeed extended from rural to urban areas where migrants work. The system assu1nes a
particular role for 1nale workers and a family role for older workers too. Middle-aged
male workers are assumed to have certain family responsibility to take care of and help
young migrant workers, as well as acting as breadwinner for families.
In short, we see no diminishing relevance of localistic networks to 1nigrant
workers' lives. As 1nigrant workers' living contexts change, the way workers use these
relationships to cope with life problems also changes. It is interesting to discover that,
unlike previous studies on Chinese migrant workers, which mostly focus on female
workers, male workers and middle-aged workers also are burdened, though differently,
by the family authority system, which is largely ignored in the literature.
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Individualism and Personal Fate

As was observed in my description of the letters of female workers who died in the 1993
Zhili factory fire, the sentiments witnessed in these letters were pessimism and fatalism.
Several assumptions underpinned these sentiments. These female workers of the early
1990s felt they were enduring a bitter factory experience to support poor parents and
siblings back home and that they had no long-term future in the cities. They had been
expected at the age of 15 or 16 to leave home and go to the cities to work in factories.
Every month, they had to remit money home to support the family budget and to subsidize
brothers' education by forgoing their own. After seven to eight years of factory work,
they were expected to return to the countryside to marry fellow villagers (sometimes
through arranged marriages) and then to stay the rest of their lives as housewives in the
countryside. The trajectory of a Chinese migrant female worker's life had been
determined when she was born into a peasant family in China. Nor were the constraints
and pressures that she felt merely exercised from a distance, through the expectations of
her family back home. Young female workers in a dormitory setting sometimes were
monitored by elder sisters, cousins or village acquaintances who had introduced them into
the factories, 101 in terms of their physical mobility, dating, choice of dating partners,
spending patterns, and so on. In consequence, though some young female workers may
have wanted to escape the binds of the behavioural role that had been determined for them,
even if only temporarily, they were controlled in their daily factory lives by an unholy
alliance of employer and rural patriarchism.
Two decades later in the late 2000s, were the lives of migrant female workers still
trapped in this way? Do the female workers today still have to struggle hard against
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patriarchalism? What is the case for Chinese male workers? Let us answer these questions
in tum.
A month after I began living in the same flat as Zhangxiong I met Xiaolian, a 23year-old woman from Guangxi Province who worked at Pearl Factory, I had been hearing
gossip among the Pearl Factory male workers about the hidden relationship between
Zhangxiong and Xiaolian. Gradually, I learned Xiaolian was actually married and had a
baby son at home, taken care of by her mother-in -law. Her husband was a migrant worker
in another city far from Shenzhen. Xiaolian was in a dilemma: either to divorce her
husband or to leave Zhangxiong. Like other young female workers who like to write their
feelings in their personal web blogs, I could read between the lines in Xiaolian' s posts to
know that she was in a bitter struggle. One day in September 2010, I asked her about her
situation. To my surprise, Xiaolian didn't hide her situation and even told 1ne that she had
already had sex with Zhangxiong several times in the past two months. She was still
unsure whether to divorce or not. When I asked her whom she loved most at that 1noment,
she replied, "I don't know." Then she added, "The one I love most now is 1ny baby son."
She told me that for a year she had already been separated from her husband. During this
year, she had met Zhangxio ng at Pearl Factory and gradually they became intimate. She
at first felt guilty for being unfaithful to her husband. But as time passed and
co1nmunication through phones and internet reduced, the guilt dissipated. At the same
time, Zhangxiong took care of her and asked her to divorce her husband and marry him.
My flat 1nates and other workers (in the absence of Zhangxiong) judged Zhangxiong and
Xiaolian negatively. Many of the male workers thought that Xiaolian and Zhangxio ng's
relationship would have no future. Some made a very negative judgment on Xiaolian for
a11owing herself to get into an affair. Some criticized Zhangxiong for getting involved
with a married woman with a child. Some compared their girlfriends with Xiaolian, and
the line ran, "My girl friend is different fro1n Xiaolian, she is not that type of woman!"
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Subsequently, in September 2011, Xiaolian told me that she had divorced her husband
and had married Zhangxiong. She was pregnant with Zhangxiong' s baby. When I asked
her about her elder son, she told me sadly, "My ex-husband and his family do not allow
me to see my son anymore."
Xiaolian's behaviour represents a form of individualism and resistance to the
traditional family and gender roles assumed by Chinese women. Instead of restricting
herself to a distant husband and suffering from loneliness on her own, Xiaolian dared to
engage in a new relationship with Zhangxiong. The courage of Xiaolian's actions
suggests a significant change in a fe1nale worker's social values towards love, family and
individual fate.
In Jade Village, pre-marriage sex and cohabitation among young Chinese migrant
workers were increasingly common. The cohabitation trend was indicated in my 2010
garment factory survey. Among 80 ga1ment workers aged between 24 and 26, about 8
percent of them cohabitated with their boyfriends and girlfriends.
If Chinese female workers are changing their attitudes towards love and marriage,
what is the case for male workers? In the literature, there is a lot of discussion about the
appropriate marrying age for Chinese female workers. A popular impression is that if a
Chinese woman does not get married by 23, she is already considered as late and should
marry as soon as possible. When 1 interviewed young female workers, this impression
still exists in their minds. However, there is very little discussion of the appropriate
marriage age for Chinese male workers and the pressure they receive from families.
Rongxin was a 28-year-old male migrant worker, who had been working in
Shenzhen for five years. His elder brother had been married for three years; and his
younger brother had been dating a girl for two years and will soon be married. Only
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Rongxin was still single with no girl friend. He observed that he "felt the pressure and
need to get married" but he "still has no plan".
In March 2011, after returning fro1n Lunar New Year holiday from his ho1ne
village and back to Jade Village, Rongxin told me he was dating a girl who worked in
another town in Shenzhen. However, I could feel that Rongxin was neither excited nor
happy while telling me of his "new stage of life". Later, I learned that the dating was prearranged. When Rongxin returned to his home village for the Lunar New Year holiday,
his parents "ordered" him (in Rongxin' s words) to date a girl who was from the same
village. I asked Rongxin if he loves the girl. His reply was a definite "no". Several times
I witnessed Rongxin and the girl "dating" in Jade Village. I detected no signs of love
between them - no hugging, no handholding, no chatting, and they could walk several
meters apart on the street while "dating"!
Rongxin was individualistic, independent and did not want to be constrained too
early in his life by family responsibilities. But this kind of individualism and desire to be
free and independent violates traditional Chinese values and fa1nily gender roles. If a rural
1nan does not marry after the age of 30, he is already considered an old bachelor.
Rongxin' s situation was not unique. My 2010 gannent factory survey shows that about
20 percent of male workers aged between 26 and 32 were single (N=52). 102 This shows
that 1nore and more migrant working 1nen decide to abandon the rural custom of marrying
before or in their 1nid-20s. Thus, it is expected that many 1nen who are unmarried and are
approaching their thirties experience similar pressure and are in the same struggle as
Rongxin . Though young 1nigrant workers increasingly have individualistic outlooks and
mentalities, and they still have to struggle hard with old traditional Chinese values.
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Even more striking is that, from the same survey, there were about 11 percent of female workers in the
same age group were single (N=79). The unexpected ly high percentage of single women aged between 26
and 32 revealed a sea change in workers' expected marriage age that is very different from the past.
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Conclusion: Urbanization and Workers' Everyday Lives
Today, it is unavoidable to study Chinese migrant workers without considering their lives
outside factories, since workers are no longer confined to factories as they were in the
1990s. The new way of life Chinese migrant workers have today, such as living in private
rental housing in industrial villages and having more leisure time, implies two significant
changes: first, there is a new social organization of capitalist production through space,
time and culture in post-socialist China; second, a new politics of production, and thus a
new factory regime, is developing in China.
My ethnographic fieldwork and everyday-life approaches to Chinese migrant
workers' social lives provides a vantage point from which to study the concrete linkages
between three concurrent transformations in China over the past two decades: Chinese
capitalist development, rural urbanization and the formation of a Chinese migrant
vvorking class. Despite having the same transient class identity as "rural migrant workers",
the new rural migrant labour force has changed dramatically in many ways, including
their material conditions, life rhythms, status and class situations. A lot of these changes
are closely connected to China's urban transformation and the industrial village settings.
These transformations are also connected to wider changes in global production (see
Chapter 2) which impacts foreign investment in local villages, local industrial village
governance and local labor markets, and domestic changes in the Chinese state's
migration policy (such as a less rigid household registration system). All these
transformations change the external parameters of the "politics of production" suggested
by Michael Burawoy. 103 As will be seen in the next chapter, despotism still exists in
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Thirty years after his ethnography In Allied Corporation in Chicago, while writing for the special preface
to the Chinese edition of Manufacturing Consent, Michael Burawoy reassessed his classic study by
attributing his mistake made for freezing external forces while analyzing the change of factory regimes in
Allied Company. He said, "I did not see that those external forces -- market and state -- are not fixed external
factors but themselves the product of social processes that have their own dynamics. My approach in the
previous and this chapter is a deliberate attempt to study the external factors of the politics of production
outside factories. The English version of the special preface quoted here can be achieved at:
11
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Chinese factories, but the changes of these external parameters sufficiently demand us to
conceptualize a new labour regime in China. The new labour regime at this stage should
take workers' everyday lives outside factories into account, in place of the past
"donnitory labour regime" focusing pri111arily on workers' lives within factory complexes.
This chapter has focused on Chinese migrant workers' ways of life in the past and
present. The following two chapters - Chapters Four and Five - will enter the workplace
to understand the working conditions and relations in production of Chinese migrant
workers.

http: //burawoy.berk eley.edu/Biogr aphy/Thirty%2 0Years.pdf (accessed 27 September 2012); for the
framewo rk of "politics of production ", please also see Michael Burawoy, The Politics of Production:
Fact01y Regimes under Capitalism and Socialism (Lon don: Verso, 1985).
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4
State-Endorsed Exploitation and a Segmented
Labour Market in Shenzhen's Garment Industry

In the previous chapter, I detailed the social and material lives of migrant workers under

factory-dormitory and industrial-village settings. Under the dormitory-labour regime,
management could easily access their workforce at any time. However, to allow this
factory regime to function, two conditions were necessary. First, state support for the
reproduction of labour power and the state's direct regulation of labour relations had to
be low; accordingly, factory management could enjoy internal managerial autonomy and
thus exercise despotic control inside factories. Second, a labour-surplus has to exist in the
market as a counteracting force to limit wage increases and restrain a high turnover;
management can appropriate particular qualities of labour power and drive down wages
vvithout difficulties.
In the 1990s, the two critical conditions were in place in Shenzhen. Shenzhen' s

minimu111 wage guideline vvas passed in 1992, but labour officials in the 1990s were
reluctant to enforce it in foreign-funded factories; and workplace trade unions and
collective bargaining mechanisms were either umecognized or did not protect workers
from despotic control and vvage reductions. As Ching Kwan Lee observes, the local state
in Shenzhen vvas a "clientalist state" -- local state officials and foreign investors colluded
to build clientalist relations with officials through "guanxi )) and a "gift economy" to
pursue their povver and interests. These clientalist relations made state support for migrant
\iVOrkers' reproduction of labour povver non-existent. Migrant \Norkers were vulnerable
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and had to sell their labour power cheaply to factory manage ment for survival, 104 placing
them in a disadvantageous bargaining position and undermining their resistance to
1nanagerial domination. 105 It also gave Shenzh en's employers plenty of choice in the
labour market to set recruitment criteria to select the best and 1nost suitable types of labour.
In the 1990s Shenzh en' s labour was selected along age, gender and locality principles,
under which young fe1nale workers provide d the prime labour force for foreign-funded
factories. 106
After two decades as one of the migrant workers ' major destination cities,
Shenzhen has a less homoge neous labour market. Today it is a mixed pool of old and
young migrants, male and female, skilled and unskilled, literate and illiterate. As more of
China's inland provinces began to industrialize, Shenzh en's labour market co1npetes with
labour markets in other cities for its migrant workforce. Occasionally Shenzhen has
experienced labour shortages in the past decade. Today most foreign-funded factories
comply with Shenzh en's minimu m wage guidelines. Other labour legislation such as
work-time arrangements, overtime compensation and labour contracts, have been passed.
Thus, in light of the legal changes, we should ask: Is exploitation, in the form of labour
law violations, still serious in today's Shenzhen? If so, in what ways does factory
management violate worker s' labour rights? Do workers possess any knowledge of the

Theoretic ally, if the mechanis m of state support for migrant workers' labour power fails, there can only
be two ways workers can survive in cities . First, it is through the support from their rural home vi ll age to
send them food . Second, it is through selling their labour power to earn a wage for survival. As in the case
I presented in the last chapter, a Zhili female factory worker did ask her parents to send her homegro wn
rice and noodle. However , for migrant workers, it is usually the last resort. In this case, at least from the
available data and research reports, Chinese migrant wo rkers are not complete ly separated from the means
of subsisten ce in rural areas. Ching Kwan Lee is particula rly keen on suggestin g this " land as safety net"
argumen t in her research . Please read, Ching K wan Lee, Against th e Law: Labor Pro tests in China's
Rustb elt and Sunbelt (Berkeley : Universit y of Californi a Press, 2007), pp . 15 7-234.
105
As Marx recognize d, "The organizat ion of the capitalist process of productio n, once it is fully develope d ,
breaks down all resistance. The constant generatio n of a relative surplus populatio n keeps the law of the
supply and demand of labour, and therefore wages, within narrow limits which correspon d to capital's
valorizat ion requirem ents. The si lent compulsi on of economic relations sets the seal on the dominati on of
capitalist over the worker." Karl Marx , Capital: A Critique of Political Economy Vol. 1, pp . 549-50.
106
Ching Kwan Lee, Gender and th e South China Miracle: Two Worlds of Factory Women (Berkeley :
University of Californi a Press, 1998), pp. 56-7.
i o-1
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labour laws? In what ways does new labour legislation change relations between the state,
capital and labour? Most importantly, does factory management still enjoy internal
autonomy as was the case in the early 1990s?
This chapter examines the changing conditions of factory types in Shenzhen by
way of capturing the up-to-date situation of state regulations and labour market conditions.
Although new labour legislation has been introduced in China, many of the new statutes
either are not enforced or contain loopholes. Factory management still enjoys a certain
degree of internal managerial autonomy. However, over the years migrant workers have
also gained a certain level of legal knowledge. To sustain their profits, factory
management has to exploit labour law loopholes of which workers have relatively little
knowledge. In addition, although Shenzhen's labour market is still organized along age,
gender and locality principles, nuanced differences are evident. While age is the principal
mechanism allocating workers to different types of factories, gender and locality
-

principles have become less important today. The new labour market allocation
mechanism creates a so-called "segmented labour market" inside Shenzhen ' s migrant
workforce, and results in three different factory regimes in Shenzhen ' s garment industry.
The seginented labour market consequently traps old migrant workers in the plight of
"lo,v wages, long work hours, and low job turnover", very different from the changes
undenvay that affect young migrants. Finally, all these changes are incomprehensible
vvithout considering today's global garment production process and climate and how these
global forces shape local operations, mode of competition and cooperation among
garment factories in Shenzhen.
Empirical evidence for this chapter includes qualitative and quantitative data. For
the qualitative information, apart from my ethnographic fieldwork in Jade Village, I
visited another eleven garment factories elsewhere in Shenzhen in 2010 and 2011. During
these visits. I intervievved ,vorkers in those factories and observed their working and
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living enviro nment s. The quanti tative data utilize d in this chapte r derives fro111 my 2010
Shenz hen garme nt factory survey of six Hong Kong investe d garme nt factories in
Shenzh en. The survey was condu cted outsid e the gates of two s111all, two mediu111-sized
and two large factories. I collect ed 3 89 questio nnaire s in total, with the numbe r of
respon dents from each in propor tion to the estima ted factory size. Intervi ews were also
carried out with factory owner s, middle manage111ent, merch andise rs and worke rs.
This chapte r is divide d into three parts. The first focuse s on state regula tions: the
contin uity of and change s to labour law violati ons in Shenz hen, worke rs' legal knowl edge
and loopho les in the Chines e labour law. The second exami nes the condit ions of
Shenz hen's labour marke t. In particu lar, throug h statisti cal analys is, the princip al
mecha nisms that draw 111igrant garme nt worke rs to differe nt types of garme nt factories
are identified. The third explai ns the existen ce of differe nt types of garme nt factories
throug h exami ning the impac t of global garme nt produc tion on Shenz hen's local garme nt
produc tion, factory compe tition and operat ions. The chapte r conclu des by addres sing the
role of the state, labour ordina nces and labour marke t condit ions in shapin g change s in
factory regime s, particu larly the state's role in workp lace exploi tation of today' s postsociali st China.

State- Endor sed Explo itation and Emplo yers' Mana gerial Auton omy
Althou gh China 's first nation al labour law was passed in 1994, the draftin g of the law
had begun early in the refonn era but was delaye d for many years as compe ting interests
in the bureau cracy argued for variou s provis ions. As Murra y Scot Tanne r notes in his
study of lawma king in China, the labour law was affecte d by the vagari es of central
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leadership struggles over the path and speed of economic reform. 107 Before 1994, Chinese
e1nployers and workers were regulated by a wide array of administrative regulations, State
Council directives, and laws passed by the National People ' s Congress. These regulations,
laws and directives were chaotic, fragmented and not comprehensive, resulting in unequal
standards among different enterprises based on ownership type and becoming
increasingly untenable as economic reform deepened in the 1990s. 108
Despite the Chinese government's effort to improve migrant workers ' work
conditions and livelihoods through introducing new laws and adjusting local minimum
wages, its impact on migrant workers was not great and these efforts were still widely
criticized as "formal" rather than "substantial". The government was also criticized for
purposively setting the minimum wage too low as a way of attracting foreign investment.
For example, as Figure 4.1 illustrates, although Shenzhen's legal minimum wage rose
from 286 yuan (42 USD) to 330 yuan (49 USD) between 1993 and 1999, when adjusted
for inflation the real minimum wage shows barely any real increase during the period,
sometimes even having declined in real terms. Not only did the minimum wage have no
real impact in lifting workers ' livelihoods, throughout the whole 1990s income inequality
between migrants and urbanities was further widening. As shown in Figure 4.1 , the gap
between migrants ' real minimum wage and urban residents ' real average wage doubled
between 1993 and 1999.
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Murray Scot Tanner, The Politics of Lawmaking in Post-Mao China: Institutions, Processes and
Democratic Prospects (New York: Oxford University Press, 1999).
108
Marry E. Gallagher and Baohua Dong, "Legislating Harmony: Labor Law Reform in Contemporary
China," in Sarosh Kuruvilla, Ching Kwan Lee and Mary E . Gallagher (eds.), From Iron R ice Bowl to
Informalization: Markets, Workers and the State in a Changing China (New York: Cornell University Press,
2011 ), pp. 36-60.
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Figure 4.1: Urban Residen ts' Averag e vVages and Migran t Worke rs' Legal
lVIinimum vVages (adjust ed by cumula tive inflatio n) in Outer Shenzh en City, 1993-

2011.

Urban Residents' Average Wages and Migrant Workers' Legal Minimum

Wages (adjusted by cumulative inflation} in Outer Shenzhen City, 1993-2011
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To make things worse, during the 1990s most foreign investors simply paid no
attention to the minimum wage guidelines and labour officials were reluctant to enforce
it. Thus in most cases migrant workers were paid less than the guideline. The Zhili factory
workers' private letters are instructive again here. In 1993 the monthly minimum wage
set by the Shenzhen government was 280 yuan (41 USD). This was a benchmark standard
to which factory employers were supposed to abide; any monthly pay for an eight-hour
vvorkday below this standard vvas illegal. From the private letters received by Zhili factory
workers, 44 out of 76 letters mentioned wage details. Tvvo non-production line workers
earned more than 280 yuan (41 USD) monthly. Among the line workers, the highest pay
earned was 760 yuan (112 USD), earned by a woman who vvorked extremely long hours
a month and led to her serious weight loss down to 90 pounds when she wrote her letter.
Only four line vvorkers earned at the legal minimum - 280 yuan (41 USD). Nineteen line
vvorkers earned between 200 and 280 yuan (between 30 and 41 USD). Another eighteen
line workers earned less than 200 yuan (less than 3 0 USD), the lowest pay being 60 yuan
(9 USD) a month. Only a small portion of Shenzhen workers could earn at or above the
legal minimum. Hovvever, after we consider the daily vvork hours they usually performed
- 12 hours as a normal working day (rather than the eight-hour vvorking day set by the
Law) - vve can confidently say that almost all line workers in the sample were paid below
the legal minimum standard.

In fact, failure to enforce the legal minimum vvage standard was just a part of the
story. After the promulgation of the 1994 labour law, legal violations were still common.
Industrial injuries due to OHS violations, excess overtime, vvage arrears and physical
punishment could be found in most foreign-funded factories in south China.
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In

particular, because local state officials had vested interests in promoting the local
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Anita Chan, China's Workers under Assault: The Exploitation of Labor in a Globalizing Economy
(Armonk NY: M.E. Sharpe, 2001) .
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econo1ny , low labour costs was one of their strategies to attract foreign investmen t. To
maintain low labour costs, Shenzhen 's officials colluded with foreign investors. Officials
deliberate ly ignored labour law violations in foreign-fu nded workplac es. As discussed in
the previous chapter, excessive ly long working hours (often over 12 hours a day) and
extremely lovv wages in export processin g factories were "infamou s norms" in the 1990s
and character ized the Chinese way of productio n.
Entering the 2000s, migrant workers' condition s and livelihood s generally
improved. As Figure 4.1 shows, Shenzhen ' s legal minimum wages increased from 419
yuan (62 USD) to 1100 yuan (162 USD) between 2000 and 2010, and real minimum
wages also doubled (from 233 yuan (34 USD) to 518 yuan (76 USD)). As discussed in
the last chapter, migrant workers' social and material lives improved and physical
punishme nt inside vvorkplaces became rare. But violations certainly have not stopped.

Labour Lcrw Violations: Illegal Overtime ) Unpaid Wages ) and " Voluntary Overtime Work ))

My 2010 garment factory survey provides data on how Chinese migrant workers were
treated at garment

V\1orkplaces

in 2010. The sampled garment workers still worked

extren1ely long hours in 2010. Under Chinese labour law, regular work hours are limited
to 40 hours per \Yeek, \vhich amounts to on average 21. 7 5 days or 17 6 hours a month. All
\Vork hours are overtime hours beyond the regular hours of 40 hours per week with two
days off a \Yeek, and not more than 36 hours of overtime a month. However, survey
findings sho\Y that on average vvorkers toiled about 3 00 hours a month. 124 of which were
~

~

overtime hours. Based on the legal maximum of 212 hours as stipulated under the Chinese
labour la\Y, 88 overtime hours \Vere illegal. Workers ' total \vork hours per month were 42
percent more than the legal maximum . Over half of the \vorkers (52 percent) reported that
they had to \York more than eleven hours a day, and 93 out of 349 vvorkers (about 2
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percent) had fewer than four rest days a month, despite a minimum of four rest days
required by the law. In the sample, only 38 percent of the workers could enjoy four rest
days or more a month.
In fact, foreign investors today even do not hide their great appetite for workers '

time. In Jade Village, Pearl factory management simply vvrote, "Working time: Monday
to Saturday; 10 to 11 hours of work every day' ' on their recruitment notices and posted
then1 outside the main gate of Pearl factory. It was common to hear Pearl factory workers '
co1nplaints about long v.rorking hours and insufficient rest days, especially during rush
seasons . For instance, a female Pearl factory worker complained, "I am already working
fro1n morning to night everyday now. Sometimes, I am even demanded by my line leader
to work on Sundays!"
Not only is illegal overtime problematic, underpaying workers' entitled wage was
also serious. Under the Chinese labour law, the legal overtime rate for an ordinary
working day is 1. 5 times the regular hourly wage. After the fi fth day every hour is to be
co1npensated at 2 times the regular hourly ,;vage. Each hour of the seventh day is supposed
to be co1npensated at 2 times the regular hourly wage. Qln public holidays, workers are
co1npensated at 3 times the regular hourly wage. As we can see from Figure 4.2, surveyed
garment workers received on average 1807 yuan (267 USD) a month. But for the vast
a1nount of overti1ne they put in, their legal entitlement should have been 42 14 yuan (622
USDl). Their received ,;vage is only 43 percent of their legal wage. The gap is enormous
- as wide as 2.3 times -- which reflects on an extremely lax monitoring system. Only 40
percent of sampled workers were able to get a legal or slightly higher overtime rate for
normal workdays while the remaining 60 percent got no overtime premium at all. Instead
they only got either the regular hourly rate or less. The most stunning finding is that about
15 percent of workers reported that they earned less than the regular hourly wage for
overtime work on weekdays.
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More serious is the underpayment on Saturdays, Sundays and public holidays.
Less than 37 percent of workers earned a legal Saturday pay rate, which should be 2 tirnes
the regular hourly wage; in fact, 58 percent of workers earned the same or below the
regular hourly wage on Saturday. Similarly, 60 percent of workers earned the san1e or
less than regular hourly wage on Sunday. Work on a public holiday should be
compensated at 300 percent of the regular hourly wage, but none of the workers in the
sample were able to get this legal rate; 71 percent got 200 percent of the regular hourly
wage or less (see Table 4.1). In point of fact, foreign investors in China do not usually
pay Chinese workers an overti1ne premium. The data explain the usual ways in which
foreign investors exploit Chinese workers and violate labor laws in China in tenns of
overtime pay1nent.
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Figure 4.2: Legal Monthly Minimum Wage, Basic Wage, Received Wage, Desired
Wage, and Legally Entitled Wage, Minimum Monthly E xpenditure to Support
Family (in USD) (N=349)
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Table 4.1: Chines e Garme nt Worke rs' Overtim e Compe nsation System s

Monda y to Friday overtim e pay
Less than regular hourly wage
Same as regular hourly wage
1. 5 times regular hourly wage
2 times regular hourly wage
More than 2 times regular hourly wage
Total

N

%

12
194
123*
9
1
339

3.5
57.2
')6 .')*

2.7
0.3
100

Saturd ay overtim e pay
Less than regular hourly wage
Same as regular hourly wage
1.5 times regular hourly wage
2 times regular hourly wage
More than 2 times regular hourly wage
Total

N

%

8
269
54
9*
2
342

2.3
78.7
15.8
2.6*
0.6
100

N

%

33
46
76
173*
2
330

10
13.9
23.0
52.4*
0.6
100

N

%

0
272
0
43
0*
0
315

0
86.3
0
13.7
0*
0
100

Sunday overtim e pay
Less than regular hourly wage
Same as regular hourly wage
1.5 times regular hourly wage
2 times regular hourly wage
More than 2 times regular hourly wage
Total
Public Holida y overtim e pay
Less than regular hourly wage
Same as regular hourly vvage
1.5 times regular hourly vvage
2 times regular hourly wage
3 ti1nes regular hourly wage
More than 3 times regular hourly wage
Total

.)

.)

* The nu,nber and percent age of workers who could receive overtim e pay in accorda nce
to legal overtinze cotnpen sation
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Today a notorious expression, "voluntary overtime work" (yiwu jiaban ), has been
invented by factory management in China when they force migrant workers to do illegal
overtime work. When factory management demands workers to tum up on Sundays or
public holidays without paying any wages, they simply demand workers to come to work
as usual without punching time cards. In this way, factory inspectors find no records for
this illegal overtime work, and workers have no way of claiming these "voluntary" work
hours. In case factory management is caught by inspectors or corporate social
responsibility (CSR) inspectors sent by their clients, they simply say that employees
"voluntarily" work for them. Some factories even coach workers on how to respond
inspectors. 110
The way factory management makes use of the time cards to manipulate workers'
records is also revealed in my survey findings. Almost all workers (3 7 6 out of 3 81)
reported that management did not always punch their time cards. In some factories ,
-

workers have two different time cards. When overtime work extended until very late at
night, 13 percent (48 out of 370) of the vvorkers said that they would be told to use the
-

second time card to record their working time. That means either that workers ' overtime
can have different calculation methods when using different time cards, or the second
time card is just a way of management cheating workers ' overtime without paying them.

11 0

I have a list of standard questions and answers that management of one of the surveyed factories
demanded one of my informants to recite and say when factory inspectors interrogate him. In the list, not
only vYere workers required to recite the legal overtime work compensation rates, the number of dishes of
meat and vegetables workers could have was also an item workers had to recite. This template tells us
nothing but labour law violations are still serious in Chinese workplaces and factory management try every
means to hide these violations from their clients ; coaching workers to recite standard questions and answers
is just one of their ways. Apparently, legal violations, especially long working hours and low wages, have
to do much v\rith the subcontracting system. In the past decade, a series of corporate social responsibility
(CSR) campaigns led to the result that many famous brand names, such as N ike, Reebok, etc. , have imposed
their O\\TI code of conduct on supplier factories. Hm-Yever, the effectiveness of this type of CSR global
governance and social auditing is questionable. When I asked a merchandiser, Mr. Tang, v\·ho had
experience workirtg in supplier factories, brand name buying offices, and trading companies, he bluntly
admitted supplier factories have numerous ways to escape from social auditing and CS R practices: "These
social auditing and compliance are useless. Before the auditors come to the factory, factory management
will in advance instruct workers hov,1 to answer questions from auditors. "
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Workers ' Knowledg e of the Legal Minimum Wage and Maximum Monthly Overti1ne Lin1it
Do workers know they are underpaid ? To answer this, we have to investigate whether
workers know the related labour laws. The related clauses in the Chinese labour law that
protect workers' time and wages are the legal 1ninimum wage guidelines and maximu1n
monthly overti1ne limits. But do workers know the contents of them?
Table 4.2 shows garment workers' knowledg e of the minimum wage guideline.
In 2010, outer Shenzhen 's minimu1n wage standard was 900 yuan (133 USD). One of 1ny
survey questions asked workers, "What is the legal 1ninimum wage here in outer
Shenzhen now?" Results show that workers had a fairly good knowledg e of the mini1num
wage standard, as 72 percent of workers answered correctly. For those who answered
incorrectly, most tended to overestim ate the 1ninimum wage level. However , when we
asked workers questions regarding the legal 1naximum overtime limit per month, the
situation was the opposite. As shown in table 4.3, surprisingly, over 80 percent of workers
said that they had never heard of or had no idea of the law. Only 58 out of 394 workers
replied that they knew there was a law. But when we further asked those workers who
clai1ned they knew the law and tested their accuracy on the content of the law, as shown
in table 4.4, only 8 of these 5 8 workers could answer correctly that the legal maximum
overti1ne li1nit per month stated in the Chinese labour law is 36 hours. In short, most
workers si1nply had no concept or had an erroneous idea of the legal maximu1n overtime
limit. In fact, 1nost (35 out of 50) workers thought the overtime limit was greater than 36
hours per month. This is not surprising if we consider their long 1nonthly work hours over 300 hours. Workers simply did not believe the Chinese labour law could be so good.
The content of the law contradicts their everyday working experience.
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Table 4.2: Accuracy of Chinese Garment Workers' Knowledge of Legal Minimum
Wage (N=122)
Workers' Responses

N

%

< 900 yuan

6

4.9

= 900 yuan*

88*

72.1 *

> 900 yuan

28

23.0

Total

122

100

* This is the frequency and percentage of workers with the correct response to the legal
minimum wage for Outer Shenzhen legal minimum wage standard in 2010, which is
900 yuan

Table 4.3: Chinese Garment Workers' Responses to Knowledge of Legal Maximum
Monthly Overtime Limit (N=394)

Workers' Responses

%

N
-

No idea

329

83.5

Know

58

14.7

Missing

7

1.8

Total

394

100
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Table 4.4: Accur acy of Chine se Garm ent Work ers' Know ledge of Legal Maxim um
Month ly Overt ime Limit (N=50 )
Work ers' Respo nses

N

%

< 36 hours

7

14

= 36 hours*

8*

16*

> 36 hours

35

70

50

100

* This is the freque ncy and percen tage of workers with the correct response to the legal
maxim111n overtim e lbnit per month, which is 36 hours

Looph oles in the Chines e Labou r La1t\J

Previo us labour studies pinpoi nted ,vhy labour law non-en forcem ent and violati ons have
been so seriou s in China for so 1nany years. For exan1ple, Mary Gallag er and Baohu a
Dong sugges t that the Chines e labour lavv contai ns 111any loopho les for local officia ls and
factory n1anagen1ent to exploi t.
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These loopho les \iVere design ed by the central

goven1n1ent to enhanc e local state officia ls' discret ionary povver. So what are the
loopho les that enable e1nployers to compe l worke rs to perfor m so n1uch overtim e while
paying the111 so Iittle?

When China 's labor la,iV ,vas passed in 1994 by the Minist ry of Labor. the
~feas ure Conce rning the !Jnplernentat ion o.f a Non -stand ard Wo rking H ours Systen1 and
Acc111nulated fT'orkin g Hours (herea fter as "the Worki ng Hours Measu res ") ,vas also
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t\ [arry E. Gallagher and Baohua Dong. --Legisl ati ng Harmon y: Labor La\\" Reform in Contem
porar
China". in Sarosh KuruYill n. Ching K\Yan Lee and I\lary E. Gallagher (eds.). From Iron Rice B011·/
to
fl ?f<)nnol i::arion: .\ !arkers, Workers ond rh e Srare in a Changi ng China, pp.36-60.
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promulgated.
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The Working Hours Measure gives the local labour bureaux great

latitude to approve employers to calculate working hours under the "accumulated hours"
scheme, which permits employers to calculate on a weekly, monthly, seasonal or
annualized basis. Although the Working Hours Measures specify that the average
working day and working week under the "accumulated hours" scheme must be
"basically similar" to the standards in the national Chinese labor law, the phrases "average
working day", "average working week" and "basically similar" are ambiguous and
undefined. As Sean Cooney rightly points out, "The Working Hours Measures do place
some constraints on the implementation of these schemes, but these are not tightly
drawn ... [and] such systems can be used to reduce overtime payments". 113 As a matter of
fact, the Working Hours Measures are quite short, which gives local governments space
to issue more detailed rules (except for particular state-owned enterprises, where the rules
are enacted at the national level). The end result of the Working Hours Measures
empowers the local labor bureaux to exclude many, if not most, workers from the
restrictions enacted in the national labor law. 114
As Ching Kwan Lee observes, it is China's decentralized legal system that enables
local officials to engage in serious labour law non-enforcement and violations. 115 Local
governments usually took a long time before they issued rules on implementing the labour
law. For instance, it was not until 2004 and 2005 that Beijing and Guangdong provinces'
labour bureaux respectively passed specific local rules to regulate non-standard working
hours and accumulated hours of work. During this time lag of ten years, it became normal
practice among foreign investors not to observe China's labor law. The announcement of
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Ministry of Labor, "Ministry of Labor, Measure Concerning the Implementation in Non-standard
Working Hours System and of Accumulated Working Hours" (Laodongbu Guanyu Qiye Shixing Budingshi
Gongzuozhi He Zonghe Jisuan Gongshi Gongzuozhi De Shenpi Ban.fa), achieved at:
http://www.bjld.gov.cn/LDJAPP/search/fgdetail.jsp?no=739, accessed 18 October 2012.
113
Sean Cooney, "Dynamism and Stasis: Regulating Working Conditions in China", in Sean Cooney, Sarah
Biddulph and Ying Zhu (eds.), Law and Fair Work in China, (New York: Routledge, 2012).
114 Ib id.
115
Ching Kwan Lee, Against the Law: Labor Protests in China's Rustbelt and Sunbelt.
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the rules on i1nplementation by then had little impact on reality. Most foreign investors in
China had been violating the labor law with i1npunity. This is well illustrated by my
survey result. Almost all (95 percent, 366 out of 386) Chinese workers had worke
d
beyond the 212 maxim um monthly hours limit.
In short, although migrant workers experienced a general improve1nent in their
livelihoods over the past ten years, it doesn 't mean that exploitation has dissipated.
Labour law violations over unpaid and under paid wages and illegal overtime work are
as
bad as they were in the early 1990s. While work ers' increasing awareness and greate
r
knowledge of certain clauses of the Chinese labour laws is a positive development,
particularly regarding legal minim um wages, this is offset by the loopholes in the Chine
se
labour law designed by the central government to enhance local officials' flexibility.
In
particular, the clauses and directives related to non-standard work hours and mixed forms
of paym ent systems are too confusing to workers to comprehend, and factor
y
mana geme nt are keen on exploiting the loopholes to violate work ers' labour rights. These
loopholes, alongside local officials' conti nued reluctance to enforce labour laws
in
Shenz hen's workplaces, provide the basis for factory manage1nent in Shenzhen to enjoy
a certain degree of internal managerial auton omy in their factories .

Varieties of Garm ent Factories and the Segm ented Labou r Mark et

Since factory mana geme nt in Shenzhen still enjoy 1nanagerial autonomy inside their
factories , why is the dormitory labour regime vanishing? And what kind of workers are
still working under the dormitory labour regime? What are the mechanisms channeling
workers into different particular factory regimes?
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During my fieldwork in Shenzhen, apart from the Pearl factory, I visited five other
garment factories that are included in my survey and another six garment factories that I
did not include. These factory visits allowed me to observe the patterns of workers'
accommodation and work environments.
Today Shenzhen has, in the garment industry, not one but three types of factories,
namely, large, medium-sized and small factories. Each differs not only in the size of its
workforce and production capacity, but also in the physical environment, workers'
accommodation pattern, working conditions and workplace culture. 116
Large factories, such as Pearl factory in Jade Village, are usually located in
industrial villages . The size of the workforce is usually over 10,000. Although some
factories provide dormitories, most workers live in private rental flats in the industrial
villages . Medium-sized factories , where the workforce usually ranges from 100 to 1000,
are usually located in so-called "industrial zones" where factories of different industries
cluster. Inside these industrial zones, there are buildings specifically for dormitories.
Factories can rent flats in these buildings as dormitories. Hovvever, as different factories
of different industries share these buildings, the dormitories are separated from the
workplaces. Workers enjoy a level of freedom in terms of physical mobility. They can
enter and leave their dormitories at any time without strict regulations, and outsiders can
also enter these dormitories easily.
Small factories , in which the workforce is usually under 100, more often have
dormitory-labour regimes like the Zhili toy factory of the 1990s. A factory of this type
usually occupies several floors of a multi-story building and is located in an urban area.
Compared to the large and medium-sized factories , security and management control at
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In this chapter, I \\ ill only examine how different types of factories differ in their size of workforce,
physical environment, production capacity and workers ' accommodation pattern, workers ' characteristics
and work conditions. In the next chapter, I \,ill focus more on their differences in workplace cultures.
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the factory entrance is the tightest. They often have security guards checkin g entranc e
permits. Workers employ ed under this type of factory usually live inside the dormito ry
rooms provide d by 1nanagement. These dormito ry rooms are frequently just a floor above
or below the site of product ion. Some of these factories also have small canteens to
provide meals for workers, while some allow workers to cook inside donnito ry roo1ns.
Table 4.5 present s the outcom e of a Multino minal Logit Analysis of workers ' job
distribution, with large factories as the referenc e group for compar ison against the other
two factory types. First, there are age differences. The positive coefficient of age variable
(over 30 years old) in small factories suggest s that these tend to employ 1nore workers
aged over 30 years old. The odds of finding a worker aged over 30 years old is about 10
times higher than in large factories and 13 times higher than in medium -sized factories,
holding other variables constant. 117 This result is further support ed by my personal
observations: in a large factory I could easily find a worker aged between 23 and 30 years
old, but not over 30 years old. In a small factory it was also easy to 1neet a worker aged
over 30 years old, not under 30. The coeffici ent in the age variable in medium -sized
factories is negative, but the 1nagnitude of this coeffici ent (= -0.286) is far smaller than
the one in s1nall factories (= 2.303) and the strength of significance is weaker. This
support s the hypothesis that s1nall factorie s have the major reservoir of workers aged

over 30 years old, while medium -sized and large factorie s tend to en1,ploy y ounger
workers. This finding is i1nportant because it dismisses the popular portraya l of previou s
studi es that only young workers are employ ed in foreign-funded factories in Shenzhen.
But workers ' ages today are no more homoge neous. They are of all ages, though different
age groups tend to concent rate in factories of differen t sizes.

11 7

T he odd ratios of the age factor (> 30 years o ld) are 10.00 (s mall factory vs . large fac tory) and 13.3 1 l
(small factory vs. med ium-sized facto ry) .
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When we tum to the gender variable, the positive coefficients in small and
medium-sized factories suggest that the smaller the factory the more female workers
1

there are. But the strength of the gender factor is weaker than for the age factor and is
only significant in medium-sized factories. This means gender is less important than age
as a factor determining the kind of factories workers end up in. Nevertheless it still
suggests that large factories are employing more male workers. It dismisses the popular
notion in the literature that young female migrant workers numerically dominate large
factories . More and more young male workers are working in big factories.
For the factor "place of origin" (whether workers are from Guangdong province
or not), the negative coefficients in small- and medium-sized factories suggest that the
smaller the factory, the more the non-local workforce. However, the effect is only
significant in small factories. This means that small factories tend to employ more

workers from outside Guangdong province compared to medium-sized and large
factories.
The job experience factor, i.e. "the number of factories worked in before entering
this factory", is as significant as the age factor. The very high significance level (<.001)
means that it is not by chance. The positive coefficients in small and medium-sized
factories suggest that workers in small and medium-sized factories usually have more job

experience than workers in large factories. Taking the relatively older workforce in these
two types of factories, this finding is not surprising for older migrant workers should have
more jobs. Other variables (such as marital status) are statistically insignificant.
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Table 4.5: Multin omial Logit Regres sion of Selecte d Variab les vis-a-vis Migran t
Garme nt Worke rs' Job Distrib ution in Shenzh en, China
Small Factory 1
Coeff
SD

Medium -sized Factory 1
Coeff
SD

0.743

[0.845]

0.558*

[0.326]

2 ..)'"'O'"'.) ***

[0.598]

-0.286

[0.384]

0.378

[0.463]

0.695*

[0.270]

-1.061 *

[0.622]

-0.386

[0.401]

-0.658

[0.766]

-0.380

[0.729]

0.522

[0.529]

0.352

[0.283]

-31.494

[4.24x l0 7]

-32.810

[2.25

X

10 7]

-32.355

[4.20

10 7]

-33.685

[2.25

X

10 7]

0.279** *

[0.091]

0.251 ***

[0.068]

-0.055

[0.767]

-0.410

[0.320]

-33.857

[2.70

-33.780

[l.82x 10 7 ]

0.836

[1.570]

0.734

[0.820]

Constan t

-3 .691

[0.895]

-1.738

[0.528]

Observa tions

388

Age
[=less than 23 years old] 2
Age
[= over 3 0 years old] 2
Gender
[= fen1ale ] 3
Place of origin
[= outside Guangd ong
province]4
Educati on level
[= primary ] 5
Educati on level
[= senior high and vocatio nal
seconda ry] 5
Educati on level
[= univers ity graduat e ] 5
Educati on level
[= professi onal graduat e ] 5
Job experie nce, i.e. nun1ber of
factories worked before entering
this factory
Marital status
[= married] 6
iVIarital status
[= divorce ] 6
Marital status
[= cohabit ation] 6

X

X

10 7]

388

Note: *<. l; **<.05; ***<.01 ;
1
The base group is large factory;
2
The base group is betvveen 23 and 3 0 years old;
3
The base group is n1ale;
-+The base group is Guangd ong provinc e·
5
The base group is junior high educatio n;
6
The base group is single.
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When we tum to the disaggregated data for work conditions by size of factories,
interesting patterns are revealed. Table 4.6 shows a summary table of sampled garment
workers' work conditions by factory size. 118 When we tum to work-time variables, such
as monthly work hours, daily overtime hours and monthly days off, a pattern surfaces:
the smaller the factory, the longer the monthly work hours and the daily overtime hours,
and the fewer the number of days off per month. Although work hours for large and

medium-sized factories approach a gruelling 300 hours per month, work hours for small
factories tend to be even higher, up to 337 hours per month. This volume of extremely
long monthly work hours in small factories is not only 12 percent higher than at mediumsized and large factories. It is also about 60 percent more than the legal monthly maxi1num
work hours permitted under the Chinese labour law (i.e. 212 hours per month). Even
worse, in the sample, three workers at small factories reported that they had to work over
3 80 hours per month. These three workers worked almost 90 hours a week, a far cry from
the 44 regular work hours per week under Chinese labour law and the 60-hour week limit.
Data for daily overtime also show a similar pattern. While workers in large factories on
average worked three hours of overtime per day (i.e. 11 hours per day), workers in small
factories on average worked one hour 1nore a day (i.e. 12 hours). For monthly days off,
all types of factories violated the Chinese labour law by not giving workers at least one
rest day a week, i.e. four rest days a month. Workers in large and medium-sized factories
on average were only given three days off a month, workers in small factories were given
fewer than two rest days a month, i.e., they had to work for 12 hours almost every day of
the month!

11 8

Student t-tests are conducted on the selected variables by using large factory data as hypothesized means.
All the selected variables for small factory data (vs. large factory) are significant at 95 % confidence interval
while only hourly wage variable for medium-sized factory (vs. large factory) is significant. Similar tests
are repeated by using medium-sized factory data as reference group for hypothesized means and results are
the same; all selected variables for small factory data (vs. medium-sized factory) are significant at 95 %
confidence interval. Thus, we can safely suggest that the work conditions of small factories relative to
medium-sized and large factories are dissimilar while the one between medium-sized and large factories
are not.
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Table 4.6: Summar y of Work Hours and Wages per Month, the Hourly Wage, and
Overtime Hours per Day for Chinese Garment Workers ; Exchang e rate:
CNY6.78 02: USDl.
Factory
Type

Monthly
Hours

Work

Daily
Overtime
Hours

Days Off Per
Month

Monthly Wage
(USD)

Hourly
Wage (USD)

Mean

SD

Mean

SD

Mean

SD

Mean

SD

Mean

SD

Large
(n=249)

292.69

51.44

3.03

1.19

3.53

3.18

271.12

64.93

0.98

0.54

Medium
-sized
(n=112)

297.84

32.63

3.24

0.84

3.71

1.81

268.10

49.05

0.91

0.19

Small
(n=32)

337.89

39.16

3.97

1.41

1.88

1.77

228.17

59.90

0.69

0.19

Does this mean that workers who work longer hours and have fewer days off earn
a higher wage? The wage variables ( e.g., hourly wages and monthly wages) show the
opposite - the type of workers who work the longest hours earn a lower wage each month.
While workers in large and medium- sized factories roughly earned 1830 yuan (270 USD)
per month, workers in small factories could only earn on average 1546 yuan (228 USD)
per n1onth. The hourly wage figures in these three types of factories suggest the
differences in their unit labour costs. Hourly wages for workers in small factories were
just 70 percent of their counterpa rts in the other two types of factories. In the sample, a
worker in a small factory who worked 236 hours a month could only earn at the end of
the month 800 yuan (118 USD), i.e. about 3 yuan (0.5 USD) per hour - just half of the
average of the hourly wages earned by workers in large factories. The miserable situations
of workers at sn1al l garment factories were co1nmonly evident in 1ny field visits. The
working experienc e of Ah Wei is a case in point.
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Ah Wei is a 40-year-old woman who works at a small Hong Kong invested
garment factory in Shenzhen. When I interviewed her, she had already worked there for
half a year. According to Ah Wei, a fellow villager introduced her into the factory.
Although Ah Wei had 10 years of working experience in the garment industry and was
considered a "fast hand" and hardworking, she was illiterate and did not know how to
hunt elsewhere for a job herself. And at 40 she was too old to be considered by a larger
factory. That is why she could only stay in this small garment factory earning such low
wages. As Ah Wei recalled, the highest monthly wage she could earn so far in the factory
was 1800 yuan (265 USD). To make this amount, she had to work 102 hours of overtime
work. But the overti1ne hourly wage was only 1 yuan per hour (0.147 USD)! Every night,
only if Ah Wei worked beyond 11:30pm could she earn the extra night meal subsidy of2
yuan (0.29 USD) per day. Ah Wei had three children. All of them were left behind in Ah
Wei's ho1ne village. Every 1nonth, except for 3 00 yuan (44 USD) for her meals and pocket
money, she remitted all of the remaining earnings back home tG support her children. The
day I interviewed Ah Wei, she was having her day off. 119 When I entered her dormitory
room, she was having lunch, a big bowl of noodles with some vegetables but no meat. He
face showed signs of wrinkles and weariness. However, when I asked her, "do you
consider it intolerable to earn so little while working so hard here?", she replied,
Eating bitterness (chiku) is nothing. I can bear it. I had worked in a gannent
factory before and over there I had to work every day until 2a111. I could eat the
bitterness there. Why can )t I stand all these hardships here? Just giving me a little
bit higher 1tVage is good enough.

119

One of the common difficulties to interview migrant workers, especially garment workers working in
small factories, is to fit the interview schedule with workers' rest days. It is virtually impossible to interview
workers in small gannent factories during weekdays as most of them had to work very long hours until late
night and then they would sleep quickly.
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Ah Wei 's work experience is not unique, as revealed from my survey results. The
above findings highlight the correlation between the size of garment factories and
workforce composition and labour standards. The pattern is telling: the small factories
have the worst work conditions. These small factories are sweatshops where wages
exe1nplify a "race to the bottom" . As revealed from Ah Wei's story (and the quantitative
analysis), these small factories are the major "traps" for relatively old (usually aged over
30 years old) workers. These workers, most of whom had over 10 years of working

experience in the industry, were displaced by younger workers at the large and mediumsized factories. They need to work in sweatshops to make ends 1neet. Once these relatively
old workers entered these s1nall factories , they had no way to escape the "low wage, long
work hours" trap.
This is a 1naj or part of the pattern of "labour market segmentation" in Shenzhen ' s
migrant workforce. In the Chinese labour studies, most of the time, labour market
segmentation is used to describe differential work conditions, entitlements and benefits
between rural 1nigrants and urban residents. 120 Not many scholars have paid attention to
the differential work conditions and demographic characteristics in the labour market of
the 1nigrant workforce. In the West, the theory of labour market segmentation is often
used to describe a post-indu strial society in which normal work patterns-(e. g. from 9am
to Spin) are vanishing and part-time and casual work is on the ri se, especially in the
service industries . 121 Under this labour market segmentation theory, the labour market is
120

John Knight and Linda Yueh, "Segmenta tion or Competitio n in China's urban Labour Market?",
Cambridge Journal of Economics, Vol.33 , Issue 1 (2009) , pp. 79-94; See also John Knight, Quheng Deng,
and Shi Li , "The Puzzle of Migrant Labour Shortage and Rural Labour Surplus in China", China Economic
Review, Vol.22 , Issue 4 (December 2011), pp . 585 -600 .
121
For the literature of segmented labour market theory and related works, please refer to: Michael Reich,
David M. Gordon and Richard C. Edwards, "Dual Labor Market: A Theory of Labor Market Segmentati on" ,
American Economic Review, Vol.63 , No.2 (May, 1973), pp . 359-65 ; Arne L. Kalleberg, "Flexible Firms
and Labor Market Segmentati on: Effects of Workplace Restructuri ng on Jobs and Workers" , Work and
Occupations, Vol.30 , No.154 (May 2003), pp . 154-75 ; Institute of Personnel Manageme nt, Flexible
patterns of ivork (Lo ndon: 1986); Peter Reilly, "Types and Incidence of Flexibility" , Flexibility at Work:
Balancing the interests of employer and employee (Hampshire : Gower Pub lisher Limited, 2001 ), pp. 28 40.
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divided into the core and the periphery. Core workers enjoy better work conditions, job
security, fringe benefits and quality of life relative to those in the periphery. When we
import the theory of labour market segmentation into the Chinese context, especially to
the migrant workforce in urban areas, we have to be very cautious. Although there are
obvious differences in terms of work conditions and work patterns between different
types of factories, workers in large- and medium-sized factories still toil 11 hours a day
and 300 hours a month, and their wages are still as little as USD 1 per hour. 122 The
purpose of importing labour market segmentation theory into the Chinese context is to
highlight the "race to the bottom" situation, which is very much still the case, especially
in the smaller workplaces. In comparison, workers at the large- and medium-sized
factories are in slightly better market positions than their counterparts in small factories,
and it is only in this sense that the core-periphery paradigm is still applicable.
In the past decade, Shenzhen's labour market has occasionally experienced labour
-

shortages. However, this kind of shortage is a labour shortage of a particular type:
Shenzhen' s factory management cannot be as choosy as before. Young female migrant
workers are not as readily available in the labour market as they were in the 1990s. Instead,
factories have to recruit more male and older workers. The shortage is only one of being
somewhat difficult to recruit 18 to 23 year-old female workers.
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As Shenzhen' s

economy, similar to the economies of other metropolises in China, becomes diversified,
young female workers do not necessarily work in factories. They may work in the service
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While young migrant workers, especially the ones classified as "new generation of migrant workers"
(however defined), have become a key concern recently in the field of Chinese labour studies, another yet
equally important research question has been relatively underexplored. That is: if the new generation of
migrant workers have higher education and demand higher wages from the management, will this pool of
young workers become a market force to displace older workers from the labour market? More importantly,
if the labour markets of the migrant workforce in most urban cities are expanding, what kind of jobs do old
workers usually have today?
123
Anita Chan and Kaxton Siu, "Analyzing Exploitation: The Mechanisms Underpinning Low Wages and
Excessive Overtime in Chinese Export Factories", Critical Asian Studies, Vol.42, No.2 (May 2010), pp.
167-90.
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sector for a similar ainount of wages. 124 This diversification constantly adds pressure to
factory manage1nent to seek a less preferred workforce - young 1nale workers. Factory
management always want young workers because they believe young workers are "fast
hands" and more productive relative to old workers. As shown in the discussion above,
large factories are the usual employers of young workers (be they male or female). Most
large factories today require workers to have a junior high school education or above as
one of the basic recruitment criteria, an education that most workers older than 3 0 years
do not have (like the case of Ah Wei). A relative labour surplus of the older poorly
educated workers, as Marx suggests, follows the logic of market supply and demand and
thus not only drives down old workers' wages but also traps the1n in factories with the
worst working conditions. 125

Global Garment Production and Local Subcontracting Networks
What are the forces that give rise to different types of garment factories in Shenzhen? Are
there any differences in their operations? What are their functions in global garment
production? Most importantly, how do these differences affect workers ' factory
condition s? As will be seen shortly, all these have a close relationship with the shortened
productio n lead time and cost structure in the global gannent production process.

12

➔ See Eileen M. Otis, Markets and Bodies: Women, Power and the Making of Inequality in China

(Stanford, California: Stanford University P ress, 2012).
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Two assumption s have been taken behind this logic: first, there is a constantly increasing, rather than
decreasing labour force in the labour market. Second, there is always an effective demand to abso rb labour
supply in the market. These two assumption s are basically satisfied in Shenzhen when we consi der the
steady increase of the number of the migrant workfo rce since 1993. According to Shenzhen statistical office,
the number of non-registe red population in Shenzhen city between 1993 and 201 0 has risen from 2.48
mi Ilion to 7 .68 mill ion. Although the ratio of non-registe red population to registered popul ation in
Shenzhen between 1998 and 2010 is dropping from 4.064 to 3 .131, in terms of abso lute num ber the migrant
population is still expanding in Shenzhen . For the effective demand, Shenzhen is stil l the major exportpossessing center in South China, particularly garment production. It is not hard to know from the figure of
the extremely long monthly work hours that migrant workers performe d in large factories (about 300 hours)
that tell us there is a great demand for migrant labour in Shenzhen.
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First of all, in order to reduce sales risks, global garment retailers and brand-name
garment companies usually place their orders with trading companies and garment
supplier factories just-in-time. Sometimes they even plan styles close to or during the
midst of the season and demand delivery just-in-time so that all gannent products in retail
shops can be sold in line with the latest fashion trends. Retailers and brand naine
co1npanies are not the only ones to push for the trend of shortened production lead times
in the garment industry; trading companies also play an important role here. The trading
companies' supply chain management strategy makes the trend possible and intensifies
the competition between garment supplier factories. 126
Factory managers find it very difficult to make production plans and projections
with "last minute" orders. However, to maintain a good relationship with big retailers,
brand name companies and trading companies, they have to push workers to overtime,
hire temporary workers, and -

more importantly -

also contract orders down to lower
-

tier subcontracting factories to fill them. A merchandiser, Mr. Lee, who worked in a Hong
Kong invested garment factory for a decade, told me,
All of the production process from the stage of design to the stage when products
arrive at retail shops has to be done within 5 months (150 days). Sometimes,
buyers will push us to finish the whole process in 90 days. You know, in a year
there are usually four fashion seasons, and orders should be placed 2 and 3
months before the next fashion season starts. But it is the trend now that
production lead times become shorter and shorter.

126

127

According to Victor Fung, the CEO of Li & Fung Group, because his company requires supplier
factories to reserve certain amount of raw materials and production capacity for them, they can shorten the
actual production process in a garment supplier factory from 35 days to 21 days. Please read: Li & Fung
Research Centre, Supply Chain Management: The Practical Experience of Li & Fung Group (Hong Kong:
Joint Publishing, 2009), pp. ix.
127
Mr. Lee also gave me a rough production schedule in different stages of the production process (see
Appendix). From his production schedule, the actual production (cutting, seaming and packing, etc.) only
has about 30 days to spend. Sometimes, if fabric sourcing centers in Mainland China do not have the fabric,
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The impact of a short production time can result in a vast amount of overtime.
During my fieldwork in Jade Village, a young male worker from Pearl Factory told me
after working 24 hours non-stop to rush an order to 1neet the deadline of its shipping date,
This order was crazy. We were only given three weeks ' time to finish the order.
Our line leaders pushe d us so hard that we had to work 3 shifts consec utively [24
hours]. But it is not uncommon. Last time, our factor y had an order to 1nake a new
produ ct, which was very hard to produ ce and we were given so little time. In the
end, the result was a lot of unqua lified produ cts and we had to re-do them all and
the boss did not pay us any wages for the re-done work!

Si1nilar cases are very often found in small factories. A merchandiser, Ms Pun,
who has worked in a Hong Kong invested sweater factory for four years, told me: the
price of subcontracting orders down to lower-tier subcontracting factories depends upon
whether it is peak or low seasons. She explained,
In low season s, say immed iately after Lunar New Year holiday, usually there
aren't many orders , and at that time, these subcon tractin g factor ies sometilnes
contra ct our orders at a very low price to us. However, during peak seasons, such
as in Nove,n ber and Decem ber, if we contra ct orders to then1, they can deman d a
very high price.

and have to be sourced elsewhe re, the fabric-s ourcing stage alone can take up 60 day to 90 days.
Even
worse, retailers and brand name compan ies, in order to reduce their sales risks, usually require
supplier
factories to sign contrac ts under freight- on-boar d arrange ment - supplie r factories have to bear all
the costs
from material procure ment to the shipping . In this way, if the supplier factories can't meet the
shippin g
dates, they have to transpo rt their product s by air. Accord ing to Mr. Lee, if goods are transpo rted by
air, the
costs of which have already eaten up 70 percent of the supplie r's profit, leave the supplier with no
profit in
the end, and can only cover necessa ry labour and overhea d costs; the supplier as a result works for
the order
in vain. As such, in order to avoid transpo rting goods by air, supplier s usually force workers to do
overtim e
\York as much as they can. If large factory supplier s predict that their availabl e workfor ce cannot
finish the
order in time, they \\·ill subcont ract orders to small factories. That is why wo rkers have to work long
hours
in peak seasons and subcont racting is so widely practise d in the industry.
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Ms Pun's explanation gives an important clue understanding the operations of
these lower-tier subcontracting factories, and explains why workers in small garment
factories earn such low wages. At the s1nall lower-tier subcontracting factories,
employing workers aged over 30 years old at very cheap wages becomes their competitive
advantage. As the workers' wage level is not going to fluctuate according to order seasons,
employers can weather the storm by making less profit in low seasons and making more
in peak ones. In fact, lower-tier subcontracting factories are not necessarily in a passive
position in the price bargaining process. Different tiers of factories are in cooperative
relations with each other. Small factories can also make profits, but this is at the workers'
expense.
Suppressed prices for garments is common in industry. Big retailers, such as Wal
Mart, promote this strategy in the name of "everyday low prices". This strategy has farreaching effects on the whole garment supply chain. As Ms Pun told me, usually the giant
retailers use high volume to bargain for lower prices from supplier factories,
The buyers usually say: (I will place a big order with a volume of 10,000 pieces.
For each piece, you [the supplier factory] have to lower the price by USD 50 cents
for me. You have to give me a lower price.' In some situations, the buyers even
price the parts of clothes. For example, they might have already agreed to a deal
for USD 10 per piece. Suddenly, they will call you and ask for changes in style,
say the body of the clothes has to be shortened. Then they will say, (now as the
body of the clothes is shortened and needs less cloth, your costs should be fewer;
you have to lower the price for me.

Retailers, trading companies and supplier factories are competitors; they co1npete
for the same share of profit in each step of production of a piece of clothing. In supplier
factories, according to a Hong Kong-invested garment factory boss, Mrs. Yeung, the
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major costs (about 70 percent) come from raw materials such as fabrics. Labour costs
only account for less than 20 percent of total production costs. However, ever since the
major trading companies have intervened into the global garme nt supply chain, the
garment supplier factories' profit margins have dropped dramatically. One of the reasons,
according to Mrs. Yeung, is that before the trading companies had becom e dominant,
garment supplier factories could procure raw material the1nselves; they could gain some
profit from the procur ement process. However, after the trading companies entered the
industry and controlled the procure1nent process, many supplier factories have been only
responsible for the cloth manuf acturin g and packag ing processes. Thus, the room for
profit is decreased. In the cloth n1anufacturing process, as worke rs' salaries are the major
costs, the only way suppli er factories can have a bigger profit margin is to squeeze wages.
In fact, the "high volume, low price" purcha sing practices used by big retailers in
particular explains why Shenz hen' s older garme nt workers have been unable to have
wage increases even when the industry was booming.
Fashion garments have an even shorter season than the low-end standard
garments; and supplier factories find it difficult to adjust their production plans and
projections. They have to spend more time training workers to make specific styles. This
leads to a longer produc tion time and risks missing delivery time. In my interviews with
factory ovlners, managers and 1nerchandisers, accordingly all of them agreed that the
better strategy is to get "high volun1e, low price" orders instead of the "low volume, high
price" fashion orders. A high-volume order guarantees that the supplier won't have an
idle workforce, and in a year, they do not need to bargain again and again with buyers for
low-volu1ne orders. By restricting themselves to producing "high volume, low price" and
non-fashion garments, worke rs' skills become relatively unimp ortant to supplier factory
n1anagement. What they really need is si1nply "fast hands" who can do si1nple repetitive
se,ving and stitching tasks.
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In short, the existence of different types of factories in Shenzhen' s gannent
industry is the result of the mode of operations and practices of global garment production
(e.g. "just-in-ti1ne", "high volume, low price" supply chain management). Each type of
garment supplier factory in Shenzhen has a particular function in relation to the global
supply chain. Especially during peak seasons, s1nall factories function to provide
important "extra production capacity" for large and medium-sized factories to rush orders.
This fosters paternalistic and cooperative relations between different types of garment
factories. As the production cycle shortens and rush orders become common, the breeding
ground for the proliferation of small garment factories with sweatshop conditions grows.

Concluding Remarks
In post-socialist China, when the Chinese state is no longer the only employer of the
Chinese working class, new political and economic apparatuses and institutions have been
established. Two of the most important apparatuses and institutions the Chinese state has
developed in the reform era are the national Chinese labour law and the new labour market
of migrant workers.
As this chapter has demonstrated, the national labour law not only sets the legal
and contractual basis for rural migrants to fulfil the labour needs of foreign capitalists in
urban labour markets. The law (and other related directives such as the minimum wage
guideline) also sets a framework to li1nit the capitalist classes' over-extraction of labour
value from the migrant working classes. However, as a product of political and
ideological struggles during the statutes' drafting process, the laws also contain loopholes
and ambiguities allowing foreign manufacturers to override legal constraints and to
exercise near-despotic control over migrant workers. In a way, the capitalists' relative
managerial autono1ny is also a product of the local state's relative autonomy to exercise
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discretionary power , issue local directives, and ignore legal violations in workplaces in a
decentralized Chinese legal context. As Bob Jessop points out, the legal and judicial
framework of the capitalist state is itself full of contradictions: when the state has to
resolve a dilemma between the productivity imperative and the legitimacy problem (in
terms of protecting the working classes from super-exploitation), extra-legal and
exceptional concrete measures and policies contradictory to the state's own legal-judicial
fra1nework are usually exercised. 128 Of course, whether the Chinese state is a variant of
the capitalist state is subject to debate, but regardless, a similar strategy has been
i1nplemented by the post-socialist Chinese state to create relative autonomy for local
states and foreign capitalists that results in continued exploitation of the migrant working
class from the early reform era till today. I tenn this "state-endorsed exploitation", through
labour law violations that the state tacitly allows. This concept not only highlights the role
of the Chinese state in the sphere of produc tion in creating and sustaining conditions of
workplace exploitation, but also speaks to the resistance potential of the 1nigrant working
class. As this chapter has noted, the migran t workers are gradually gaining knowledge of
the labour laws and are increasingly aware of their rights under the law. As the migrant
workers get 1nore familiarized with the contents of the labour laws, the loopholes and
ambiguities that are used to exploit workers will gradually be reduced and workers'
potential to resist workplace exploitation will grow in tandem.
This chapter has exami ned the conditions of the migrant-worker labour market in
Shenzhen. It has shown that the ·spectrum of factory regimes in foreign-funded
workplaces in south China has expand ed to include different types of factories with
dissi1nilar vvorkforces . The new 1nigrant-worker labour market segregates and
di scriminates against particular types of migrant workers, primarily along age criteria.
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The emergence of this labour market segregation and discrimination is a consequence of
the interactions between global production processes and local subcontracting practices.
These changes permit a continued "race to the bottom" in the lower-tier sweatshop
factories in China.
In conclusion, employing Michael Burawoy's framework of "the politics of

production", this chapter has examined several important external parameters of the
regimes and cultures of Chinese garment workplaces: namely, state intervention, labour
market conditions and 1narket competition (or cooperation) among firms. It has
demonstrated how the decentralized legal-judicial apparatus in post-socialist China has
set the basic parameters and scope for the new "social relations of production" (i.e. the
state, capital and labour relations) in a market-oriented industrializing China. It has also
shown how labour market segregation and global-local interactions have reorganized the
social relations in workplaces between different types of workers to engender divergent
labour standards in a particular industry. How these new relations of production and
relations in production interact with specific kinds of production practices, namely the
piece-rate system and employers' inverted gendered hierarchy, to reinforce domination
over rank-and-file migrant workers in Chinese garment workplaces will be the focus of
the next chapter.
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5
Power and Domination in the Chinese
Garm ent Wor kplac e

On the first day I visited Jade Village in 2010, I was astonished by the number of young
working men flowing from the gates of Pearl Factory. The scene was unexpected for it
defied the garment industry 's image as being female dominated. Gradually, I realized
structural forces were at work in the presence of a large nu1nber of male workers as of
2010. As I pointed out in the previous chapter, due to shortages of young female migrant
workers, Shenzh en' s migrant labour market has changed rapidly over the past decade.
Employers of large garment factories have been compelled to employ a less preferred
workforce - young male workers. My observa tion that day at Pearl Factory was a
snapshot of this substantial shift in Shenzh en's garmen t industry.
If gender change was the first phenom enon I discovered in Shenzh en' s garment
industry, the second was the absence of industrial conflicts relative to other labourintensive industries in the region. But the garmen t industry is traditionally seen as one of
the most exploitative industries. It was i1npossible, to me, there were no complaints and
grievances among these workers because many revealed their problems to me in
interviews. The relative industrial peace in this industry warrants some inquiry. Why did
gannen t industry workers not take collective industrial action?
My two initial observations can be traced to two aspects of workplace control in
garment production in post-socialist China. My first anecdote concerned the
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transformation of a workforce into an increasingly heterogeneous laboring body in
garment workplaces. As Marx highlights, capitalist production is continually
transforming the social combinations of the labour process. The "collective body" of the
labour force is broken down into gendered hierarchies of skill, of authority, of mental and
manual functions to render the labour force internally heterogeneous. However, this
heterogeneity is unstable and so management sometimes resorts to accentuating its
recognition of specific skills, its systems of authority and gendered divisions of labour,
etc. Capitalism requires a disciplinary apparatus of surveillance, punishment and
ideological control to cope with the inherently unstable labour force. 129 Thus, following
Marx, we ask: in what way was the Chinese garment workforce fragmentized into a
heterogeneous laboring body under gendered divisions of labour, hierarchies of skill and
of authority in Chinese workplaces? As more male workers joined the garment workforce,
what were the new elements of instability inherent in the gendered workforce?
The second anecdote addresses the lack of open conflict, protest or strike actions
in the garment industry in China. At first glance, the first and second anecdotes appear to
represent a paradox: if there is an underlying instability in the garment workforce, how
do we account for the apparent stability of workplace relations when there is no collective
industrial action? 130 However, once we problematize the paradox by examining the issue
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The following quote succinctly captures what Marx highlights the problem of instabiltiy of having an
heterogeneous workforce under the capitalist mode of production: " [L]arge scale industry, by its very nature,
necessitates variation of labour, fluidity of functions, and mobility of the workers in all directions. But on
the other hand, in its capitalist form it reproduces the old division of labour with its ossified particularities.
We have seen how this absolute contradiction does away with all repose, all fixity and all security as far as
the worker ' s life situation is concerned .... But if, at present, variation of labour i1nposes itself after the
manner of an overpowering natural law, and with the blindly destructive action of a natural law that meets
with obstacles everywhere, large scale industry, through its very catastrophes, makes the recognition of
variation of labour and hence of the fitness of the worker for the maximum number of different kinds of
labour into a question of life and death." Karl Marx, Capital: A Critique of Political Economy. Vol. 1, trans.
Ben Fowkes (London, New York: Penguin Books in Association with New Left Review, 1976), pp. 617-8.
See also, David Harvey, Space of Hop e (Berkeley: University of California Press, 2000), pp. 103-5.
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This paradox has been long addressed in the literature of organization theory and "the conflict"
perspective in sociological theory, but unfortunately without successfully resolving it. For example,
William Baldamus asked the same question in his Efficiency and Effort when he criticized the underlying
harmonious assumptions in "consensus theory". Bal dam us asked, "Once the assumption of a harmonious
and self-regulating system is removed, we are faced with the vastly complicated jungle of industrial
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of power and domination, an answer becomes clear. At the heart of the issue is workplace
control. Hence, we should ask: what were the mechan isms of control which constrained
workers ' grievances and dissatisfaction? What were the modes of don1ination exercised
in Chinese garment workplaces? Why was workpla ce domina tion in the garment industry
so durable and entrenched? More specifically, what were the targets of control by
1nanagement in Chinese garment factories?
This chapter will offer an account of power and domina tion in the garment
workplaces . It will begin with an analysis of the gendere d division of labour, hierarchal
structures, pay systems and gender stereotypes in Shenzh en's Hong Kong-invested
workplaces. Again, Pearl Factory will be used to illustrate the underly ing continuity and
changes. In the second part of this chapter I will show a mismat ch between workers '
subjective and objective work conditions, namely their actual and desired work hours.
The 1nismatch not only dismisses many gender images popular in Chinese workplaces. It
also shows that Chinese factory manage1nent has to cope with a generally dissatisfied and
heterogeneous labour force in which male and female workers have very dissimilar
dispositions and job satisfactions. It will be seen that young male workers ' unruly
dispositions pose new challenges to factory 1nanagement. Power and authority are
necessary to divert, contain, absorb and repress workpla ce instability and dissatisfaction
on shop floors. But factory manage ment today cannot rely solely on despotic and
di scip linary power to coerce workers to work as they used to in the 1990s. They have to
use other control mechanisms on the shop floor. The third part of this chapter will discuss
what manage ment seeks to control, and will also address the relevance of this to the
essence of the capitalist labour process under changing conditions in China. In the fourth

administr ation that would seem to be \\ithout any system at all. If conflict is basic and unavoidable, h011
do H 'e account for the apparent stability of employer -employe e relations when there are no strikes, no
grievances. no dissatisfactions? [emphasis mine]". William Baldamu s, Efficienc y and Effort (London:
Tavistock Institute of Human Relations , 1961 ), pp . 1.
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part, the chapter will examine power and domination mechanisms, including: discipline,
punishment, bureaucratic absorption, affective instrumental personal ties, interactive
tactics, hidden bargaining, and competition. The chapter will conclude by discussing the
change of modes of domination in Chinese garment workplaces and the implications for
the making of a new working subject in today's China.
To address the two peculiarities set out in the beginning of this chapter, modes of
domination ranging from coercion, strategic manipulation, to workplace culture are
examined in detail. It will be found that although new non-coercive mechanisms have
been introduced, coercion is still necessary in Chinese workplaces. It is because there are
moments at the point of production in which exploitation is so transparent that workers
i1nmediately know the fruits of their labour have been exploited by their bosses. These
coercive mechanisms contrast with the mechanisms that produce workplace consent 131
and realign workers' interests with the capitalists. These mechanisms include putting into
practice a piece-rate system, personal ties, and "face giving" tactics, as will be exainined.
The piece-rate system will be seen to co1nprise a specific form of hidden bargaining
"game" to reconstitute workers' interests and (dis )satisfaction, and as a way of capturing
important elements inherent in workers' labour-power: workers' social cooperation and
individual self-interest, knowledge of production, and above all, labour time (i.e. surplus
value). A piece-rate syste1n can also effectively organize a distinctive workplace culture
that diverts hierarchical conflicts between management and workers into lateral
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I avoid using the term "legitimacy". Instead, I prefer the term "consent" here. It relates to my
understanding of the roots of workplace domination. It is workers ' participating in the game of piece-rate
and earning higher amount of salary than in the time-rate system that subjects them to the control of
management. It is Louis Althusser ' s famous formulation of "interpellation" . Michael Burawoy expresses
this position very well: "Unlike legitimacy, which is a subjective state of mind that individuals carry around
with them, consent is expressed through, and is the result of, the organization of activities. It is to be
distinguished from the specific consciousness or subjective attributes of the individual who engages in those
activities. Within the labour process the basis of consent lies in the organization of activities as though they
presented the worker with real choices, however, narrowly confined those choices might be. It is
participation in choosing that generates consent."
See Louis Althusser, Lenin and Philosophy and Other Essays. trans. Ben Brewster (London: New Left
Books, 1971 ), pp. 182. See also: Michael Burawoy, Manufacturing Consent: Changes in the Labour
Process under Monopoly Capitalism (Chicago: Chicago University Press, 1979), pp. 27.
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competition among rank-and-file workers. Affective personal ties will be seen as
important social relations on the shop floor to particularize workplace relations in order
to displace and defer conflict. "Face giving" will be seen as a specific interactive tactic in
the shop-floor culture which female supervisors use to smooth their relationships with
1nale subordinates so as to avoid direct confrontation at the workplace.

Divisions of Labour, Shifts in Gender Composi tion , and New Gender Stereotypes
Social divisions of labour are the defining characteristic of manufacture in the capitalist
1node of production. 132 In China labour studies, there is no lack of discussion of the social
divisions of labour and production hierarchies in Hong Kong-invested workplaces. For
instance, Ching Kwan Lee's ethnographic study documented how social divisions of
labour were organized and embedde d through localistic networks and gendered
hierarchies in a Hong Kong-invested electronic factory in Shenzhen in the early 1990s. 133
In another factory ethnographic study in the same region in the mid-1990s, Pun Ngai

similarly highlighted the sexual divisions of labour and hierarchy and how they were tied
to the wage system, segregation of skilled and unskilled jobs and dress codes in the
workp lace. 134
Fro1n my interviews with factory bosses, managers and workers, today's Hong
Kong-invested garment workplaces in Shenzhen still have the basic organizational
structure and gendered divisions of labour that resemble those described by Lee and Pun
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··The form of co-operatio n which is based on di vision of labour assumes its classical shape in
manufactur e. As a characterist ic form of the capitalist process of production it prevails throughout the
manufactur ing period··. Karl Marx, Capital: A Critique of Political Economy. Vol. 1, pp. 455.
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Ching K\Yan Lee, Gender and the South China Miracle (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1998),
pp. 116-7.
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in the 1990s. 135 The upper echelons of these factories were still male dominated. For
example, in Pearl Factory, at the top of the management was the Hongkong factory boss,
Mr. Hung, an authoritarian figure completely out of the reach of rank-and-file workers.
He rarely appeared on the shop floor except when his factory was toured by local officials
and Western businessmen. Pearl Factory workers could only glimpse his face from the
photos posted on the company website. From the rank of general manager to assistant
manager, most were male Hongkongese. Production managers were mostly 1nainland
Chinese but still exclusively men.
It is at the ranks of supervisors, foremen and line leaders that posts begin to be

filled by females. These ranks were the dream of many factory production-line workers.
In comparison to the higher managerial ranks, these lower managerial positions
represented a more realistic career for most line workers, especially female workers. The
posts symbolized an escape from rural poverty, a successful moving up in the social
-

ladder, and hence overall higher social and economic status. Yet these middle and lower
managerial positions were proportionally rare vis-a-vis rank-and-file positions. Usually
out of 500 rank-and-file workers only five workers (usually female) could eventually be
promoted to these positions.
The most dramatic change in these Hong Kong-invested factories in the past
decade took place at the rank-and-file level. In Pearl Factory, in contrast to the factories
Lee and Pun described in the 1990s, 40 percent of the sewing-machine operators are today
men. 136 This astonishingly high male presence is not unique to Pearl Factory. Among the
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It should be noted that Lee and Pun' s fieldwork were launched in middle-sized factories. Different sizes
of factories as I discussed in chapter 4 have different workforce composition in terms of age and gender. It

is not hard to expect that large-sized factories have a 111ore elaborate and complicated organizational
structure with more ranks, grades and departments than the middle and small-sized factories . However, if
we only focus on the commanding structure along a production line, usually different sizes of factories
resemble each other.
136
"Men were not totally excluded from the assembly lines, but over 90 percent of the positions were
occupied by women." Pun Ngai, Made in China: Women Factory Workers in a Global Workplace, pp. 149.
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six garmen t factories sampled in my 2010 Shenzh en garmen t factory survey, apart fron1
Pearl Factory, another large-si zed garmen t factory and two middle- sized factories had a
similar proport ion of male workers. In a small-s ized garmen t factory, the male populat ion
was as much as 50 percent .
In Pearl Factory , apart from gender, the product ion hierarch y was further
segrega ted by skill, salary structur e and paymen t system. 137 There was a big difference in
pay between regular operators and trainees. All Pearl Factory sewing operators in the first
six months of their employ ment were classifie d as trainees (peixungong). They were
remune rated at a differen t paymen t system to regular workers ; were paid at a time-rat e
(more about the time-ra te system will be discuss ed later). Their monthly wages were also
a lot lower than regular workers , slightly above the legal minimu m wage standard. In
2010, a trainee could only earn about 1500 yuan a month, 400 yuan above the legal
minimu m standard.
All regular workers were paid by piece-ra te. But the regular operators were further
divided into general unskille d workers (pugong) and skilled workers (shushou chegong).
A skilled sewing operato r could earn at least 25 percent higher than an unskille d operator.
In 2010, during low seasons, a skilled sewing operato r could earn about 3500 yuan a
month while an unskille d operato r could earn at most 2800 yuan a month. During peak
seasons, the differen ce between skilled and unskille d operators could be very large.
Skilled operators, if working 12 hours a day and having less than three days off during
the month, could earn up to 6000 yuan a month, while unskille d operators could only earn
on average 3500 yuan a month given the saine amount of work hours performed. In Pearl

In Ching Kwan Lee's ethnogra phy, a higher proportio n of male workforc e was noted. But still it was only
about 20 percent of total employee s. See Ching Kwan Lee, Gender and the South China Miracle, pp. 116.
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"Manufa cture therefore deve lops a hierarchy of labour-po wers, to which there correspon ds a scale of
\Yages", '' Alongsid e the gradation s of the hierarchy , there appears the simple separatio n of the workers into
skilled and unskilled ." Karl Marx, Capital: A Critique of Political Economy. Vol. 1, pp. 469-70.
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Factory, except for rank-and-file packers (baozhuanggong) who were exclusively female
workers, and who needed to be "nin1ble and efficient" and to have a junior high school
education, all other rank-and-file positions did not have specific gender and education
requirements.
Line leaders, foremen and supervisors were usually experienced skilled workers
who had worked in Pearl Factory over five years and normally had been internally
promoted rather than externally recruited. Because they were considered as middle
management, they were paid at a different payment system (with a separate package of
bonuses and benefits). Their monthly wages were between 4000 to 7500 yuan. Because
most foreign-funded factories preferred employing young female workers before the mid
2000s, today the most experienced and skilled garment workers are middle-aged female
workers, not male workers. Thus, a majority of the line leaders, foremen and supervisors
are female today, and they have to supervise more and more male subordinates.
Is there a wage difference between 1nale and female workers in Pearl Factory?
Surprisingly, in contrast to the literature of labour studies describing that males normally
earn 1nore than females, 138 unskilled male and fe1nale regular operators in Pearl Factory
earned roughly the sa1ne during low seasons. While male regular operators earned on
average 1777 yuan a month, their female counterparts earned 1877 yuan a month - only
a 100 yuan difference. Wage differences only appeared during peak seasons when female
regular operators earned on average 700 yuan 1nore than their 1nale counterparts. 139
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Claire Williams, Beyond Industrial Sociology: The Work ofMen and Women (Sydney: Allen & Unwin,
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Having seen such a phenom enal change in the gender con1position ainong the
rank-and-file workers, how were young male workers perceiv ed in workplaces?
Interestingly, contrary to the conventional thinking that fe1nale workers have lower status
and less power, what I found in Pearl Factory was that fe1nale line workers mostly look
down on male line workers. For example, Xiaoxun, a 20-year-old female line worker,
having worked in Pearl Factory for three years, made this com1nent about her 1nale
colleagues,

We [female workers] absolutely work faster and concentrate better at work. Men
are less produc tive than we are. Besides , they are more careless and slow in
learning new skills while in training.
When I brought these comme nts to male young workers, the male workers shared
and accepted this i1nage as less productive. Guoying, a young male worker, Xiaoxu n' s
fellow villager, worked in the same departm ent with Xiaoxun. He said,

Yes, women are indeed more hardworking. They work longer hours and can stand
more bitterness. Usually, approa ching the end of a day's hard work, I would slow
down, but when I lift my head and look around, I see many of my fen1ale coworkers are still very diligent and concent rated in front of the stitching 1nachines.
In fact, not only were male workers considered less productive, they were also
seen to be unruly. It was not unco1nmon to hear of cases of fighting a1nong young male
workers in Pearl Factory. One afternoon during my fieldwork, I found one of my flatinates,
Zhangxiong, returning ho1ne early after lunch. I asked him the reason for his early return.
He told me he was 1nistreated by another male colleague in his production line and he
fought with the colleague at lunchtime. Then his supervisor punished them and stopped
hi1n working for two weeks. In Pearl Factory, explicit rules and tenns of punishm ent
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against fighting and other types of violence were listed outside the factory gate.
Punishment ranged from forbidding workers from working to immediate layoff. 140
But sometimes, violence was not simply between workers; it could be a way male
workers expressed their discontent toward management, especially when they considered
themselves treated unfairly. That was what factory management feared most. In 2010, a
male Pearl Factory worker who did not successfully bargain for less unpaid overtime took
a knife to his supervisor in front of the factory gate. It resulted in the supervisor being
severely wounded and the local police alerted. The incident was widely discussed among
workers. A male Pearl Factory worker commented on the attack:
To migrant workers like us having to leave home to work in cities, we are already
very tired of this kind of meaningless life. However, the thing that makes us
angriest is that our company always demands us to do unpaid overtime. I believe
a lot of workers have a similar experience. We work so hard till the time to clock
out but we still have to stay in the factory to work/or free for the company. Sooner
or later, this kind of violence is fated to happen. It is just a matter of time.
Whenever workers complain about unfair treatment, the company always uses
factory rules' to repress us. Sometimes, having some violence is effective. That
is why there are so many strikes and work stoppages.

The above opinion on the effectiveness of violence of course does not necessarily
reflect the mindsets of all male workers. Yet male workers are more receptive to
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The issue of vio lence in Chinese workplaces is also noted by some feminist scholars . For example, Pun
documented in her ethnography a fight among female migrant workers on a cold night when they queued
up for hot water. After detailing the fight and her reflections about the gendered stereotype about vio lence
(usually considered as a male attribute), Pun dismissed violence as the "nature" of a human being, and
suggested that "violence is a performance of social relationship, embedded in specific historical and social
contexts and often gendered in nature. Yet, it is never sexually prescribed." Despite Pun's tendency to
dismiss the gendered stereotype of violence, she did not go further to inquire why the violence is usually
prescribed as a male attribute. In addition, if one is critical enough, if female workers also fight, why is
there are no similar "violence" and "unruly" discourses articulated among workers themselves and factory
management to stereotype female workers. See Pun Ngai, Made in China: Women Factory Workers in a
Global Workplace, pp. 151-2.
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confrontation with and less submissiv e to factory management. Because avoiding direct
confrontation with male workers might lead to similar attack cases, in the later part of this
chapter we will see how factory managem ent resort to certain "soft" approaches to deal
with male workers' discontent.
By examinin g the social and technical divisions of labour and the productio n
hierarchy within Pearl Factory, it will be observed that, in such a highly stratified and
segregate d workplace, the new gender shift in the workforc e has generated not only new
male stereotypes, but also new wage patterns along gender lines. Today, in Pearl Factory,
gender differences are drawn not only vertically but also horizontally, especially among
the rank-and-file. As noted, wage differentials among male and female line workers
appear to contradic t what we conventio nally assume. Alongsid e this, as noted, new gender
stereotypes have emerged among productio n line workers: namely, young female workers
being "more productiv e, hardwork ing, nimble and efficient" whereas young male workers
are by comparis on "lazy, unproduc tive, careless and undisciplined". While young female
migrant workers used to be considere d as "rough hands, rough legs" in the 1990s, young
male migrant workers are stereotyp ed as "unprodu ctive and unruly" today.

A Dissatisfi ed Garment vVorkforce

The so-called "unprodu ctive and unruly" young male workforc e unquestio nably poses
ne\Y challenges for factory managem ent. But before examinin g how factory managem ent
has coped \Yith this segment of the vvorkforce, we have to ask: were female workers really
more diligent? Were male \Yorkers really lazier? Did the stereotypes reflect reality? Did
male \Yorkers really \Vant to \vork fewer hours than female workers? More generally. how
many hours did Chinese \Yorkers themselves v-;ant or expect to work? Were they satisfied
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with their work arrangements? Were there any significant gender differences between
workers' desire to work?
Let us look at the general picture of Chinese garment workers. Table 5 .1 shows
the relationship between Chinese garment workers' actual and desired work hours from
my 2010 garment factory survey. The cells in each table are divided into three parts: the
upper triangle, the diagonal, and the lower triangle. Cells in the upper and lower triangles
represent workers who are dissatisfied with their daily actual work hours. While the cells
in the upper triangle represent workers' desire to work longer hours than they actually
perfonn, the cells in the lower triangle mean the opposite - they want to work fewer hours.
The diagonal cells mean workers were satisfied with their daily actual work hours and
did not want any changes. The small chart below the table summarizes the table. The
shaded diagonal band (labeled 10%) indicates among all garment workers 10 percent
were satisfied with their current work hours. In the lower triangle, 88.4% is the percentage
-

of workers who want to work fewer hours than they were currently working; likewise, in
the upper triangle, 1. 7 percent represents the percentage of workers who wanted to work
more hours.
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Table 5.1: The Relatio nship betwee n Actual and Desired Work Hours, Chines e
W orkers (N=390)
Desired Work Hours

Grand
<8hr

8hr

9hr

10hr

11hr

12hr

>12hr

Total

<8hr

0.0%

0.3 %

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

o.0°1o

0.3%

Actual

8hr

0.0%

1.0%

0.0%

0.5 %

0.3 %

0.0%

0.0%

1.8%

Work

9hr

0.0%

0.3 %

0.3%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.5%

Hours

10hr

0.0%

11.5%

2.6%

4.6%

0.0%

0.3 %

0.0%

19.0%

11hr

0.0%

11.0%

2.6%

12.8%

0.5%

0.3 %

0.0%

27.2%

12hr

0.3 %

13.1 %

0.0%

16.7%

10.8%

3.6%

0.0%

44.4%

>12hr

0.0%

2.8%

0.5 %

2.1 %

0.8 %

0.8 %

0.0%

6.9%

0.3%

40.0%

5.9%

36.7%

12.3%

4.9%

0.0%

100%

Grand
Total

1.7%
10%
88.4~10

A lot of informa tion can be gleaned from the table. It is found that for the garmen t
industry , \YOrking 11 and 12-hour days was the norm. The percent age of the workers in
the upper triangle is 1. 7 percent , whereas in the lower triangle it is 88.4 percent. That
means the oYenYhelming majorit y of workers desired to work fewer hours. Althoug h most
actuall y ,vorked 10 or more hours daily, most of them in fact wanted only to work either
8 hours (i.e. no overtim e) or 10 hours (i.e. 2 hours overtim e daily). This is revealed in the
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two highest percentage figures in the grand total of desired work hours (40 percent for 8
hours; 36.7 percent for 10 hours).
Most of the Chinese workers who wanted to work 8 hours a day ended up working
very long hours -- mostly up to 10 or more hours. About 40 percent of the workers hoped
to work for only eight hours - a big reduction of three to four hours from their actual work
hours. Equally striking, few workers were content with their actual work hours - only 10
percent of the workers are in the diagonal cells. All these figures undeniably suggest a
mismatch between Chinese garment workers' desired and actual work hours. Most
Chinese garment workers were not satisfied with their current work arrangement and
wanted to work less.

In face of such a dissatisfied workforce united against working too many, how did
factory management devise different control mechanisms in workplaces to compel and
persuade different types of dissatisfied workers to work for their profit?
--

Emotion, Dispositions, Knowledge of Production, and Labour Time

In order to understand various control 1nechanisms in the garment labour process, it is
necessary to know what factory management want to control in order to avoid collective
industrial conflicts.
(1) Emotion and dispositions: Workers' dissatisfaction, if poorly managed, will
easily become a potential source of industrial conflict. This dissatisfaction has to do with
the changing legal and social conditions for workers over the past decade. As discussed
in the previous chapters, on the one hand, increasing labour law knowledge makes
workers more aware of their labour rights. On the other hand, in the 1990s Chinese
migrant workers, mostly female and living in factory dormitories, had low aspirations and
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did not dream of a better city life. Most of them could only accept harsh labour conditions
in order to be able to bring a bit of 1noney back to the country side with the1n when their
job ended. In contrast, today's migrant workers have different attitudes and aspirations
towards their lives. They want to have a more balance d lifestyle, with more time off. This
is particul arly true of young migrant workers, who 1) do not just ask for complia nce to
mini1num labour standards, but want decent jobs and opportu nities for professional
development; 2) are more conscio us about their labour rights and more active in pursuin g
them; and 3) attach increase d importa nce to psychol ogical and sentime ntal fulfilhn ent
rather than just materia l needs. 141 As such, what factory manage1nent today have to cope
with is a new working class with different life expecta tions in general. When pushed too
far in their work, conflicts between 1nanagement and workers easily escalate into
collective industrial conflict. As will be seen later, manage ment uses shop-flo or strategies
to disperse workers ' dissatisfaction and to create social distance between manage1nent
and workers so as to avoid direct manage ment-w orker confrontation. At times the shopfloor strategy fails, especia lly when exploita tion is too transpa rent to workers. Then
1nanagement have to resort to coerciv e power to repress workers ' dissatisfaction.
(2) Knowledge of production: As Marx points out, one of the fundainental
dilemm as capitalists confron t in the capitalist labour process is, on the one hand,
capitalists have to control workers to produce in accorda nce to their product ion plans; on
the other hand, it is workers, not capitalists, who have skills and knowle dge of production.
Thus , in history, capitalists have had to invent nu1nerous method s to capture workers '
skills and knowledge. That is why 'scientif ic manage ment' is a milestone in the history
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ACFTU, "Guany u xinsheng dai nongmin gong wenti de yanjiu baogao" (Rapporto di ricerca su fla
questione dei lavoratori migranti di nuova generazione), Gongren Ribao, 21 giugno 2010, accessed through
http ://news.x inhuanet. com/poli tics/2010 -06/2 l/c_ 12240721 .htm. Last access, 18 Novembe r 2012.
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of capitalist production because, by timing workers' minuscule movements, workers'
skills and knowledge of production can be channeled, regulated and harnessed.
As discussed in the last chapter, over the past decade global garment production
has undergone a rapid transformation. A key transformation is the shortening of the
production lead-time. During peak seasons, the production lead time can be as short as
just several weeks. In addition, in garment production each job order has a different style
and thus requires different skills to produce. These two trends give factory management
little time to study workers' capacity to complete each order and puts management in a
vulnerable position. Factory management always has to worry about missing production
deadlines that incur extra transport, insurance and overhead costs. As will be seen, in
order to resolve this production dilemma, Chinese garment factory management
implemented different piece-rate systems in workplaces in order to harness workers' selfinterest and cooperation to produce as fast and as much as possible.
(3) Labour time/ Surplus value: A garment factory owner's ultimate goal is to
capture as much profit as possible. As Marx stresses, a capitalist is "capital personified".
The capitalist's soul "is the soul of capital" and "capital has one sole driving force, the
drive to valorize itself, to create surplus-value." 142 Thus, if the workers' labour time is the
source of surplus value, the "capital personified" garment factory boss has to capture it.
In what ways are capitalists able to capture workers' labour time? There is no easy

way. On the one hand, unlike feudalism, surplus value is not so transparent both to
workers and capitalists, and not to be realized until capitalists successfully sell products
in the market. On the other hand, workers employed by a capitalist are paid in a way that
is fixed before he enters the factory gates and expends his effort. Additionally, at the end
of the week the worker receives his or her wage long before the capitalist sells the product.
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Karl Marx, Capital: A Critique of Political Economy. Vol. 1, pp. 342.
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Thus, the capitalist faces another dilemma: how can he commit himself to a wage that
will be no higher than what he can obtain from the product, and no lower than what is
necessary to attract workers to come to work for hi1n? More specifically, how can the
capitalist guarantee the productio n of surplus value?
To Marx, the answer is coercion. In Capital, Marx describes how capitalists force
workers to work an extremely long working day and introduce machines to speed up
workers' pace of work in order to guarantee the productio n of surplus-value. However,
some argue that Marx over-emphasises the despotic nature of workplace control. For
example, Michael Burawoy argues that workplac e control solely based on coercion is
unstable, temporary, and conflict-prone. He argues that there is another type of workplace
control which is based on "producti on of consent", i.e. based on ideology. He suggests
that the piece-rate system is an "ideological game" in the labour process to re-organize
workers' interests in line with the capitalists'. It works in workers' minds to drive them
to work as fast as they can, to remove the concepts of exploitation and unpaid labour from
their everyday life experience, and to disperse managem ent-work er conflict to conflicts
among workers themselves. 143
In the next section, we will see that coercive and non-coercive mechanisms,

coupled with a distinctive shop-floor culture, exist side by side in Pearl Factory. Each
type of control mechanism has its specific functions. They are complementary, supportive
and sometimes overlap each other. They are embedde d in various factory rules, practices
and customs. Which mechanisms get utilized depends upon the type of worker
managem ent has to control.

I-U

Michael Burawoy. ivfanufacturing Consent: Changes in the Labor Process under Monopoly Capitalism .
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Coercive Power, Shop-Floor Tactics and Production Strategies

In Pearl Factory, all control mechanisms were embedded in a wide array of factory rules,
regulations, practices, customs, production hierarchy, divisions of labour and systems of
production. 144 Each of these modes of domination has its mechanisms. Coercive power
includes punishment, disciplinary measures, and registration and leave policies.
Workplace tactics includes affective personal ties and interactive tactics. Workplace
strategies encompass hidden (collective) bargaining and encouragement of competition
among workers.

Punishments and Disciplinary Measures: Fines, Fees and Forced Labour

In a large factory like Pearl, employing over 20,000 workers, all of whom came from
diverse places of origin, spoke various dialects, had different habits and dispositions,
disciplinary regulations and punishments were essential weapons to standardize and
regulate workers' labour. Every Pearl Factory worker, in every stage of her or his factory
life, encountered many ite1nized rules, fees and fines. It is no exaggeration to say that
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For power, I adopt Max Weber's definition: power is "the probability that one actor in a social
relationship will be in a position to carry out his will despite resistance, regardless of the basis on which
this probability rests." See Max Weber, The Theory of Social and Economic Organization (Glencoe: The
Free Press, 1997), pp. 152. On the other hand, authority may be defined as the "probability that a command
with a given specific content will be obeyed by a given group of persons ... The important difference
between power and authority consists in the fact that whereas power is essentially tied to the personality of
individuals, authority is always associated with social positions or roles ... authority is a legitimate relation
of domination and subjection. In this sense, authority can be described as legitimate power", quoted in Ralf
Dahrendorf, Class and Class Conflict in Industrial Society (Palo Alto, CA: Stanford University Press, 1959),
pp. 166. However, I avoid using the term "authority". As Andrew Walder said, "All forms of authority,
according to Weber, involve specific norn1ative and ideological claims made by superiors, 'ideal ' and
material interests in obedience, and a characteristic form of conflict shaped by the pattern of authority." As
I demonstrate in this chapter, workers' subjection to workplace control is not just an imposition of "specific
nonnative and ideological claims" made unilaterally by superiors. Maybe it is true in the Maoist period
Chinese factory institutions in which structural and ideological power were persuasive. But it is not the case
I found in the post-socialist Chinese workplaces. See Andrew G. Walder, Communist Neo -traditionalism:
Work and Authority in Chinese Industry (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1986), pp. 23-4. For
ideology, I adopt Antonio Gramsci 's definition. Ideology, as cement for social relations, which binds
individuals to one another, and connects one's immediate experiences to each other, to the past, and to the
future, is a "creation of concrete phantasy which acts on the dispersed and shattered people arouse and
organize its collective will." See Antonio Gramsci, Selections from Prison Notebooks (New York:
International Publishers, 1971), pp. 126.
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discipline haunted a worker like a phantom through out his whole factory life fro1n the
day of recruitm ent to the day of resignation.
Every migrant interest ed in working in Pearl Factory had to read a list of factory
rules about workers ' proper behavio ur, dress codes, and recruitm ent require1nents from a
notice board outside the 1nain gate of Pearl Factory before the whole recruitm ent process
began. When the interest ed migrant stepped into the factory gate and filled in an
applicat ion form , he was asked to have a medical check-u p, which would cost him several
tens of yuan, and usually was not refunda ble. This include d checkin g whethe r workers
had high blood pressure , type-B hepatiti s, short-si ghtedne ss, and so on. Accord ing to
workers , having good eyesigh t was deemed essentia l by Pearl Factory. Often the compan y
would not employ migrant s with any type of sight illnesses. After perform ing the medical
check up, the would-b e Pearl Factory worker was asked to sign a labour contract.
Howeve r, before the migrant signed the contrac t, the recn1itinent staff would ask the
migrant to "pay" 1100 yuan 145 as a "recruit ment deposit " which was equival ent to a
month of a worker 's salary and was not refunda ble until the Chinese lunar New Year
holiday and with manage ment's approval. Failure to pay the recruitm ent deposit resulted
in an unsucce ssful application. Ahnost all 1nigrant applicants knew this "rule" in advance
from fellow villagers or other Pearl Factory workers . Some newly arrived migrants who
had difficul ty paying this high deposit , would borrow money from relatives and fellow
villagers (see Chapter 3).
For the first six months on the product ion line, a newly recruite d worker was
ranked as a "trainee ". As discusse d above, a trainee receive d a much lower monthly salary
than a regular worker, usually only slightly above the legal 1ninimum wage, and was paid

1 5
-+

This is the amount required in 2010 , which equals to the monthly legal minimum wage standard at that
time in Shenzhen . Some interview ed workers reported that this amount might vary. But usually it did not
exceed 1.5 times of a worker's monthly salary.
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on a time-rate. Although a trainee received lower wages, it did not mean that he worked
fewer hours or less overtime than a regular worker. During peak seasons, a trainee was
asked to work as long as a regular worker, usually 11 hours a day. If orders were very
rushed, he had to work consecutively for three shifts (i.e., 24 hours). However, because
he was a trainee, 1nost of his overtime was unpaid. Very often at the end of the month
when a trainee received his wage, he would find that he was only paid for his basic wage
(which is just slightly above the legal minimum wage standard), and most of his overtime
work was not paid or recorded on the pay slip.
After the first six months of "trainee" life, our migrant worker finally became a
"regular worker" paid on a piece-rate. His overtime work was paid, albeit by no means
paid in full and in accordance to law. His monthly salary now doubled.
Despite these differences, his daily life did not change much. He still had to work up to
11 hours daily. When there were rush orders, he or she still had to engage in marathon

work 24 hours non-stop. Management could also demand he do unpaid "voluntary
overtime" on Sundays ( at times Saturdays too), and his time card was not punched.
Should he not come to work for a day of"voluntary overtime", he was considered "absent
from work" and he was fined for a day's wage.
In Pearl Factory, the notorious "voluntary overtime" practice was deployed in
conjunction with management's manipulation of the time-rate and piece-rate systems.
There were numerous ways management manipulated the systems. Firstly, management
threatened the worker that if she or he was not efficient and productive enough, he would
be demoted from working on piece-rate to time-rate. To piece-rate workers, demotion
meant cutting their salaries by half to the level they had earned in their training period.
Secondly, manage1nent posted notices on shop floors warning workers that "If a
piece-rate worker works for 9.5 hours a day but does not produce as much as a time-rate
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worker, the difference will be deducted from the piece-rate worker 's salary." Becaus e the
time-rate salary is considered a basic and guarant eed wage, say 50 yuan a day, if a piecerate worker could only make 20 yuan a day (maybe due to sickness, a slowdo wn or other
reasons), manage ment considered the worker had deprived the compan y of the 30-yuan
difference; this difference would be recorde d and deducted from the worker 's salary at
the end of the month. This rule guaranteed workers produce d more than manage ment paid
him, and punishe d those who failed to produce up to the standard.
Anothe r rule stated that, "if a piece-ra te worker works for eight hours but his
productivity is not up to the level of a time-rate worker who works for eight hours, his
time card will only be punche d for eight hours and he has to stay at the production line to
work for one and a half hours more of 'volunta ry overtim e'. If the worker still cannot
attain the required product ion target after the one and a half hour of volunta ry overtime,
after a break for lunch or dinner he still has to continue his voluntary overtime until he
meets the product ion target". 146 In this case, if a piece-rate worker refuses to punch his
card for eight hours (instead of the nine and a half hours he works in reality), he would
be considered "disobe ying manage ment" and he would be demoted to wages on a timerate.
Fourthly, when Shenzhen ' s legal monthly minimu m wage standard rose from 900
yuan to 1100 yuan in 2010, the pay per item for a piece-rate worker should have also
increased. Howev er, this was not the case. Factory manage ment usually delayed the
increase of the unit piece prices and required workers to work on old piece prices for at
least a month. On the paydays after the legal minimu m wage increased, workers would
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From my interview , although the rule requires wo rkers to come back to meet the producti on target after
break. workers usually won ' t come back to work after the break.
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carefully examine their pay slips and compare them with one another to see if there was
any unit piece price increase in their production lines.
These were just four of the many ways that Pearl Factory management squeezed
workers. In particular, most workers hated to do "voluntary overtime" and would try
every means to avoid it. Apart from demoting workers who refused to punch their time
cards to fake their work-time records, management even "imprisoned" workers! In Pearl
Factory, security guards guarded all entrances and exits, and all factory gates were
controlled electronically. Workers had to use their factory passes to open the factory gates
to pass through them. Without factory passes, workers could neither enter nor leave the
factory. While rushing orders in peak seasons, supervisors would confiscate all of the
production line workers' factory passes. Unless production targets were met and enough
voluntary overtime was done, workers were not given their factory passes. In a way, these
Pearl Factory workers became "prison workers" who were forced to work for free for the
factory. While in the 1990s the factory dormitories were extensions of production points
and manage1nent could easily demand workers to work any time they wanted, today the
new way is to confiscate workers' factory passes.

Resignation and Leave Policies

Although n1les, fines, demotions and imprisonment were effective coercive weapons to
subordinate workers, these despotic apparatuses aroused anger, hatred, recurrent
dissatisfaction, and high labour turnover. My survey findings show dissatisfaction was
prevalent among garment workers. How did management cope with the possibility of a
high labour turnover?
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Manag ement at Pearl Factory was particularly anxious about labour turnover
during peak seasons when a large volume of cheap labour was required and at the san1e
time a large amount of unpaid "voluntary overtim e" was used to meet production
deadlines. Instead of passively letting workers quit the factory at such times, the Pearl
Factory manag ement implemented a syste1n of policies to trap workers at the factory.
As we have already seen, a trainee was a second-class worke r who received 1nuch
lower wages despite having to work as much as regular workers. Many Pearl factory
trainees wanted to quit the factory several weeks after recruitment. To do so bore painful
costs. If a trainee wante d to resign from his post, he had to ask for his superv isors'
approval and get the production 1nanager' s signature on the resignation form to get back
his 1100 yuan "recru itment deposit". He also had to get the manag er's confin nation of
the amount of overtime he had done; otherwise, his case was consid ered as a "volun tary
resignation" (zili) when no recruitment deposit was refundable. It was an infamous norm
in Pearl Factor y that factory manag ement would not sign any resignation fonns or
acknowledge any overtime done by trainees. As a result, for fear of losing the high deposit
money, most trainees withstood the exploitative half year.
If quitting was an unviable option for trainees, how about regular workers? The
situation was hardly better. The "volun tarily resign ation" policy also applied to regular
workers. A regular worker still had to get approval from his supervisor and manager to
confirm the amoun t of overti1ne done and to certify his "legiti mate resignation" so as to
retrieve his deposit. The only difference in the resignation policy between trainees and
regular workers was that, in the end, supervisors and managers would certify a regular
worke r's resignation if workers persisted. Notwithstanding, the process was by no 1neans
easy. Usually, starting from the day a regular worke r filed a resignation application, he
had to wait at least two months to get his supervisor and 1nanager to certify his resignation.
During these two months, his line leader would deman d the worker obey her every order,
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including complying with unpaid overtime; otherwise she would not process his
resignation application. A former Pearl Factory worker described his resignation:

If you want to

resign, it 's very difficult. You have to be patient enough to chase

your line leader everyday and tell him you are determined to resign. When he
finally agrees, he still wants to cut a bargain with you. For example, you have to
agree to work harder, be more obedient, and do whatever he demands you to.
Only

if you

are able to do this will he give you the resignation form. After you

submit the form to your line leader and he hands it to the supervisor, you still have
to wait for another month to for your application to be processed. Sometimes,
after more than a month,

if you find your application is still unprocessed, you go

to ask your line leader, and the usual reply is, 'How can I know? I've already sent
it to the upper level.

If the upper level still hasn 't processed it, I can do nothing to

quicken the process. ' - simply some words shifting away his responsibility.
-

If resignation is difficult, so is applying for leave. Fearing large numbers of
workers suddenly taking leave during peak season, Pearl Factory management had a strict
leave policy. The policy demanded workers to apply for leave two to three weeks in
advance so that management would have enough time to reallocate manpower to fill
vacant positions. This policy was so strict that even when a worker was seriously sick, he
could not apply for sick leave to stay at home to rest. During 1ny fieldwork, Zhangxiong,
my flatmate, caught a fever. I accompanied him to go to the clinic to consult a doctor,
who told him to take a rest. But he still had to work as normal for three 11-hour working
days until his Sunday break, because his line leader did not permit him to take sick leave.
Without pennission, even though he was seriously sick, he could not take a day' s rest;
otherwise, he would be considered as absent from work and be fined a day's salary.
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Affectiv e Persona l Ties

So far, we have seen how Pearl Factory manage ment has used various despotic and
bureaucratic apparatuses to trap workers at the factory as long as possible in order to
appropriate their labour time. As expected, no system solely relying on repression could
be sustained for long. Supervisors have learned to absorb workers ' dissatisfaction by way
of a set of affective personal ties based on locality and kinship networks. These affective
personal ties are developed and reproduced outside the factory, and carried by workers to
the points of production. One big difference between disciplinary rules and affective
personal ties is that: the former aims to standardize workers ' behaviour, efficiency and
productivity; the latter's purpose is to particularize workplace relations by imbuing
affective and moral elements into the ties.
In Pearl Factory, affective personal ties were cultivated pervasively between line
leaders and rank-and-file operators. Due to strict leave policies and frequent shortages of
labour, the whole factory virtually could be seen as a shortage econom y bereft of two
important resources: workers ' rest time and labour time. Both resources fulfilled needs of
different people. While workers wanted more rest time, line leaders needed more labour
time. Shortages of these two resources were particularly serious when peak seasons came.
An important target of cultivation in Pearl factory was the line leader. She or he
was empowered to record workers ' time and write leave permits that enabled workers to
take paid leaves. In Pearl Factory, if an operator came from the same place of origin as a
line leader, he or she would find it easier to cultivate personal ties with the line leader and
thus be treated differently relative to those who came from other places. For example,
when I asked Xiaoxun how her line leader treated her, she told me,
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My line leader comes from Hube( the same province as I come from. He treats
me well. Whenever I want to apply for paid leave, he 'll help me. Of course, while
rushing orders, it will be harder but he 'll still try to help.
But not every worker received the same preferential treatment. This was especially true
to those who lacked "relationships" (guanxi) at the factory. As a male loading worker
said,

In our department,

if you do

not have guanxi, whenever the department has any

benefits, you are not able to share in it,· when you are asked to load boxes of
products, you don 't expect anyone will help y ou by lending you a stool to lift the
boxes. At mid-autumn festival,

ifyou have no guanxi, you only can get one orange

from the company. Those vvho have guanxi, especially those working in the
Personnel Office, can get three to seven oranges. This is the culture of Pearl
Factory.
Treating relatives or fellow villagers better was a fact of life. Pearl Factory
workers knew that Fujianese workers usually were treated better. This was because not
only the factory boss, Mr. Hung, was a Fujianese, but also most of the senior and middle
management were Fujianese as well. But for most rank-and-file operators, line leaders
were the ones having the greatest impacts on their factory lives. This was particularly true
when workers were told to work torturous periods for 24 hours non-stop before
production deadlines. There was one instance, when Guoying, a male worker living one
floor above my flat, had to work this kind of marathon schedule, I discovered that he was
granted an extra two-hour break (apart from the standard one-hour break between every
eight-hour shift) when he joined me and my other flatmates for breakfast at 7 am. He
explained to me, ''No worry! My line leader will help me punch my time card. As long as
I return to my line no later than 9 am, I'm fine. " Thus, although leave policy was strict in
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Pearl Factory , the line leaders' discreti onary power could "open up the back door" (kai

houmen) for favoured rank-and-file workers.
Of course, these rest time and paid leave were not granted for free to workers. The
reason line leaders would dare to open the back door to workers was that they had
pragma tic concerns. A line leader detailed her difficulties:

In this factory ) a line leader Js wage is not much higher than the rank-and-files

J.

WJzen you fine workers ) you will be cursed. Whenever a worker in your line
resigns) the upper level manage ment usually does not allocate a new worker
quickly to your line) so your line will be short of workers. But at the same time)
the upper level manage ment still demands you attain the product ion targets.
Given such circums tances, line leaders had to "invest" in certain workers to cultivate
personal ties with them. If necessary, line leaders could ask workers for help. There were
two ways rank-an d-file operato rs could help line leaders resolve the problem of shortages
of workers on the product ion lines. First, if possible , operators could introduc e their
relatives, fellow villager s and friends into the product ion lines either as tempora ry
workers or as trainees. Second , workers who had receive d preferential treatme nt from line
leaders would have moral obligations to repay the "relatio nship debt" (renqin g zhai) by
produci ng fas ter and more to meet the demand ed product ion targets.
These exchanges of favours and debts stabilize workplace relations, especia lly
when torturou sly long work hours are required , and at the same time they convert
demand s upon the workers into moral and affectiv e obligations that workers had to fulfill.
Due to these persona l ties, tensions in manage ment-la bour relations are deferred and

displac ed: workers confro nt social relation s in the labour process not as cold collective
"class" relation s (capital vs . labour), but as affecti ve individual personal relations based
on success ive exchang es and fulfillment of obligations. Throug h these ties, class conflicts
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are absorbed, workers' dissatisfactions are not articulated, and a distinctive shop-floor
environment is established. 147

Interactive Tactics: Face-giving
In a shop floor where workers are differentiated and stratified by skills, ranks, gender,

locality and authority, social disjunctions abound. No matter whether affective personal
ties are pervasive enough to absorb a noticeable part of workplace dissatisfaction, there
are workers who are not included in the webs of affective ties and do not engage in
relationship cultivation and morally obligatory exchanges. In addition, overtime work can
be so torturous that workers cannot stand it any longer and suddenly burst into anger or
deliberately slow down their work. When considering the change of gender structure in
Shenzhen' s garment workforce, the situation becomes worse. More and more young male
workers are joining the garment workforce; they are more diseontented and more likely
to confront shop-floor management than are female workers. Most line leaders and
foremen are middle-aged women, and in the face of a group of discontented and unruly
young male workers, they have to act decisively to pacify the young men's anger and
grievances. If improperly controlled, a situation can become disastrous (recall the male
worker's attack on his supervisor). The female foremen and line leaders at Pearl Factory
engage in interactive tactics of "face-giving". This was widely practiced, especially
between female supervisors and male rank-and-file vvorkers. In the following cases, the

These affective personal ties are not ideology. Recall that Gramsci 's definition of ideology is that
ideology is the "creation of concrete phantasy which acts on the dispersed and shattered people arouse and
organize its collective will." First of all, these personal ties are concrete social relations, not "phantasy".
Second, there is no "collective will" articulated. Instead, exactly the opposite, exchanges between
management and workers through these interpersonal relations aim to individualize and de-collectivize
class relations.
i-i ,
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first is an example of this face-giving interaction; the second involves a transgression of
this face-giving culture that resulted in a spillover of discontent onto the shop floor.
In Decembe r 2012, I revisited Jade Village and caught up with my flatmates. One
of them, Kuoqiang, was no longer working in Pearl Factory. He finally could not stand
the increasing amount of unpaid overtime demande d of him and quit the factory. He told
me how he negotiated with his line leaders on the shop floor, in what I consider an
exainple of face-giving based on mutual respect and restraint.
One Sunday afternoon in August 2011, tired of doing overtime, Kuoqiang decided
he had had enough working in Pearl Factory. He returned to his position after lunch as
usual. Then after about one hour, he suddenly sat idle in front of the stitching 1nachine.
After about a minute, his idleness caught his female line leader's attention. She
approached him and asked, "Why did you stop?" Then, Kuoqiang replied, "I don't want
to work anymore." After half-a-mi nute of absolute silence, without scolding Kuoqiang
and without telling him to resume his work at once, the line leader asked Kuoqiang to
come out fro1n the line and follow her to a quiet comer in the shop floor. The line leader
repeated her question, "Why don't you want to work any1nore?" Kuoqiang replied angrily,
"I don't want to work any more 'voluntar y overtime '. Either you paid me money or I
quit!" Kuoqiang deliberately spoke quietly and the conversation did not catch other
workers' attention. The line leader told Kuoqiang, "I will ask the upper level managem ent
and let you know tomorrow. Now go back to work." Kuoqiang resumed his work as told.
The following Sunday, Kuoqiang returned to his line again but he sensed that his
line leader had no positive response for him. Instead of stopping work a second time,
Kuoqiang bypassed her and filed a request to his supervisor, who had the power to process
workers' resignations. After two weeks' bargaining, Kuoqiang received permissio n from
his supervisor, and retrieved his salary and deposit.
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Worth noting is the self-restraint of Kuoqiang and his line leader. Kuoqiang was
staging a one-person strike. His line leader sensed that he did not intend to make any
major trouble. So the line leader asked Kuoqiang politely to join her in a quiet comer.
Kuoqiang did not attract other workers' attention. Both Kuoqiang's and his line leader's
faces were maintained by not letting other workers know what was going on. Kuoqiang' s
obedience returning to his position and resuming work after the bargain was struck was
an act of respect for the line leader's authority. Kuoqiang knew his best chance was to
submit to the authority hierarchy while participating in face-giving interactions. On the
following day, when the line leader reneged on her promise to handle Kuoqiang's case
for him, he could have exploded in anger to embarrass the line leader. Kuoqiang instead
bypassed her and filed his request with the supervisor. Kuoqiang recognized the
workplace hierarchy of authority and respected the people in power to handle his case:
this time the supervisor.
-

This sort of face-giving interaction in the workplace is so common that multiple
interactions take place without the participants' awareness. Like other rules, taboos and
cultural practices, it is only when the culture of mutual respect and restraint is transgressed
that participants and outsiders notice. The experience of a 23-year-old female line worker,
Bailan, is instructive.
I met Bailan at a dinner when one of my interviewees invited her fellow female
villagers to have a meal with me so that I could discuss female workers' factory lives. At
the dinner, I elicited a discussion about their relationships with line leaders. In response,
they all agreed that female line leaders usually treated male workers better than female
workers, and that male line leaders were nicer than female line leaders. One of them said,
"When you make a mistake, if your line leader is a man, he'll only tell you, 'Be more
careful next time!' But if your line leader is a female, you are doomed to be scolded. If
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you're a man, a female line leader won't be so harsh to you." At this point Bailan spent
15 minutes recounting her insulting experience.

One day when Bailan was working in her line, she made a mistake when stitching
a piece of cloth. Her female line leader at once noticed it, went to Bailan' s position and
scolded her loudly for twenty minutes in a voice loud enough for all workers in the
production line to hear. Bailan burst into tears and hid in the toilet for an hour. According
to Bailan' s co-worker, while Bailan cried in the toilet, the whole production line
whispered about the case. Most workers thought the line leader had gone too far. In the
end, a worker in the line went to find a male product ion manage r and let him in on the
case. Immediately, the product ion manage r went to the toilet to comfort Bailan and ask
her to return to work. Most interestingly, when Bailan returned to her position in the line,
the production manger asked the female line leader to apologize to Bailan in front of the
other workers in the line.
Bailan' s case is an excellent example of the transgression of the culture of mutual
respect and restraint in the workplace. The line leader who i1n1nediately insulted Bailan
in front of the whole production did not give Bailan any face. There was an expectation
of "face-giving" by manage ment even when workers 1nade 1nistakes. By not restraining
her behaviour, the female line leader also lost her face. The 1nale production manage r's
behaviour -- going to the toilet to comfort Bailan and asking the line leader to apologize
- also demonstrates that this face-giving culture was shared by upper level management.
Of course, the production manager probabl y also had a pragmatic concern that the insult
to Bailan 1night beco1ne a source of anger and dissatisfaction in the production line that
would curtail productivity. That would explain why he demanded the line leader
apologize to Bailan in front of other workers in the line, to reassert the i1nportance of
face -giving in the workplace to stop any further spillover of discontent.
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According to Erving Goffman, "face" is a mask that changes depending on the
audience and the variety of social interaction. People strive to maintain the face they
create in social situations. In social interactions, people cooperate to use politeness
strategies to maintain each other's faces. 148 But in what way can this type of face become
effective to control social disjunction and related discontent? In this connection, the
creation of social distance based on mutual respect and restraint assumes a central
significance. Apart from the joking relationship, Radcliffe-Brown describes the
importance of mutual respect and restraint as follows:
Social disjunction implies divergence of interests and therefore a possibility of
conflict and hostility, while conjunction requires the avoidance of strife. How can
a relation which combines the two be given a stable, ordered form? ... One [way}
is to maintain between two persons so related an extreme mutual respect and a
limitation of direct personal contact. 149

In this way, "face-giving" is an important interactive social mechanism on the
shop floor that aims to create social distance between managers and workers in order to
invoke a culture of mutual respect and restraint. Face-giving is a conferral of status and
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honour through semi-ritualized, culturally encoded acts of deference. 15 Face-giving is
also a hierarchical model of interaction and domination. By giving face, a line leader
exercises her authority over a worker; and in tum, by giving face, a worker recognizes the
line leader's status and honour by not publicly embarrassing and humiliating her. The two
cases above not only show the practice and transgression of face-giving tactics, but also
address the gender differences in workplaces. As Bailan and her female colleagues
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stressed, male workers usually received better treat1nent from female line leaders and
foremen (Kuoqia ng's case was an example of this), while female line leaders were usually
less accommodating to female line workers. One of the reasons behind this different
treatment relates to manage ment's perceptions of the gender stereotypes of male and
female workers noted earlier. Becaus e factory manage ment usually considered male
workers 1nore unruly and more likely to confron t them, while female \Vorkers were more
docile, to not provoke male workers ' anger, face-giving tactics based on politeness,
mutual respect and self-restraint were practiced. But as we can see, face-giving tactics are
a tempora ry solution to immedi ate workpla ce conflicts and grievances. Althoug h it can
evoke a culture of mutual respect and self-restraint, it is not a means for manage1nent to
control the labour process. Face-gi ving at best can disperse immediate workplace
conflicts and grievances. Thus, in what way can factory manage ment control the labour
process to enhance product ivity and at the same time dominate workers more enduringly?

Hidden (Collective) Bargaining: A Piece-rate System Based on Collective Production
Targets
To factory management, coercive mechan isms can control the labour process but cannot
stabilize manage1nent-worker relationships. Instead, they generate conflicts and
grievances in workplaces. Affective personal ties and face-giving tactics can individualize
and s1nooth out workpla ce relations, but do not enable manage1nent to standardize their
control over the work process. So through what other means can factory management
stabilize labour relations? In the following, we will see that piece-rate systems provide
factory 1nanage1nent with a way to do1ninate workers. Throug h piece-rate syste1ns,
workers ' interests and 1nindsets are reconstituted. Piece-rate systems have a special
significance to the garment industry. On the one hand, the garment industry in China is
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known to be exploitative yet bereft of collective industrial actions. 151 By studying piecerate systems at the Pearl Factory, we can connect a mode of workplace domination to a
particular type of production process, and study their relationships. The Pearl Factory
practiced two forms of piece-rate systems which differed one from one another in terms
of their concrete processes and their effects on workers' mindsets and behaviour, and on
work productivity.
The first form was a "production target system". This was based on a collective
production target. Every day, in Pearl Factory a line leader would be given a production
target, which she tells her workers. Separately, line operators would also be informed in
advance of a total production target and deadline for each production order by one of the
factory's clients. Each production order requires two to three months, depending upon
how large and how rushed. Normally management and workers took half a month to
figure out how fast they could produce particular items in a day and how difficult the
order was. During this half month, workers were paid not at a piece-rate but a time-rate.
It was only after this half month that workers were paid at a piece-rate. There were

practical reasons vvhy during this half month workers were paid at a time-rate. Both
workers and management favored this policy. A new order might be very difficult to
produce and vvorkers might need time to become familiarized with the nuances of the
sewing required for it. This might result in workers not producing enough each day to
meet a minimum level of piece-rate production. From the workers' perspective, it was
good to be paid at a time-rate when they were not familiar with new products.
Management had the practical consideration that if a piece-rate was applied during this
period of time, workers might just want to produce as many items as they could at the
expense of production quality, leading to a large number of sub-quality products.
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After workers understood the new product and the pace of production, the workers
usually would gather informally at lunchtime , in the absence of their line leaders and other
management staff, to discuss the proper amount they should produce in a day. According
to interviewed workers, the discussions served two purposes. First, they did not want to
miss production deadlines; but second, they did not want to be driven to death by an
unreasonably high production target. At the end of these informal discussions, workers
would come up with a sense of roughly how many they should produce. Then the workers
would follow that consensus and produce at a similar pace as their fellow workers. When
I asked a worker what happens if managem ent demands a 1nuch higher production target
relative to the workers' informally agreed target, he answered, "If a line leader suddenly
increases the production target and deviates from our own average pace, we si1nply ignore
it."
As workers were paid at a piece-rate after the first half month, why did they not
produce as fast as they could to earn 1nore? A worker explained to me,

Ifwe work too fast andfinish our daily productio n quota early, we will be assigned
to other productio n lines to work for another lot ofproducts which we ffzight not
be familiar with and thus we will also be paid at a lower time-rate again for that
lot of new product, and usually the amount of tilne-wage earned is too little.
Sometimes, an order can be very rushed.

If that is

the case, we have no time to

become used to the product and know our own pace of work,· and the line leaders
will increase the productio n quota everyday so that they won't miss the productio n
deadline. That is why we still have to do voluntary overtime on Sundays.

The ti1nes when under the "production target system" the garment workers
collectively detennine their own pace are very similar to what Michael Burawoy
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describes as the game of "making out" in his work at a Chicago machine factory. 152
Instead of total submission to management's production pace, workers counteracted by
having their own. There are far reaching implications to Chinese workers' collective
resistance here. At a time when formal collective bargaining mechanisms are still not in
practice in foreign-funded factories like Pearl in China, this kind of informal collective
production consensus can be seen as a sort of "hidden collective bargaining" between
management and workers . This kind of bargaining is "hidden" in the sense that it is not
handled in a public and formal manner. The workers' deliberate slowing down of the
production pace and the way they ignore umeasonable production constitute the actual
bargaining process, inasmuch as management concedes to the workers' implicit
bargaining demand when deadlines are not severe.
However, this kind of bargaining is founded on the limited capacity of workers to
maneuver. There are several implicit rules behind the system that workers cannot violate.
First and foremost is "not to miss the deadline". This rule is important and is one of the
main purposes of having informal discussions among the workers. This imperative
realigns workers' interests with the management 's. Workers consider themselves
responsible for not "rocking the boat" and jeopardizing the factory 's viability. In this way,
workers do their capitalist factory boss a great favour to guarantee a certain amount of
profit (i.e. surplus value)_ is generated in the production process. Through the workers '
informal discussions, individual interests become a group interest that takes into account
the bottom-line concerns of management. The system requires of workers an ability to
self-organize and to uphold cooperation among themselves and beyond. Instead of an
individual (economic) incentive and rationality, the system promotes group rationality.
This kind of group rationality is apparent when we come to consider some deviant
behaviours. When there are "speeders", the system punishes them. It is illustrated in the
152
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way management "punishes" workers who finish a daily production quota early by
sending them to other production lines. In tum, workers in the same line hate and bla1ne
speeders for asserting their own economic self-interest at the expense of the production
line ' s collective interest (by hinting to manage ment that they all could produce faster than
the workers ' agreed pace).
In addition, there is another rule to safeguard workers ' earnings. This is well
demonstrated in the way workers get paid at a time-rate during the first half month of
each new product ion order. To attract someone to participate in a product ion "game" , two
criteria have to be 1net: the game cannot be too boring and easy (like doing too tedious a
job), and cannot be too difficult (otherwise workers cannot guarantee their own basic
salaries). In this case, the first half month of a time-rate system is a way of guaranteeing
workers have basic salaries. In tum, this "benevo lent" approach to let workers safeguard
their basic salaries can be considered manage ment's tactic to capture workers ' skills and
knowledge of production. It is because manage1nent knows that after this period of time,
workers will be familiarized with all the skills and techniques and use them to meet
production deadlines.
Through participating in this kind of bargaining game, workers are compelled to
consent to (and someti1nes have to defend) the rules. One cannot challenge the rules when
one particip ates in the game. This eliminates the possibility of challenging factory order.
In addition , because bargaining takes place as a hidden process in production, workers '
dissatisfaction gets indicated in the difference between manage1nent' s production targets
and workers ' actual daily production. It becomes a mechanism for manage ment to detect
workers ' dissatisfaction. By carefull y monitoring production output and adjusting the
production target, wo rkers' dissati sfaction can be contained.
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Competition and Individualization: A Piece-rate System Based on Individual Assessment
In Pearl Factory, apart from the "production target system", another form of piece-rate

system was implemented -- the "individual point system". Unlike the production target
system, there vvas no half-a-month period to let workers become familiarized with new
products and no time-rate system was applied. A piece-rate system was applied
throughout the whole course of each production order. 153 This system was based on
individual assessments. In a production line, every operator would be graded on a 10point scale. Those who produced faster could score higher points, and vice versa. The
individual point system was a competition system. Each operator's daily production
output was distributed according to the previous points he got. While workers having
higher points would be assigned to produce more difficult products, but at a higher unit
price, workers with lower points vvould be assigned to produce easier products with a
lower unit price. Workers who consistently worked over time to finish and score low
points would be fired. The difference in monthly salary between low-achieving workers
and high-achieving workers could be enormous. According to an interviewed male
worker, in this system in 2010 a worker having the highest point earned about 6000 yuan
a month; a worker earning an average point earned about 3000 yuan a month; a worker
having the lowest point earned only 1100 yuan a month (the legal minimum wage level).
It was not only the monetary reward; the individual point system also gave high-

achieving workers emotional satisfaction. A high-achieving male worker told me, "When
I consistently earn high points, I feel a sense of pride and feel happy." On the other hand,
low-achieving workers would feel a great pressure and fear of dismissal or demotion to
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time-rate worker. A low-achieving female worker said, "I feel very nervous everyday
when I look at the score board. I am afraid that I will be fired one day!"
Instead of pron1oting group rationality and a cooperative spirit, the individual
point system promoted individuality and a worker's self-inter est (which was much
despised in the production target system). There was no group necessity for consensus
among workers. Workers were enemies on the production line. The only emotion a
worker gave to the system was consent to the Darwinia n principle of the point system,
"survival of the fittest". If there was any rule or imperative, it was to "stay alive". This
type of individual consent, without mediation of any group rationality or group interests,
was also in line with the managem ent's interests, i.e. to produce profits (i.e. surplus value),
and ultimately had the same effect as the "producti on target system".
As has been noted, when workers wanted to limit managem ent's unreasonable
production quota under the production target system, conflicts were handled by
management and rank-and-file operators. By contrast, in the individual point system, with
workers pitted against one another under the Darwinia n principle, the major focus of
workplace conflict shifted to between rank-and-file operators themselves. Additionally,
through reward and punishment, rank-and-file operators'

dissatisfactions were

transformed into a material and emotional satisfaction for high-achieving workers and
fear and anxiety for low-achieving workers.
In short, two radically different forms of piece-rate system were implemented in
Pearl Factory, and each of them had diametrically opposite characteristics, nainely: group
vs. individual rationality; collective vs. individual assess1nent; collective (production
line) vs. individual self-interest; "don't rock the boat" vs . "stay alive"; hierarchical
in1plicit bargaining between managen1ent and workers vs. lateral co1npetition between
rank-and-file workers. The follow-up question is: why did Pearl Factory management
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adopt different systems in the same factory? The answer lies in an internal contradiction
in the capitalist labour process, i.e. the impossibility of achieving maximu111 productivity
and workplace stability at the same time. Because the individual point system was a
competitive system, there were winners and losers. While winners got higher wages and
emotional satisfaction, losers received lower wages, punishment and frustration. This
generated a certain degree of discontent, which could easily tum into discontent against
management and the work system implemented on the shop floor. In addition, by firing
low-achieving workers, the individual point system produced high labour turnover. All
this destabilized workplace relations. By contrast, because of workers' self-organization,
the production target system produced far less labour discontent, especially because under
this system management did not provoke workers by unilaterally raising production
targets beyond workers' expectations. However, the drawback to management of the
production target system was its lower productivity compared to the individual point
system. Hence, in trading off between productivity and workplace stability, management
had to strike a balance by alternately utilizing both systems on the shop floor. However,
since the production lead-time in the garment industry are generally shortening and
rushing orders is becoming the norm in the industry, the productivity/stability balance is
increasingly difficult for management to strike. On the one hand, during peak seasons,
management cannot risk having an insufficient workforce to rush orders, which means
they have to demand even more overtime and higher productivity fro111 workers, which
risks fomenting discontent and destabilizing workplace relations. In short, neither Pearl
Factory's production target system nor the individual point system can achieve optimum
productivity and workplace stability.
The production target system and individual point system are just two of a range
of piece-rate systems implemented in Shenzhen' s garment industry. During my fieldwork
in Shenzhen, when I visited some of the small-sized garment factories, another form of
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piece-rate system was identified. Different from the systems in Pearl Factory where each
worker was only required to participat e in a small part of the whole gannent-1naking
process, stitchers at small-siz ed factories sometime s had to stitch a whole gan11ent. Every
part of the stitching process (stitching zippers, buttons, pockets, etc.) had different unit
piece prices. In a way, workers at small-siz ed garment factories worked like craftsmen.
However, as noted earlier in the last chapter, workers in these small-siz ed factories earned
lower salaries than the workers at other sizes of factories, and the factory environn1ent
was more despotic, usually requiring them to work over 12 hours a day. Looking across
China's export garment industry, a variety of work practices and 1nodes of managerial
control exist.

Conclusion: Modes of Domination and the Making of a New Working Subject in
China
This chapter has articulate d the modes of dominatio n imposed on the garment workforc e
today. The control mechanis ms range fro1n despotic and bureaucratic to the tactical and
strategic (see Table 5.2, below). Over time, social, technical and gendered divisions of
labour and productio n hierarchy have changed, against the backgrou nd of having more
young male workers joining the workforce.
The use of punishme nt and disciplinary tools, affective personal ties, face-giving
tactics, hidden (collective) bargainin g and competiti on among workers co1nbine and
function together to dominate workers, but the ways these combine and the extent to
which each of the1n is put into play has changed during the past decade. Extracting extra
labour time is one of the major ai1ns of the despotic and bureaucratic apparatuses, but
exploitation is evident to workers who are forced, for instance to do unpaid overtime. In
a changing labour environm ent, a new shop-floo r culture and new strategies to control
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workers' emotion, dispositions, group and individual rationalities speak against the
literature in Chinese labour studies which emphasized the practice of an authoritarian, 154
despotic 155 and disciplinary 156 labour regime. Within the past decade, the despotic and
bureaucratic mechanisms have to be used in combination with other new individual,
interpersonal, and strategic mechanisms to retain domination over a newly gendered and
segmented Chinese workforce. Interestingly, the new development of affective personal
ties in the Chinese garment workplace resembles the previous paternalistic managementlabour relationship in Hong Kong garment workplaces. Hence, from a Foucauldian
perspective, Chinese workplaces are undergoing a transformation from using "brutal" to
"gentle" discipline. Foucault suggests that the transformation of discipline and
punishment from brutal to gentle is an enlightenment project to create a modem subject
who is used to self-regulation and the culture of control. Today, outside factories, Chinese
1nigrant workers are used to industrial work life and an urban lifestyle; inside factories,
vvorkers expect that they should be given "face" and should enjoy a modicum of labour
rights (such as minimum wages), which helps explain why management have had to resort
to a more gentle approach to control workers. Workers' rights consciousness can be traced
back to their increasing knowledge of Chinese labour laws that I have examined in the
last chapter. All these changes underscore one of the major arguments throughout my
analysis of Chinese migrant workers in this dissertation -- a new working subject is in the
making in contemporary China.
This brings us to the question of the development of a new working subject in the
capitalist work systems in post-socialist countries. Apart from the Chinese way of
developing and refining a capitalist work system in its foreign-funded factories, are there
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different ways of developing a capitalist work system in similar factories located in other
post-socialist countries? The next chapter will tum to another post-socialist country ,
Vietnain, and will use the Vietnam ese experience to show a variant in factory conditions
and workplace relations in a post-socialist country.
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Table 5.2: Modes of Domination, Concrete Mechanisms and Objects of Control in
Chinese Garment Factories
Modes of

What Management
Mechanisms

Domination

Mechanisms in Practice
Seeks to Control

Fines, confiscations of
Punishments

•

Labour time

and Disciplines

"deposits", forced labour,
demotion from piece-rate

Coercive

work to time-work, etc.

Power

Bureaucratic

•

Labour time

absorptions

Factory rules: leave and
resignation policies

Foremen and line

•
Affective

Workers'
emotion

personal ties

leaders ' discretionary
power to do favours for
workers in rest time and

•

Labour time

to elicit their labour time
when needed

Shop-Floor

Face giving: avoid public

Tactics

•

Workers'
emotion

Interactive

humiliation, create social
distance to avoid
confrontation, and create

tactics

•

Workers' unruly
dispositions

unequal but mutually
respected shop-floor
culture
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•

Worker s'
knowledge of
production

•

Group
I

Hidden
(collective)
bargaining

rationality:

I

1

I

workers ' ability
I

I

Piece-rate system with
collective production

I

of social

I
I

I

target: realignment of

I

cooperation
•

· workers ' interests

Worker s'
consent

Production
Strategy

•

Labour time

•

Worker s'
knowle dge of
product ion

Piece-rate system with
individual assessment:
realign1nent of workers '

•

Individual
rationality:

Co1npetition

workers '

ainong workers

individual selfinterests
•

interests, create a culture
of "survival for the
fittest", dispersion of
hierarchal conflict to
lateral conflicts,

Worker s'

transform workers '

consent

dissatisfaction into
satisfaction

•

Labour ti1ne
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Plate 5.3: One of the entran ces and exits of Pearl factor y with an electro nic iron bar
gate and three securi ty guard s to check worke rs' factor y passes.
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6
Comparative Perspective: Vietnamese Migrant
Workers in Ho Chi Minh City

It was August 2010. Having lived with Chinese migrant workers in Jade Village in

Shenzhen for half a year, I began my fieldwork in Vietnam's largest and most
industrialized metropolis - Ho Chi Minh City (or Saigon, as Vietnamese still prefer to
call it). On a ride between Ho Chi Minh City's center and an industrial park in Tan Binh
District that has become a burgeoning hub of private garment factories, I could see
stretches of agricultural fields, though some were in the midst of being converted into
new industrial and urban areas.
At the industrial park, I sought out workers' accommodations. These were largely
in dingy and dilapidated two-storey privately owned buildings. Each of the buildings
housed thirty to forty families of Vietnamese migrant workers. In contrast to the Chinese
migrant garment workers of my survey, 50 to 60 percent of whom still live in factory
dormitories, a similar survey I conducted among Vietnamese garment workers shows that
ahnost all of them live outside factory dormitories, often in housing like this.
In the previous chapters, we saw the changing conditions and attitudes of the

migrant working class in South China over the past two decades. We will see how
differences in these respects account for different migrant working class formation
processes in China and Vietnam. My discussion will begin with an examination of
Vietnamese migrant workers' livelihood practices. The second and third parts of the
chapter will discuss Vietnamese labour laws and labour market conditions in Ho Chi
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Minh City's garment industry. By comparing the Vietna1nese and Chinese labour laws, it
is found that both countries' govern1nents ensured that so1ne of the standards, procedures
and clauses in the laws are to foreign investo rs' advantage. Notwithstanding, while the
Vietnamese government sets lower standards in the laws and gives investors greater
latitude to exploit workers via loopholes, the Chinese government has stricter laws at the
national level but has chosen not to enforce them at the local level. As for local labour
market conditions, we will see that the composition of the migrant labour market of Ho
Chi Minh City's garment industry also differs from that of Shenzh en's. The fourth part
of the chapter will examine Vietnamese workplace conditions. Though employing a
similar level of technology, shop-floor organization, gendered hierarchical structure and
pay1nent systems, less coercive power is exercised in Vietnamese workplaces compared
to Chinese workplaces. This chapter will conclude by exa1nining the relevance of the roles
of the state, labour market and family in explaining labour standards and labour relations
in Ho Chi Minh City and Shenzhen.
My empirical evidence derives from five separate visits to the Ho Chi Minh City
area between 2010 and 2012. The research included a factory gate survey of three Hong
Kong-invested garment factories random ly selected in Tan Binh District. Using the same
questionnaire that I had employed in 1ny survey in Shenzhen, 346 individual interviews
were conducted with Vietna1nese workers. Anothe r 20 workers were interviewed using a
se1ni-structured questionnaire. I also interviewed workers at their places of lodging in Tan
Binh District and observed their living arrangements and some of their daily non-work
activities. Furthennore, through a Korean anthrop ologist' s help, I was able to enter a
Korean invested garment factory in the same area to interview the factory director,
managers and workers, and observed production facilities inside the factory. In order to
study the changes in Vietnainese workers ' living standards over the past decade, various
reports, official annual statistical yearbooks and household living standard surveys
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published by the General Statistics Office of Vietnam between 2002 and 2010 will also
be utilized. 157

Vietnamese Migrant Workers in Ho Chi Minh City

Since the mid-1980s, after the launch of doi moi ("economic renovation"), Ho Chi Minh
City has become not only Vietnam's major growth engine and magnet for foreign
investtnents. It has also become a major destination for a vast number of rural migrants.
In the past two decades, Ho Chi Minh is the only metropolis that attracts migrants from
all parts of the country. Throughout the 1990s, the city attracted about 100,000 migrants
on average each year, and the number doubled over the following decade. 158 Between
2004 and 2009, there were about 1.6 million migrants 159 in the greater Ho Chi Minh City
region, 160 out of about 7 million residents of various types in the city.

157

Although I had learned Vietnamese one and a half year before I launched my fieldwork in Vietnam, and
I could have basic daily life conversations with Vietnamese people, it was still not sufficient to conduct
interviews without my translator's help. I don't claim to have deep understanding to Vietnamese migrant
workers' culture and daily life practices compared to my fieldwork in China. Thus, many secondary sources
such as government reports and official statistics are used to supplement my observations, interviews and
survey data. The main objective here is to use all these available evidence to shed lights on the similarities
and differences between lives and work of Chinese and Vietnamese migrant workers.
15 8
Hy V. Luong, "Urbanization, Migration, and Poverty: Ho Chi Minh City in Comparative Perspectives",
in Hy V. Luong (ed.), Urbanization, Migration, and Poverty in a Vietnamese Metropolis : Ho Chi Minh
City in Comparative Perspectives (Singapore: National University of Singapore Press, 2009), pp. 1-28.
15 9
General Statistics Office of Vietnam, Vietnam Population and Housing Census, 2009: Migration and
Urbanization in Vietnam : Patterns, Trends and Differentials (Hanoi: General Statistics Office of Vietnam,
2009), pp. 30-31 , 40; United Nations, Internal Migration : Opportunities and Challenges for Socioeconomic Development in Vietnam (Hanoi: Program Coordination Group of Social and Economic Policies
of the United Nations in Vietnam, 2010), pp. 38.
160
The greater Ho Chi Minh City region (or Ho Chi Minh City Metropolitan Area) is a metropolitan area
that was in June 2008 proposed by the Ministry of Construction of Vietnam to the Government of Vietnam
for approval. According to this master plan, this region will include provinces around Ho Chi Minh City in
Dong Nam Bo and 2 provinces in Tay Nam Bo.
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The Household Registration Sys tem: Vietnam ese Style
In order to restrict the massive influx of rural migrant s into 1najor cities like Ho Chi Minh
City, the Vietnam ese governm ent i1nplemented various employ ment policies and a
househo ld registration system (ho khau). But since the doi moi reforms , househo ld
registration procedu res no longer influence every aspect of Vietnam ese people ' s lives. 161
However, some importa nt policies still restrict rural-to-urban migration. The most
important means to restrict migrati on is to divide the Vietnam ese populat ion into
categori es of residential househo ld status (see Box 6.1 ). An overwh elming majorit y of
the migrant residents in Ho Chi Minh City were "floatin g migrant s" (i.e. KT-4 citizens).
Less than 1 percent of the register ed 1nigrants had KT-1 status, 1.5 percent had KT-2
status, 10.9 percent had KT-3 status, and 87 .3 percent had KT-4 status, while many other
migrant s did not have any residen ce papers and had not been register ed at all. 162

Box 6.1: The Vietnamese Household Registration System (ho khau)
Vietnam has four national categories of residential household status (KT-1 , KT-2, KT-3 ,
and KT-4 ). Each status entails certain rights, obligations and legal restrictions. 163

16 1

Michael Waibel, "Sturm auf Vietnams Metropol en? Auswirku ngen der Land- Stadt Migratio n auf die
Siedlung s- und Wohnstru ktur von Hanoi und Ho Chi Minh City (Rusing to Vietnam' s Metropol is? Effect
of Rural-Ur ban Migratio n to the Settleme nt and Housing Structure of Hanoi and Ho Chi Minh City)" (in
German) " (in German) , in: Siidostasien, Jg. 21, No .3 (2005), pp. 12-14.
16
~ General Statistics Office of Vietnam/ United Nations Populatio n Fund,
The 2004 Vietnam Migration
Survey: J\1ajor Findings (Hanoi: General Statistical Office of Vietnam/ UNPF A, 2005) .
163
It is a summary from various research articles and governm ent documen ts. See Michael Waibel,
"Migratio n to Greater Ho Chi Minh City in the Course of Doi Moi Policy: Spatial Dimensions,
Consequ ences and Policy Changes with Specific Referenc e to Housing" , Conferen ce Paper in the context
of the Seventh Berlin Roundtab les on Transnat ionality "Migratio n into Cities", jointly organized by the
Irmgard Conin,'< Foundati on, the Social Science Research Center Berlin (WZB) and the Humbold tUni versity Berlin, October 25 - 27, 2007, Berlin. See also: Le Van Thanh, "Vietnam to Simplify Residenc e
Rules from 2007", Last accessed: 24 March 2013 (http ://talkvie tnam.com /2006/12 /vietnam -to-simplifyresidence -rules-fro m-2007 /# .UU8V gKWE5 _ k); Laurent Wey 1, "Migrant s in Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam" ,
Pacific News, No. 25 (January/ February 2006). Gottingen, pp. 14-5.
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•

KT-1 residents have full residential status and are endowed with all rights that
Vietnamese citizens enjoy in their native town. The most crucial rights of KT-1
holders are permission to purchase land-use rights in Ho Chi Minh City and access
to public facilities and social services, e.g. school education. KT-1 holders are
obliged to send their children to schools within their district of residence and to
consult only the local medical services.

•

KT-2 residents are registered as permanent residents of Ho Chi Minh City but
they do not live in the district where they are registered. Thus, KT-2 residents are
"intra-district movers". They can purchase land in Ho Chi Minh City but access
to school education and other social services for their children are usually
restricted to the district where they are registered.

•

KT-3 classified families are migrants with a temporary residence permit of 6 to
12 months, renewable relatively easily after expiration. Among other restrictions,
KT-3 children may only go to public schools when these schools are not used to
full capacity by KT~1 and KT-2 c~ildren. If the schools are overcrowded, KT-3
and KT-4 children have to go to private schools with higher school fees. However,
KT-3 holders have the right to purchase land in Ho Chi Minh City.

•

KT-4 residents, in contrast to KT-3 residents, are registered as individuals without
a family in Ho Chi Minh City. They are the so-called "floating migrants". They
usually reside in guesthouses or temporary dwellings, with an extendable 3-month
residence permit. Also in contrast to KT-3 residents, they do not have the right to
purchase land in Ho Chi Minh City. They suffer from the same restrictions as KT3 migrants in terms of access to social services.
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How difficult is it for a migrant to get full residential status (i.e., KT-1 status) in
Ho Chi Minh City? A migrant must show a permit fro1n his or her place of origin and
must prove he or she has a legal stable job in the formal sector and owns legal housing
space in Ho Chi Minh City. This latter condition excludes most of the migrants in the city
who are just tenants. Even proving legal residen cy in a house is very difficult for most
migrants. Usually landlords do not help tenants prove their legal residency. In many cases,
landlords do not want to include room renters in their househo ld registration booklets for
fear of difficulties terminating rental contracts in future. 164 Thus, in many cases, taking a
loan out to purchase property is the only way a worker can demonstrate legal residence.
However, many migrants lack access to bank loans, since they have only meager earnings
from factories or the informal sectors, and have no stable or perman ent jobs. Thus, for
most migrant workers applying for full residential status is out of the question. In July
2007, the Vietnamese government passed a new residential law to make it easier for KT3 residents to get KT-1 status. Now a KT-3 resident only is required to prove
uninterrupted employ ment status for one year and to show a registered residential record
for the same period of time. But 1nany migrant workers in Ho Chi Minh City cannot
benefit fro1n the new law. Employers often dismiss workers for short periods of time
during the low seasons and only re-e1nploy the workers when it suits them. This leads to
many migrant workers being unable to offer proof of uninterrupted employment status.

In 2008, one year after passing the new law, only 20 percent of the one-and-a-half million
migrants in Ho Chi Minh City got KT-1 or KT-2 status. 165

16

Michael Waibel , "Migratio n to Greater Ho Chi Minh City in the Course of Doi Moi Policy: Spatial
Dimensio ns, Consequ ences and Policy Changes with Specific Referenc e to Housing", Conferen ce Paper in
the context of the Seventh Berlin Roundtab les on Transnat ionality "Migratio n into Cities",jo intly organized
by the Irmgard Coninx Foundati on, the Social Science Research Center Berlin (WZB) and the Humbold tUniversit y Berlin, October 25 -27, 2007, Berlin. See also Robbie Peters, "City of Ghosts: Migratio n, Work,
and Value in the Life of a Ho Chi Minh City Saleswom an", Critical Asian Studies, Vol.44, Issue 4
(Decemb er 2012), pp. 543-70.
165
Lao Dong Online, Septemb er 13, 2008.
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Livelihoods of Vietnamese Migrant Workers

How does the Vietnamese household registration system influence the livelihoods of
1nigrant workers in Ho Chi Minh City? Most migrant workers, especially the poorest ones,
are barred from the city's social services. They have no or limited access to jobs in the
formal sector, education, health care, other public services, financial loans, as well as the
government's Hunger Eradication and Poverty Reduction Programme (which includes
low-interest loans, free health care, and exemption from school fees). They are confined
to unskilled, low-paid and insecure jobs. Their children often have to apply for semipublic or private schools and kindergartens where they have to pay much higher fees than
at public schools. In 2008, a place in a private kindergarten cost about VND 500,000
(USD 35) a month, including 1neals, about 30 to 40 percent of a migrant worker's monthly
salary. 166
Not only does the Vietnamese household registration syste1n bar most migrant
workers in Ho Chi Minh City fro1n public social services and the poverty reduction
programme, the system also contributes to the migrant vvorkers' poor housing conditions.
The time-consuming and costly residential registration procedures encourage a lot of
migrant workers to ignore these procedures and to engage in informal procedures with
their landlords (by just giving a photocopy of their family book and ID card as proof of
their home residence). To these migrant workers, the trade-off of escaping from
complicated residential registration procedures is to tolerate terrible housing conditions,
poorer than those encountered by migrant ,vorkers in Shenzhen. According to the Urban

166

Ibid.
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Poverty Assessn1ent published by the Vietname se General Statistics Office in Septe1nber
2010:

More than 61 percent of migrants have an average living area under 6 square
meters/ person. Indeed, one third of migrants are living in space that amounts to
less than 4 square meters/ person . .. Poor housing conditions) particula rly
sharing rooms) tenements ) boarding -house accommo dation)

shacks)

and

temporar y shelters) are widespre ad among migrants. More than half live in a
share room) dormitory ) or rented space) and 3 percent are in temporar y tents or
shacks. 167

167

United Nations Developme nt Program, "Urban Poverty Assessmen t in Hanoi and Hochiminh City of
201 0. '·
http ://,,,vw.un. org. vn/en/publi cations/cat_ view/126-u n-publicati ons-by-age ncy/90-und ppublication s.html. 2010 (accessed May 1. 2012) .
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Plate 6.1: A private kindergarten (for children aged 18 months to 6 years old) in a
Vietnamese migrant workers' community in an industrial park in Tan Binh District,
Ho Chi Minh City
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Plate 6.2: Nha tro ("boarding houses") located in dark and poorly ventilated alleys
between old buildings in Binh Duong District, Ho Chi Minh City. Each alley was
lined with 10 to 15 boarding houses, each 10-20 square meters in size.

Accordin g to the report, the migrant workers' housing expenditu re is about 17
percent of their total monthly income. My own survey shows that a Vietname se migrant
worker spent about 12.4 percent of their income on housing, which compares to 8 percent
for his/her Chinese counterpa rt. Even though housing takes up a larger proportio n of
Vietname se workers' wages, the quality and facilities are inferior. In the summer of 2011,
I visited a Vietname se migrant workers' co1nmunity in Binh Duong District. There I saw
1nany "nha tr9"-boa rding houses located in dark and poorly ventilated alleys between
old buildings (see Plate 6.2). There was neither a water supply nor toilet inside the houses.
One big bed took up half of the space and the only other piece of "furniture " was a plastic
bag for hanging clothes. I was told by an anthropol ogist that what we saw were also the
best boarding houses.
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In 2010, a Vietnamese news reporter disguised herself as a migrant and worked
in two foreign-funded factories for twenty days. Here is her vivid description of how
women migrant workers lived:

After long hours of work, massive crowds of exhausted workers flooded out from
the factory gate. Ah Fong is one of them. Although she is still young, she already
has wrinkles on her face. She rode her bicycle to her rented room, located on a
fourth floor. The walls ofher room are black expect for words like "Poor worker"
and ''J 've had enough!" painted on a wall by the previous tenant ... She told me
'we choose to leave home to make a living, so we have to work hard like cows. I
know it 's unhealthy to do overtime work. But ifI don't, after paying rent and food,
I have no money to send back home. 168
In the report written by the undercover Vietnamese news reporter, a common
proble1n faced by Vietnamese migrant workers is food poisoning. Poisoning from the low
quality food provided in factory canteens has become so serious that the Vietnamese
government has had to blacklist factories that have frequent food poisoning outbreaks. In
a recent government circular, the Ministry of Labour, Invalids and Social Affairs
(MOLISA) demanded that provincial level governments set up working groups to inspect
workers' living conditions and food quality and to carry out more inspections of factory
canteens and lunch box suppliers. 169 Here is the reporter's description of how workers
have to withstand shoddy food:

Workers can never forget their first meal in factories. Every person gets a plate
of rice, congee and salted vegetable from the kitchen. But all the food is cold and
made of very cheap ingredients. No full leaf can be seen in the congee,· the rice is
168

VietNamNet, "Poor Work, Low Pay," http://article.yeeyan.org/view/126488/91417 (accessed
November 1, 2011).
169
MOLISA, "MOLISA Demand Provincial Government to Take More Actions to Avoid Strikes,"
http://tw-vn.com/vbb/printthread.php?t=28763 , August 2011.
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cooked so poorly that it is tasteless. After you finish eating, you still feel hungry.
A worker, Ah Yin,from a footwea r company explained, 'They just buy the cheapest
fish from the market and cook it with soya sauce or fish sauce. Pork and bamboo
sprouts vvere cooked together but cooked so badly that you don't want to eat it.
The dishes smell bad too. ' 170
Food poisoni ng and low quality canteen food are commo n flashpoints that trigger strikes.
The news reporter continued,

Althoug h female workers work long hours, their wages are still very
low. Food quality is bad. In some factories, workers went on strike
to demand less work hours and higher wages. Employers always
make promise s but then forget about them. Becaus e of their long
working hours and lack of nutritious food, many workers faint at the
product ion lines. 171
In contrast, in Februar y 2010, when I ate lunch at a factory canteen in Shenzh en,
I got three dishes and a huge bowl of rice, more than I could eat. Though there was little
n1eat, the vegetab les and tofu were well cooked with too much oil for my taste. Food
poisoni ng does occur someti1nes, but not as often as in Vietnam . My ethnogr aphic
experie nce of living with 1nigrant workers for half a year gave me a good sense of the
budget they allocated, and they obtaine d a reasona bly balance d diet. In 1ny survey,
Chinese workers on average spent 36 percent of their monthly wages on food compar ed
to Vietnam ese workers spendin g only 16 percent. The two countrie s' official statistics for
monthly n1ajor food consum ption ite1ns reflect this big difference. Figures 6.1 and 6.2
show that rice and vegetab les are the two major food items for workers in both Vietnmn

170
17 1

Ibid.
Ibid.
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and China. 172 However, Figure 6.1 reveals that between 2002 and 2008 there was a
decline in rice and vegetable consu1nption in the Vietnamese workers' diet, which was
not compensated by other food items. In contrast, Figure 6.2 shows that although Chinese
workers eat only half the amount of rice as their Vietnamese counterparts, it is
compensated by other food items. Chinese workers consume twice the 1neat, four ti1nes
the vegetables, six times the fruit, seven times the eggs and three times the amount of oil
and fat. In short, not only is the diet of the Chinese workers more diversified, it is also
more ample than that of Vietnamese workers.

172

The Vietnamese major food item data come from Vietnamese Household Living Standard Surveys
conducted by General Statistics Office of Vietnam. The Chinese data come from Chinese statistical year
books. In both countries, there is no statistics disaggregated for migrant workers in the two countries. In
order to locate the groups of workers, I use the average monthly income earned by migrant workers in my
survey as criteria to see which income quintiles migrant workers in the two countries belong to. In both
countries, migrant workers' average monthly incomes are closest to the third income quintiles. For detail
of the methodology I used here, see Kaxton Siu and Anita Chan, "Strike Wave in Vietnam, 2006-2011",
Journal of Contemporary Asia, forthcoming.
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Figure 6.1: Consum ption amount s of main foods per capita per month in Vietnam
(third income quintile , whole country : 2002-8 )
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Figure 6.2: Consumption amounts of main foods per capita per month in China
(third income quintile, China: 2000-9)
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In sum, by comparing Vietnamese and Chinese workers' housing and diets,
although the lives of the Chinese garment workers surveyed cannot be described as good,
they have enough to eat to labour hard every day, and can even save a bit of money if
they share flats with others. In contrast, Vietnamese workers live in very bad housing
conditions and eat low quality and meager amounts of food that may even give them food
poisoning and cause malnutrition. 173
In chapters 3 and 4, I have detailed that today Chinese migrant workers have more

leisure time than in the 1990s but still have to work 11 to 12 hours daily, a1nounting to

173

Another important reason for Vietnamese workers ' poor housing and eating conditions is the runaway
inflation in the past few years. See Kaxton Siu and Anita Chan, "Strike Wave in Vietnam, 2006-2011 ".
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about 300 hours 1nonthly. My survey findings show that Vietnamese migrant garment
workers worked far fewer hours than their Chinese counterparts. They only worked on
average 9 to 10 hours a day and 255 hours a month, 45 hours fewer than Chinese workers.
My interviews with Vietnamese workers confirm this pattern, though with slight gender
variations. A female Vietna1nese migrant worker usually begins her work at 7:30pm and
stops her work either at 5:30pm or 6:30pm, including one or two hours of overti1ne work.
There is one-hour lunch break between 12:00nn and 1:00pm, when workers usually
mount their motorbikes to go home to have lunch with their families . Hence, a fe1nale
worker normall y works 9 to 10 hours a day. Interestingly, Vietnamese male workers told
me that they usually work one to two hours less than female workers. Vietnamese male
workers start their work at the same time as their female counterparts at 7:30am but end
their work at 4:30pm or 5:00pm.
Unlike today ' s young Chinese migrant male workers who spend much of their
social and cyber lives in internet bars, Vietnam ese female workers usually do housework,
look after children and the elderly, watch TV, stay idle or sleep after work. Male workers
usually watch football , drink beer or coffee with friends , or si1nply sleep at home. Quite
a number of intervie wed Vietnamese migrant workers , especially female workers ,
considered housew ork and family duties as their "leisure activities".
The fact that Vietnamese workers need to fulfill household and family
responsibilities is reflected in the length of daily desired work hours and their daily actual
work hours. My survey shows that 59.4 percent of Vietnamese workers wanted to work
fewer hours dai ly than they were actually perform ing. Almost all surveyed Vietnam ese
workers working 9 hours or more a day wanted to work only eight hours daily. An
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overwhelming majority of the workers who were working eight hours a day felt satisfied
and did not want to work more or fewer hours. 174
How can we account for the difference in fulfilling household duties between
Chinese and Vietnamese workers during their leisure time? We have to consider the
migration patterns of the two countries' workers. In my survey, about 90 percent of
production line workers in Chinese garment factories were migrant workers. People from
the local communities of Shenzhen do not work as production line workers. Half of the
sampled Chinese migrant workers were not married, or if married with children they
usually leave their children behind in their home villages to be looked after by
grandparents. By contrast, 30 percent of the sampled Vietnamese workers were local
people or from nearby towns. A high proportion of these locals live with their families.
Married migrants often initially come alone (usually this is the case among men) and live
with the help of an acquaintance who is already there. After finding a job and
acco1nmodation, they bring their wives and children to live and work with them. 175
Younger workers also have a si1nilar migration pattern. Usually, young working girls first
move from rural hometowns to city to work. Then they remit their money back home.
These remittances often are used to finance their younger male siblings' journey to the
city they settled in. Once these younger brothers arrive, they live with their older sister. 176

174

For detail analysis of Chinese and Vietnamese workers' desired work hours vis-a-vis actual work hours
and the methodology employed, please refer to: Kaxton Siu, "China and Vietnam: The Working and Living
Conditions of Garment Workers in Comparison," in Anita Chan (ed.), Chinese Labour in Comparative
Perspective, forthcoming.
175
Similar migration pattern is also observed by other researchers. See Center for Analysis and Forecasting,
Viet Nam Academy of Social Sciences, Rapid Impact Assessment: Viet Nam 2011 (Ha Noi: Viet Nam
Academy of Social Sciences, 2011 ), pp. 63.
176
Nghiem Lien Huong, "Female Garment Workers in Vietnam's Modernization," in Philip Taylor ed.,
Social Inequality in Vietnam and the Challenges to Reform (Singapore : Institute of Southeast Asian Studies,
2004), pp. 306. For most recent trend and importance of Vietnamese migrant workers' remittance, please
read: Hai Anh La and Suiwah Leung, "Remittances from Migrants: Experience of Vietnamese Households",
Journal of Vietnamese Studies, Vol.7, Issue 4 (Fall 2012), pp. 10-32; and Ashley Carruthers, "Introduction:
Risk, Opportunity and Resilience: Contemporary Vietnamese Mobilities", Journal of Vietnamese Studies,
Vol.7, Issue 4 (Fall 2012), pp. 1-9.
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My survey revealed there was a high proportion of married couples among
workers. About 40 percent of sampled Vietnam ese garment workers were married and
with their husband. At my fieldwork site in a worker s' commu nity in Bin Tan District in
Ho Chi Minh City, kindergartens had been set up privately or by the local governm ent for
Vietnamese migrant workers ' children aged 18 months to 6 years old while their parents
were at work in factories. (see Plate 6.1). Though Vietnam ese migrant workers ' housing
conditions were poorer than Chinese workers, the physical infrastructure inside the
neighborhoods where they lived was better than in China. Since in China the migrant
workers ' communities lack schooling facilities for migrant children (see chapter 3), the
architectural design of the private rental housing for Chinese migrant workers live is only
suitable for workers who are single or couples without children. In this sense, the private
rental housing is no more than a substitute for factory dormitories - a space for eating and
sleeping , nothing more.
These differences in migrant worker s' conditions between China and Vietnam
relates to the dissimilar househo ld registration systems of the two countries. In China,
registration for tempora ry migrants in urban areas is registered on an individual basis.
Under this system, Chinese migrant workers are not expected or encouraged to bring their
family and children with them to where they work. By contrast, in Vietnam, one of the
categories, the KT-3 residential status, is for migrants registered on a family basis.
Children of KT-3 residents in Ho Chi Minh City can go to public schools if local children
have not yet filled up all the school places. There is a difference between the two
governm ent's administrative views - while the Chinese government assumes only a
single individual migrant when handling residential status, social and welfare benefits ,
the Vietnamese governm ent actually favours using the family as a basic unit for ruralurban migration. This can also be seen in the difference in the length of residential permit
betvveen KT-3 and KT-4 residents under the Vietnamese system. KT-4 resident s
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(individual migrants without a fainily) can only extend their permits for 3 months, while
KT-3 residents (migrants with a family) can extend and renew their permits for up to 12
months at a time (see Box 6.1).
Similar to Chinese migrant workers in Shenzhen, Vietnamese migrant workers in
Ho Chi Minh City relied heavily on their social networks. Vietnamese workers mobilized
these networks to cope with daily life problems in cities. For example, my survey shows
that 77 percent of Vietnamese garment workers found their jobs through their friends,
fellow villagers, relatives and former colleagues. Other research confirms that
Vietnamese migrant workers tend to use their social networks to solve their daily life
problems. For example, in a survey conducted in 2008, Le, Tran and Nguyen found that
when Vietnamese migrant workers encountered difficulties, either they "did nothing to
address difficulties" or "sought support from friends and relatives". 177
Through the window of Vietnamese and Chinese migrant workers' everyday life
practices, we see different patterns of migration, physical infrastructure in workers'
communities, details of household registration systems between the two countries, and in
the 1nobilization of social and localistic networks. Ho Chi Minh City's migrant workers
had poorer living conditions in general co1npared to Shenzhen's. But the Vietnamese
migrant workers' family-oriented migration pattern, the Vietnamese style of household
registration system and local co1nmunity facilities together contributed to these workers
desiring a shorter number of work hours and more family time compared to Shenzhen's
migrant workers'.
As mentioned, Vietnamese gannent workers worked far fewer hours a month than
Chinese garment workers. Based on my survey, on average, Vietna1nese garment workers
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Le Bach Duong, Tran Giang Linh, and Nguyen Thi Phuong Thao, Social Protection for Rural- Urban
Migrants in Vietnam: Current Situation, Challenges and Opportunities (Brighton: Center for Social
Protection, Institute of Development Studies, University of Sussex, 2011), pp. 11 , Table 7.
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worked only 256 hours a month; 45 of which were overtime (256 hours - 211 hours= 45
hours). Vietnamese workers worked less than ten hours on weekdays, less than nine hours
on Saturdays and less than four hours on Sundays. Most of these Vietnamese workers
toiled without doing illegal overtime work. In addition, about half of the Vietnamese
workers (51 percent) had four rest days or more a month. In other words, though the legal
v-.rorkweek in Vietnam is longer than in China, Vietnamese garment workers actually
worked fewer hours than the Chinese workers by 42 hours a month. How do we explain
this paradox?

Vietnamese Labour Law 178
Under the two countries' laws, China's five-day workweek and Vietnam's six-day
workweek contribute to dissimilar overtime compensation. In China, the legal overtime
rate for an ordinary workday is one and a half times the regular hourly wage, and twice
for the fifth and sixth day. In both countries, each hour of the seventh day of work in a
week is supposed to be compensated at twice the regular hourly wage. For working on a
public holiday, Chinese workers are legally supposed to be compensated at three times
the regular hourly wage, while Vietnamese workers receive twice that rate (see Table 6.1).
There is a great misunderstanding about the ways overtime work is compensated
in China and Vietnam. Many workers and even scholars wrongly think that a working
week is di vided into three parts with different compensation rates; namely, Monday to
Friday, Saturday, and Sunday. However, according to the Chinese and Vietnamese labour
laws, there is no clause using wording like "Saturday" and "Sunday" in relation to
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On 18 June 2012 , a New Labour Co de has been passed by the National Assem bly of Vietnam. The New
Labour Code came into effect from 1 May 2012, together with about 21 new imp lementing decrees and
circulars. There are many important amendments to the ol d labour code regard ing "wage" and "wo rk and
rest time'·. Since my fieldwork and data collection took p lace before the promu lgation of the New Labour
Code. the discussion in this chapter is based on the content of the old labour code.
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overtime compensation. In addition, factory management do not necessarily allow
workers to have weekly rest days on Sundays. Instead, a working week is divided into
three parts: the first to the fifth work day, the sixth work day, and the seventh work day,
each of which has a different overtime compensation rate, as listed in Table 6.1.
In Vietnam the number of regular work hours a month are 211, while the figure is
176 hours in China, a 35-hour difference (i.e. about 1.3 hours a day), and this partly
explains why Vietnamese workers have fewer overtime hours. Were the 35-hour
difference to count as overtime in Vietnam, the proportion of overtime to monthly work
hours would increase from 13 percent to 31 percent [(45 hrs+ 35 hrs)/ 256 hrs= 0.31].
If this 13 percent increase in overtime was compensated at the rate of 1.5 times of the
regular hourly wage, Vietnamese workers' total monthly wage would be substantially
increased. In other words, from an investors' perspective, when regular work hours are
longer in Vietnam than in China, there is less necessity to make Vietnamese work more
overtime hours since they have already gained from not paying the overtime rate for the
equivalent of a sixth day of a working week.
There is also a loophole in the Labour Code of the Socialist Republic of Vietnam
that allows investors to take advantage of overtime work. In the Work Time section,
Article 69, "The employer and the e1nployee may agree on overtime hours, but the length
of such overtime shall not exceed four hours per day nor 200 hours per year [my
emphasis]." Herein lies a legal ambiguity in terms of overtime hours. Although this article
limits employers from n1aking employees work more than 12 hours a day, it does not limit
an employer from demanding excessive overtime for workers on a monthly basis. 179 This
allows employers to flexibly schedule the 200 hours of yearly overtime, which can be
squeezed within one or two 1nonths during peak seasons. The range of this legal maximum
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In the New Labour Code, this loophole has been addressed and a maximum of 30 hours of overtime per
month is set.
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a year can be as wide as betwe en 228 hours (even ly distri buted withi n 12 month s)

180

and

411 hours (all cluste red in one month ). 181 At worst , emplo yers can and have been know
n
to dema nd Vietn amese worke rs to work the daily maxi1num of 12 hours contin uousl
y
until it reach es 317 hours that 1nonth (26.4 days X 12 hrs= 317 hrs) witho ut violat ing
any
laws.

Table 6.1: Summ ary of Lega l Maxi mum of Regu lar and Over time Work Hours,
and Over time Comp ensat ion Meth ods in Chin ese and Vietn ames e Labo r Laws
Chin a
Regu lar Work

I

Vietn am

Lega l Daily Maximum

8

8

Lega l Weekly Maximum

40

48

Legal Monthly Maximum

176

211

Legal Annu al Maximum

2,112

2,532

4

4

Legal Monthly Maximum

36

unspe cified

Legal Annu al Maximum

432 (a

200 1naximu1n

Hour s

Over time Work . I Legal Daily Maximum
Hour s

maxim um of I (freel y alloca ted
36 hr/ mnth)

All Work Hour s I Lega l Monthly Maximu,n

I throu ghout a year)

212

unspe cified

2,544

2,732 hours

(Regular and

Legal Annu al Maximum

180

The fonnul a is: (legal annual maxim um regula r hours + legal annual maxim um
overtim e hours) / 12
month s = (2532 hours + 200 hours) / 12 month s = 228 hours.
181
The formul a is: legal month ly maxim um regular hours + legal annual maxim um overtim
e hours= 211
hours + 200 hours = 411 hours.
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Overtime
included)
Overtime Work

Overtime Rate for the First

Compensation

to the Fifth Workdays of

Methods

the Week

1.5 ti1nes regular hourly wage

•

Overtime Rate for the Sixth

2 times

Workday of the Week

regular

same as regular

hourly wage

hourly wage

•

First 8 hours:

After first 8
hours: 1. 5 times
regular hourly
wage

--

Overti1ne Rate for the

2 times regular hourly wage

Seventh Workday of the
Week (i.e. the Rest Day of
the Week)
Public holidays

3 times

2 times

regular

regular

hourly wage

hourly wage

In contrast, foreign investors in China do not enjoy the benefits of a similar
regulatory loophole. There is no ambiguous sentence in the national labour lavv allowing
employers to choose employees ' work time on this type of flexible basis. As such, legally,
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employ ers are suppose d to compen sate workers ' work hours beyond the first eight hours
on any weekda y at 1.5 times the standard hourly rate. In addition , China' s labour law also
has more restricti ve ordinan ces on overtim e. Under Article 41, the Nationa l Labour Law
of the People 's Republ ic of China prohibit s overtim e work beyond 36 hours a month;
otherwi se it is illegal. Therefo re, investor s in China can only allocate overti1ne hours by
the month, not by the year, which greatly reduces their options for flexibility.
But is the Chinese labour law better for workers in this regard than the Vietnam ese
labour law because it has fewer loophol es? Yes and no, because we have to conside r the
questio n of legal enforce ment. As mention ed in Chapter 4, althoug h the nationa l Chinese
labour law places more restricti ons on overtim e work than does the Vietnam ese labour
law, it allows local labour bureaus to authoriz e employ ers to set up working arrange1nents
outside the nationa l rules (in what is titled Non-sta ndard Workin g Hours Measur es). The
end result of this local power exclude s many, if not most, workers fro1n the restricti ons
covered by the nationa l labour law. Hence, because of this local discreti onary power, the
Chinese labour law system allows a flexibil ity quite similar to Vietnam 's Labour Law.
The differen ce is that in China e1nployers have to seek approva l from local labour bureaus ,
whereas in Vietnam employ ers "have the right to select method s of paymen t" as they
please, provide d that "worke rs are notified " and local governm ents do not have
discreti onary power on local rule implem entation s. Accord ing to Vietnam 's Labour Law,

Article 58 Clause 1: "The employe r shall have the right to select the method of
pay ment: on a time basis (hourly, daily, weekly, or monthly), a piece-w ork basis,
or fo r a particu lar job, provide d that the method ofpaymen t adopted is regular ly
rnaintained over a given period and that the workers are notified [emphasis mine}."

It should be noted that to "notify" workers means it is a one-sid ed decision , not
"consul tation" , not to 1nention getting "agreem ent" fro m workers or the trade union. Thus,
200

as these clauses are enforced at the national, not local level, foreign investors enJoy
unilateral decision-making power over the method of payment.
Article 58 Clause 2 states: "Workers paid by the hour) day) or week shall be paid
upon completion of the hour) day) or week of work in question or shall be paid
accumulated wages as agreed by the parties) but at least once every 15 days.
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Along with the ambiguous overtime limit (i.e. no specified monthly overtime limit)
discussed above, the room for investors to exploit Vietnamese workers through clustering
overti1ne hours and changing payment methods without violating Vietnamese labour law
is greatly enhanced.
At first glance, it seems Vietnam's labour law gives foreign investors greater
latitude to determine their pay1nent systems than China's labour law, because foreign
investors in Vietnam are not required to get approval from the local labour bureaus. In
practice, the situation is hardly better than in China. Implementation of China's national
labour law is decentralized and allows local governments to issue rules to regulate the
accumulated working hours in workplaces. But the local governments have taken a long
time to issue rules on implementation since the promulgation of the Chinese labour law
in 1995, and are also notoriously poor in enforcing the national law. By the time the rules
on implementation were announced (some ten years later), it had iittle impact on actual
practice. Most foreign investors in China have been violating the labour law with
impunity.
Underpayment is also a serious problem. As we can see from Figure 6.3, Chinese
garment workers received on average USD267 a month. But for the vast amount of
overtime they put in, their legal entitlement should be USD622; so their take-home wage
is only 43 percent of their legal wage. The gap is enormous and reflects an extremely lax
monitoring system. More serious underpayment takes place for work on Saturdays and
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Sunda ys (or the sixth and sevent h work day of the week) and public holida ys. For
Saturd ays (or the sixth work day), less than 3 7 percen t of Chines e worke rs earned the
legal pay rate, which should be twice the regula r hourly wage; and 5 8 percen t of Chines e
worke rs earned the same or less. For work on Sunda ys (or the sevent h work day),
simila rly, 60 percen t of Chines e worke rs earned the san1e or less than the regular hourly
wage. None of the worke rs in the sample were able to get this legal rate for work on public
holida ys, which should be compe nsated at 300 percen t of the regula r hourly wage, though
71 percen t receiv ed 200 percen t (see Table 6.2).

In co1nparison, Vietna mese garme nt worke rs in my survey on averag e receiv ed
the same month ly wages (USD 141) as they were legally entitle d to (USD 140). But this
does not mean that there are no violati ons in overtim e payme nts, becaus e some get less
and some get more than the legal wage -in fact there was a seriou s proble m with
underp aymen t in the export manuf acturin g indust ries. Some 60 percen t report ed that they
were not paid the legal overtim e rate betwee n Monda ys and Saturd ays (i.e. , betwee n the
first and the sixth work days), which should be 1. 5 times the regula r hourly wage; 61.2
percen t did not receiv e a legal Sunda y (the sevent h work day) overtim e rate, and 28.5
percen t were never paid the public holida y overtim e rate (see Table 6.2). Table 6.2 also
shows that only 43 percen t of Vietna mese worke rs obtain ed the legal overtim e pay on
weekd ays and Saturd ays. For this group of worke rs, their receiv ed wage was
USD 125 .4,
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that is, US D 14.6 less than their legal entitle d wage. This di fference

amoun ts to 10 .4 percen t of Vietna mese worke rs' legal entitle d wage, though this is very
low compa red to 57 percen t of Chines e worke rs . This compa rison further sugges ts that
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Vietnam ese workers reported that they only worked 26 days a month, i.e. they rarely worked on Sunday
s.
Thus in our calculat ions, we can largely omit violatio ns of the seventh -day pay rules. Hence, the
formula
is: 8 hours of regular work on weekda ys x 0.55 US D x 1 times x 22 days + 1.8 hours of overtim e
work on
weekda ys x 0.55 USD x 1 times x 22 days + 8 hours of Saturda y work x 0.55 USD x 1 times x
4 days =
125.4 USD.
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exploitation in the form of underpaid overtime wages exists and is common both in China
and Vietnam, but the situation in Chinese workplaces is unquestionably more serious.

Vietnamese Workers' Legal Knowledge

As discussed in Chapter 4, most of the Chinese garment workers in my survey had a fairly
good knowledge of the legal minimum wage level but almost all of them failed to answer
correctly questions about the legal 1naxi1num overti1ne limit per month. In stark contrast
to Chinese workers, an overwhelming majority of Vietnamese workers (86 percent)
reported that they did not know the legal minimum wage level, and among those who
reported that they knew it, only about 6 percent in fact knew the correct amount. The
Vietnamese workers' poor knowledge is not surprising. For one thing, as shown in Figure
6.3, the Vietnamese government set the legal minimum wage level so low that it was just
34 percent of the workers' monthly family expenditure. Thus, this minimum legal wage
level actually meant very little in terms of the workers' actual paid salary. The only
significance of the minimum legal wage level to Vietnamese workers was that when the
government raised it, this served as a signal to employers to increase wages. In many
cases, when Vietnamese workers heard of any legal minimum wage increase, they would
expect a si1nilar proportion increase of their basic wage. If the factory management failed
to meet their expectations, they simply went on strike. For another thing, because Vietnam
has experienced high inflation since 2005, in order to offset the effect of inflation,
Vietnamese government also increased legal minimum wages irregularly to compensate.
At times, the legal minimum wage policies were so erratic and dependent upon the trend
of inflation that it created confusion not only to workers but also to factory
management. 183

183

There was one well-known case to illustrate this government-initiated confusion. In September 2005 ,
the Vietnamese government announced a nearly 40 percent increase in the minimum wage for the foreignfunded sector. But managers of the foreign-funded factories complained about this substantial increase and
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When I asked workers if they knew the legal maximu m amount of overtime work
per day, only eight percent could accurately answer that the daily overtime limit was four
hours. The Vietnamese workers' poor knowle dge is not surprising, considering the
ambiguous overtime legislation and the loopholes established by the Vietnamese
govem1nent. Compar ed to Chinese workers, Vietnam ese workers had a considerably
poorer knowledge of the labour laws. 184 Their lack of knowle dge was similar to Chinese
workers in the early 1990s.

the governm ent postpone d the increase. However , the announce ment of minimum wage increase already
made workers have expectati on to increase in their basic wages. Due to the postpone ment, some foreignfunded factorie s refused to increase workers' basic wages . This led to many strikes and was followed by a
wave of strikes across the country in the first half of 2006. For details, please read: Kaxton Siu and Anita
Chan, "Strike Wave in Vietnam, 2006-201 1 ".
18
➔ Vietname se workers ' low " legal literacy" is also identified by other researche rs. See: Le Bach Duong,
Tran Giang Linh, and Nguyen Thi Phuong Thao , Social Protectio n for Rural-Ur ban Migrants in Vietnam :
Current Situation , Challeng es and Opportunities, p. 8.
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Figure 6.3: Legal Minimum Wage, Basic Wage, Received Wage, Desired Wage, and
Legally Entitled Wage, Minimum Monthly Expenditure to Support Family, per
Month (in USD) (N=743); Exchange rate: CNY6.7802:USD1; VND20500:USD1.
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Table 6.2: Chines e and Vietnam ese Worke rs' Overtim e Compe nsation Systems
Mon-F ri.

(1st

to

5th work

days)

overtim e pay

China

Vietnam

N

%

N

%

Less than regular hourly wage

12

3.5

39

15.8

Same as regular hourly wage

194

57.2

107

43.3

1.5 tin1es regular hourly wage

123*

36.3*

87*

35.2*

2 times regular hourly wage

9

2.7

8

3.2

More than 2 times regular hourly wage

1

0.3

6

2.4

Total

339

100

247

100

Saturd ay (6th work day) overtim e pay

China

Vietnam

N

%

N

%

Less than regular hourly wage

8

2.3

38

15.4

Same as regular hourly wage

269

78.7

106

43.1

1.5 times regular hourly wage

54

15.8

10*

4.1 *

2 times regular hourly wage

9*

2.6*

90

36.6

More than 2 ti1nes regular hourly wage

2

0.6

2

0.8

Total

342

100

246

100

Sunday (7th work day) overtim e pay

China

Vietnam

N

%

N

Less th an regular hourly wage

33

10

· 40

Same as regul ar hourly wage

46

13.9

103

42.6

1.5 times regular hourl y wage

76

23.0

5

2.1

206

%

16.5

2 times regular hourly wage

173*

52.4*

92*

38.0*

More than 2 times regular hourly wage

2

0.6

2

0.8

Total

330

100

242

100

Public Holiday overtime pay

China

Vietnam

N

%

N

%

Less than regular hourly wage

0

0

0

0

Same as regular hourly wage

272

86.3

111

28.5

1.5 times regular hourly wage

0

0

0

0

2 times regular hourly wage

43

13.7

277*

71.0*

3 times regular hourly wage

0*

0*

2

0.51

More than 3 times regular hourly wage

0

0

0

0

Total

315

100

390

100

Note: *The number and percentage of workers who could receive overtime pay 1n

accordance to overtime compensation.

Two very different government strategies have been pursued in the two countries
to influence the wages earned by migrant workers. In my survey sample, Chinese garment
vvorkers' monthly basic wage set by management was US D 143 , only 8 percent more than
the legal minimum wage of USD132. In contrast, Vietnamese workers' monthly basic
wage was USD75, about 30 percent higher than the Vietnamese legal minimum wage of
US D58. It has been the norm for foreign investors in China to determine workers ' basic
vvage in relation to the legal minimum wage; but this is not the case in Vietnam. If foreign
investors in Vietnam do not pay a basic v\,age that is a lot higher than the legal minimum
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wage, to use Marx's concept of "reproduction of labour-power," Vietnamese workers will
not be able to sustain themselves. 185
Developing countries in Asia all have m1n1mu1n wages ostensibly to ensure
workers are protected against serious exploitation. In reality when these countries set the
legal 1ninimum wage it is actually the price a government sets to sell its labor to foreign
investors. The decision is made after strategic calculations. What we are witnessing in
China and Vietnam are two different international labor market strategies. The Chinese
government is tom between two demands: to maintain social stability and avoid industrial
conflict by raising the minimu m wage regularly, while not pricing Chinese labor out of
the international labor market. To maintai n this balance, the Chinese government
carefully monitors macroeconomic conditions such as the inflation rate and other cost of
living indices, and adjusts the legal minimu m wage upwards annually to the "optimu m"
level. 186 Once the legal standard is met, it turns a blind eye to other legal violations such
as the number of hours worked overtime and overtime premiums. In this way, one of the
major potential sources of worker discon tent-an unfeasibly low basic wage-h as been
controlled and channeled through the governm ent's minimu m wage policy.
In contrast, in order to attract foreign investors to invest, the Vietnam ese
government set the minimu m wage so low that it is barely sufficient for Vietnamese
workers to survive on. The consequence is that in my survey the legally entitled wage
(USD 140) was even lower than the workers ' minimu m monthly expenditures to support
their families (USD 170). This gap between the minimum legal income and necessary
expenditures 111eans that the Vietnamese workers would be living in debt or in abject
poverty if their wage was based on the minimum legal wage. To help workers survive,

185

Karl Marx, Capital: A Critique of Political Economy. Vol. 1, trans . Ben Fowkes (London, New York:
Penguin Books in Associati on with New Left Review, 1976), pp . 270- 83.
186
It should be noted that it was not until 2004 that the Chinese governm ent began using minimum wages
as a means to manage the macroeco nomic situation .
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the Vietnamese government and official trade union tacitly support Vietnamese workers
demanding more, notably by allowing strike actions as a means of bargaining for a higher
basic wage from foreign investors, and then siding with striking workers at the negotiating
table.

When analyzing the strike waves in Vietnam between 2006 and 2011, Anita Chan
and I discovered that local governments and trade union officials have established a
pattern for handling strikes. When strikes break out, they hurry to the scene, calm the
strikers, collect a list of the workers' grievances, berate management for violating the law
or for being unwilling to bend, and then proceed to negotiate on behalf of the strikers. 187
Hence there have been a lot of strikes in Vietnam. Whereas on the surface the Vietnamese
government provides foreign investors with a very competitive legal minimum wage that
is lower than other Asian neighboring countries, upon closer examination the Vietnamese
state has shifted the wage setting process from the policy arena to that of a class struggle.
Though this scenario runs the risk of deterring investors, thus far the strikes have been
generally peaceful, and the fact that wages remain lower than in China overrides investors '
fear of uncontrolled labour unrest.

The Migrant Labour lVIarket in Ho Chi Minh City

In Chapter 4, it was observed that the labour market in Shenzhen's garment industry was
highly segregated along the principles of age and job experience. It resulted in older
workers with more job experience having to work in factories with the worst working
conditions. How does this compare to labour market conditions in the garment industry
in Ho Chi Minh City?

187

Kaxton Siu and Anita Chan, "Strike Wave in Vietnam, 2006-2011 " .
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Table 6.3 summarises conditions in Vietnamese garment workplaces of various
sizes. 188 When we examine monthly work hours, daily overtime hours and 1nonthly days
off, the survey ' s statistical findings suggest that the larger the fa cto ry) the longer the
monthly work hours and daily overtim e hours) but the fa ctories of differen t sizes allow
vvorkers to have similar number of days ojf 1nonthly . While Vietnam ese workers in small-

to-medium-sized factories on average worked 234 hours a month, workers in large
factories worked 258 hours - a difference of24 work hours. Workers in small-to-mediumsized factories worked less than one hour of overtime each day, while their counterparts
in large factories worked two hours. Workers in all types of factories had about three days
off per month.

188

In contrast to gannent factories in Shenzhen , which can be divided by the ir workforc e into small ,
medium- sized and large factories, in Ho Chi Minh City, in tenns of size, rare ly could we fi nd garment
factories having workforc e less than 100. Thus, I classify that there are only two types of garment factories
in Ho Chi Minh City according to their sizes of workforc e -- small-to- medium- sized (workfor ce less than
1000) and large ( workforc e over 1000) factories . In fact, the re latively fewer garment fac tories hav ing
workforc e less than 100 are also an indicator to show that Ho Chi Min h City's garment industry is less
fragment ed .
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Table 6.3: Work Hours and Wages per Month, the Hourly Wage, and Overtime
Hours per Day for Vietnamese Garment Workers
Daily
Factory

Monthly

Hourly

Wage

Wage

(USO)

(USO)

Days Off
Overtime

Type

Monthly

Work Hours

Per Month
Hours

Mean

SD

Mean

SD

Mean

SD

Mean

SD

Mean

SD

258.75

42.32

2.02

1.61

3.37

1.56

122.77

35.25

0.49

0.17

234.25

37.96

0.78

1.45

2.96

1.51

86.97

14.41

0.39

0.08

Large
(n=300)
Small-tomediumsized (n=49)
Exchange rate: VND20500: USDl

Table 4.6 (in Chapter 4) shows that on average Chinese workers had to work 300
hours a month. While Vietnamese workers in smaller factories enjoyed fewer work hours
than those who worked in larger factories, the case in China is the opposite - Chinese
workers in small factories had to work 33 8 hours per month, had less than two days off a
month, and nonnally worked four hours of daily overtime, conditions which were
significantly worse than experienced by Chinese workers in medium-sized and large
factories.
Second, in their wage conditions Vietnamese workers in small-to-medium-sized
factories earned 30 percent less than workers in large factories. While workers in smallto-medium-sized factories earned 86 USD per month, workers in large factories earned
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122 USD. But since workers in smaller factories worked fewer hours, it was to be
expected they would earn less. When we use the hourly wage to compare workers'
salaries, we find that workers in different sizes of Vietname se factories earned a similar
amount per hour (0.39 to 0.49 USD per hour).
When we compare wage condition s between Chinese and Vietname se workers,
we find Chinese workers in large and medium- sized factories earn about 270 USD
monthly, whereas workers in small factories only earn 228 USD per 1nonth (16 percent
less). Furtherm ore, the hourly wages earned in different sizes of Chinese factories show
a wide gap: Small Chinese garment factories are sweatsho ps having the worst work
conditions among all types of garment factories. In Shenzhen , workers in small garment
factories earned 0.69 USD per hour, but to do so they had to work 338 hours per 1nonth
with a lot of overtime work. By contrast, Vietname se workers in large garment
workplac es earned 0.49 USD an hour while working 259 hours per month. That is,
Chinese workers in small garment sweatsho ps had to work 79 hours more a month.
Conducti ng a Multino1ninal Logit Analysis of workers' job distributi on in Ho Chi
Minh City's garment labour market, with large factories as the reference group for
comparis on against the small-to-mediu1n-sized factories, enables us to analyze the
characteristics of the Vietna1nese garment workforc e. Table 6.4 reveals a very dissimilar
migrant labour market situation in Ho Chi Minh City relative to Shenzhen.
First, the only statistically significan t set of variables in the Vietname se part of
the survey is education levels. Results show that Vietname se workers with only having a
primary school education are clustered in small-to- medium-s ized factories. The
coefficien t (=2.502) is highly significan t (p < .01). Hence, we can say that education is
the only criterion obvious in Ho Chi Minh City's garment industry in allocating workers
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into different sizes of workplaces, i.e. the less educated the workers, the higher the chance
they work in smaller factories.

Second, there is little apparent worker age differences in different-sized gannent
factories. Although positive coefficients of the two age variables ("less than 23 years old"
and "over 30 years old") suggest that workers in the two age groups are more likely to be
employed in small-to-mediu1n-sized factories, the coefficients are not statistically
significant and the 1nagnitudes (=0.493 and =0524) are small. In other words, differentsized garment factories in Ho Chi Minh City employ a relatively similar proportion of
workers of different ages, albeit the large factories tend to employ more workers aged
between 2 3 and 3 0 years old. This situation stands in contrast to the migrant labour market

in Shenzhen where older workers tend to be employed in small factories.
Third, when we tum to the gender variable, a negative coefficient in small-to1nedium-sized factories suggests that the larger the factories, the more female workers
there are. Although the coefficient and its strength are not statistically significant and

weak respectively, the negative coefficient of this gender variable suggests a distinction
between Vietnamese and Chinese garment workplaces, although my survey indicates that
the garment industries in present-day Shenzhen and Ho Chi Minh City are both changing
their recruitment policies, bringing more male workers into the garment industry
workforce. 189 Combined with the age distribution examined above, the fact that more
females work in large factories in Ho Chi Minh City actually means the management of
large Vietnamese garment workplaces have a dissimilar gendered recruitment strategy in
contrast to the ones Chinese factory manage1nent had used in the early 1990s.
Management of large Vietnamese factories tend to employ female workers aged between
23 and 30 years old. Today, this gendered recruitment strategy is increasingly difficult to
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According to my survey, industries in the two countries have similar female-to-male ratio at around 60to-40.
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sustain in large Chinese garmen t factories; as we have observe d in previou s chapter, and
large Chinese gannen t factories today have to employ more male workers.
Fourth, in contrast to the situatio n in Shenzh en where workers with 1nore job
experience were 1nostly channel ed into small garmen t factories, there is no parallel in Ho
Chi Minh City. While job experie nce is a highly signific ant set of variable s (p < .01) in
the Chinese part of the survey, the same set of variables in the Vietnam ese part of the
survey is not at all significant. This 1neans job experie nce is not the major concern for
Vietnam ese manage ment when they hire workers . As will be seen, this de-emp hasis on
job experie nce in Vietnam ese 1nanage ment's employ1nent policies has to do with
Vietnam 's current gannen t product ion system and its role in global garmen t product ion.
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Table 6.4: Multinomial Logit Regression of Selected Variables vis-a-vis Migrant
Garment Workers' Job Distribution in Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam
Small-to-medium-sized Factory 1
SD
Coeff

Age
[= less than 23 years old] 2
Age
[=over 30 years old] 2
Gender
[= female] 3
Place of origin
[= outside Ho Chi Minh City] 4
Education level
[= pri1nary] 5
Education level
[=senior high] 5
Education level
[= vocational secondary] 5
Education level
[=university graduate ]5
Education level
[=professional graduate ]5
Job experience, i.e. number of
factories worked before entering this
factory
Marital status
[= married] 6
Marital status
[=divorce ]6
Marital status
[= cohabitation] 6

0.493

[0.453]

0.524

[0.484]

-0.239

[0.354]

0.482

[0.469]

2.502***

[0.739]

-0.274

[0.383]

-34.885

[2.18x10 7]

-34.831

[8.47

X

107 ]

-34.670

[4.21

X

107 ]

Constant

-

0.247

[0.153]

0.063

[0.464]

-34.357

[5.98

X

107 ]

-34.861

[8.47

X

107 ]

-2.661

[0.637]

Observations
349
Note: *<.1; ** <.05; *** <.01;
1
The base group is large factory;
2
The base group is between 23 and 30 years old;
3
The base group is male;
4
The base group is Ho Chi Minh City;
5
The base group is junior high education;
6
The base group is single.
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Vietn am's Loca l Gar ment Prod uctio n and the Glob al Prod uction Syste m

Why did Ho Chi Minh City's migrant labour 1narket differ so much from Shenz hen's?
Why are age and job experience less important factors in channeling Vietnamese worke
rs
to particular types of garment workplaces? To answer these questions, we have
to
examine Vietn am's garment production system in relation to the changing global garme

nt

production system.
First, there is a fundamental difference in terms of the modality of garment
production in Vietnam and China. In Vietnam, the most dominant form of garme
nt
production is called "CMT " (Cut, Make and Trim) in which garment suppliers produ
ce
garments on a processing fee basis. Unde r the CMT arrangement, input materials such
as
fabrics are provi ded free by the buyers. In contrast, in China the most popul ar form
of
garment production arrangement is "FOB " (Freight-On -Broad), where garment suppliers
are responsible for sourcing materials, and the output price is based on the value of the
final product.
There are both advantages and disadvantages to both production arrangements. In
CMT, because input materials are provided free by buyers, garment supplier factories are
less exposed to the risk of price fluctuations of input materials in the world marke
t.
However, because the input materials are provi ded free, garment supplier factories canno
t
procure extra profits for sourcing the input materials; and usually the profit 1nargin for
each order is lower. CMT is the dominant form in Vietnam because the quality of locall
y
produced fabrics in Vietnam is still low and most of the fabrics have to be sourced from
nearby countries such as China. For most orders under the CMT arrangement, buyers also
provide their own sewing instructions and pattern specifications to Vietnamese supplier
factories, which mass produce homogeneous products with similar patterns and low-level
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sewing techniques. 190 The level of technological transfer from foreign buyers to supplier
factories is low, and supplier factories have little chance to undertake industrial upgrading
or to design their own products or develop more sophisticated skills. This leads to the
supplier factories in Vietnam only needing to hire unskilled workers to perform simple
sewing tasks, and thus job experience is largely irrelevant in 1nanagement's employ1nent
policy.
In co1nparison, China has a more developed fabric-sourcing network in its
domestic 1narket, which can supply high quality fabrics that satisfy foreign buyers. Thus,
buyers are also willing to engage in an FOB arrangement. When I interviewed a Hong
Kong garment factory owner who produces both in China and Vietnam, he said, "In
Guangzhou [the capital city of Guangdong province in South China], within 30 minutes
I can get the needed fabric from a nearby fabric-sourcing center, but in Vietnam I might
have to wait for a month to import fabrics from China."
Although mass production of low tier garments to fill "high volume, low price"
orders still dominates China's garment industry, some Chinese-based garment supplier
factories have started to upgrade and are responsible for their own product design and
sample making. These supplier factories need to employ a number of skilled workers who
are capable of producing samples for foreign buyers. In the 1990s, the samples were
usually produced in Hong Kong by veteran skilled female workers who have been
engaged in Hong Kong's garment industry since the 1960s. Today, samples are
increasingly produced by skilled Chinese workers (though still few in number compared
to unskilled workers) under the supervision of skilled Hong Kong seamstresses.

°Kenta Goto,

19

'~Starting Businesses through Reciprocal Informal Subcontracting: Evidence from the
Informal Garment Industry in Ho Chi Minh City", Journal of International Development, Vol.25, Issue 4
(May 2013), pp. 562-582.
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Hence , what we see here is a regional coordination in global ganne nt production
based on different strengths and weaknesses in China and Vietnam, 191 as well as an
upgrading in the China-based garment production system. Inasmuch as additional
numbers of skilled, experienced garment workers are needed for this, an opening is
beginning to be provid ed for older garment workers who until now have had no
opportunity other than the low-paying small factories.
Why do workers in the large Vietnamese factories have to work longer hours? We
need to examine the differences betwe en Vietna m and China in local garment
subcontracting networks. As mentio ned in Chapt er 4, Shenzhen has a developed ganne nt
subcontracting netwo rk in which small garment factories with the worst work conditions
subcontract orders from large and mediu m-size d factories during rush seasons. By
contrast, in Ho Chi Minh City large factories rarely outsource their production processes
and tend to avoid subcontracting arrangements with other suppliers, for two reasons. First,
the large Vietna1nese supplier factories find it very difficult to manage product quality
and delivery times once they outsource produc tion to lower-tier contractors. Second, most
of the large supplier factories are concerned their input materials will be embezzled by
subcontractors and monitoring costs to prevent fraud are considered prohibitively high. 192

In other words , small-to-medium-sized factories are short of orders, while the larger
factori es cope with rush seasons by obliging their workers to fulfill the orders through
higher overti1ne work.
Last but not least, the local migrant labour market in Ho Chi Minh City today
rese1nbles Shenz hen in the 1990s where an abundant numbe r of young female migrant

191

In my intervie ws with factory director s both in China and Vietnam , they told me that this type of regiona
l
coordin ation by segrega ting differen t countries ' supplie r factorie s into CMT or FOB product
ion
arrange ments is usually done by trading compan ies from Hong Kong, such as the Li & Fung Group
.
192
Kenta Goto , " Starting Busines ses through Recipro cal Infonna l Subcon tracting : Evidenc e fro
m the
Informa l Garmen t Industry in Ho Chi Minh City" .
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workers flooded in from rural villages. Although occasionally there are reports that Ho
Chi Minh City experiences labour shortage, these scarcities are temporary and erroneous.
Because most of the foreign-funded factories post recruitment notices outside their
factory gates this gives a false impression that there is a labour shortage. 193 Garment
workers in my survey were asked to report the proportion of idle production lines they
observed inside their workplaces, and 82 percent of the surveyed workers replied that
over 90 percent of production lines were in operation. News reports about shortages of
labour in Ho Chi Minh City do not distinguish whether there was a shortage of labour of
skilled or unskilled workers. From the available evidence from various reports and my

own survey data, there is no shortage of unskilled workers. Ho Chi Minh City's migrant
labour market still has an abundance of young and unskilled female migrant workers.
That is why many large garment factories still can exercise a gendered employment policy
strongly favouring female workers.

Vietnamese Workplace Surveillance, Punishment and Resignation Policies

As discussed in the last chapter, piece-rate systems are popular in Chinese garment
workplaces, and management makes use of the piece-rate systems as a 1neans of
controlling workers' productivity. Although I do not have enough data to suggest
Vietnamese garment factory management also uses payment systems as workplace
strategies to control Vietnamese workers' productivity, my survey shows that a similar
pattern of payment is used in Chinese and Vietnamese garment factories. Table 6.5 shows
that a roughly similar proportion of Chinese and Vietnamese workers are paid under
piece-rate (between 56 and 64 percent), though there are more Vietnamese workers paid

193

Center for Analysis and Forecasting, Viet Nam Academy of Social Sciences, Rapid Impact Assessment:
Viet Nam 2011.
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by a time-rate. Interestingly, a similar proportion of surveyed workers in both countries
reported that they did not know what type of paymen t systems they were working under.
Table 6.5: Paymen t System s used in Vietnam ese and Chines e Garme nt Factories

Time-rate

Piece-rate

Unknow n

Total

Vietnam (n=349)

24%

56%

20%

100%

China (n=3 94)

15%

64%

21%

100%

When I visited Ho Chi Minh City's foreign-funded garment factories, I found that
the use of technol ogy (in terms of sewing, ironing and cutting machines), shop-floor
organization, and gendered hierarchical structure 194 were similar to those I had seen
inside Shenzhen's garmen t factories. At a Vietnam ese garment factory which employs
2050 workers with a monthl y production capacity of about 300,000 pieces of garments, I
could see at the front of each production line an electronic board showing the production
quota that sewing operators had to accomplish in each shift. Sewing operators were sitting
on plastic stools (without backs) and were busily stitching in front of sewing machines.
When I asked the factory director how he could monitor the production process of all 20
production lines and other departments in the factory at the same time, he showed me a
floor plan and the positions of 23 surveillance cameras, 11 of which were placed to
monitor all 20 production lines. The director proudly said to me, "With these cameras , I
can see every comer of the factory."

19

➔ In one of the foreign -funded gannent factories (Korean-owned) I vis ited in My Phuoc Industria l Park in

Ben Cat Di strict, Binh Duong Province in Greater Ho Chi Minh City Area, the top echelon of the productio n
organizat ion was also male dominant . Mr Soo, boss and the general director, headed the factory . It was not
down to line superviso r rank that female workers started to dominate. The gender distributi on at different
ranks of managem ent was: l male productio n manager; 19 middle ranked managers (e.g. cutting manager,
sewing manager, mechanic manager, QC manager, line manager) : 14 male vs 5 female; 20 line superviso rs:
9 male vs 11 female .
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Coercive power such as punishment is also exercised in Vietnamese garment
workplaces. My survey shows that both Vietnamese and Chinese garment management
resort to punishment, but Chinese factories do so to a greater extent -- 88 percent of
Vietnamese workers and 93 percent of Chinese workers reported their factories have
systems of punishment, 92 percent of Chinese workers and 71 percent of Vietnamese
workers reported their factories fine workers, 68 percent of Chinese workers said that
they would be given demerits for violating factory rules, while only 46 percent of
Vietnamese workers said so. When workers were asked if they had been fined before,
almost all (9 5 percent) of Vietnamese workers said they had not; by contrast, one-fourth
of Chinese workers said they had been fined. Hence, although both countries' garment
workplaces exercise punishment, the extent of actual deployment differs. From these data,
it is sufficient to say that Hong Kong management in China are more prone to use
punishments to discipline workers than are Hong Kong management in Vietnam.
-

As discussed in the last chapter, Hong Kong management in China use resignation
policies to trap garment workers into remaining at the production lines during rush
seasons. Do Hong Kong managers in Vietnamese garment workplaces use a similar
strategy? Table 6.6 shows to what extent Vietnamese and Chinese garment workers can
resign from their factories during peak and low seasons. The survey results suggest
Chinese garment workers face far greater difficulties. For example, about 40 percent of
Chinese workers thought it is "very difficult" to resign during peak seasons, while only 5
percent of Vietnamese workers thought so. Similarly, during low seasons, 30 percent of
Chinese workers thought that it is "a bit difficult" to resign but only 8 percent of
Vietnamese workers thought so.
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Table 6.6: The Exten t Vietn ames e and Chin ese Garm ent Work ers Could Resig
n
from Facto ries durin g Peak and Low Seaso ns

Peak Seasons
Very

A bit

Still

Very

Norm al
diffic ult

diffic ult

Vietn am (n=32 9)

5%

18%

China (n=39 1)

40%

47%

Very

A bit

Total
easy

easy

67%

6%

4%

100%

8%

4%

1%

100%

Still

Very

Low Seasons

Norm al
diffic ult

diffic ult

Vietn am (n=33 9)

2%

8%

China (n=39 2)

7%

30%

Total
easy

easy

74%

11%

5%

100%

35°/o

25%

3%

100%

In short, while both Chine se and Vietn amese garme nt workp laces are under the
same type of owne rship (Hong Kong -owne d), have a simila r levels of techn ology
, a
simila r patter ns of paym ent system s, a gende red hierar chica l struct ure and shopfloor
organ izatio n, our discu ssion of Vietn amese worke rs' daily and month ly work hours
show
these to be consi derab ly shorte r than Chine se worke rs face, and Chine se worke
rs also
face a greate r resort to fines and more diffic ult resign ation polici es. In sum, Chine
se
garme nt workp laces place greate r dema nds on work ers' time and are more coerc ive
than
Vietn amese garme nt workp laces.
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Comparative Remarks: The State, Labour Market and Family

What is revealed about the state, labour market and family frotn the above comparisons
between Ho Chi Minh City and Shenzhen? The relevance of these institutions explaining
the differences between garment factories in the two cites lies in their roles in shaping
migrant workers' strategic responses to their work/ life arrangements.
Workers need time and resources to reproduce their labour power. The costs for
reproduction of workers' labour power, as Marx suggests, include not only that workers'
own work capacity be replenished (i.e. to be adequately fed and sheltered) so that they
can have enough strength to perform their work everyday, but also involves costs for their
family members, especially the next generation (i.e., time and resources needed to look
after and raise children). Workers' decisions to balance their work and family lives are
conditioned on how social institutions support workers to reproduce themselves and their
next generation.
Ching Kwan Lee has argued that the Chinese state "plays a minimal and
inadequate role in reproducing workers' labour power" , and based on this she argued that
Shenzhen's female migrant workers' reproduction of labour power depends on Shenzhen's
labour market, enterprise culture and patriarchal Chinese family values. 195 My point here
is not to disagree with Lee's analysis of the minimal and inadequate role played by the
Chinese state. What I have done in this chapter, through a comparison of the Chinese and
Vietnamese labour laws is to argue that while the Chinese and Vietnamese states both
ensure some labour standards they also ensure that implementation of the labour laws are
to the foreign investors' advantage. The two countries have relaxed law enforcement,
particularly the clauses related to workers' overtime compensation. However, there are

195

Ching kwan Lee, Gender and the South China Miracle: Two Worlds of Factory Women (Berkeley:
University of California Press, 1998), pp. I 07.
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fundamental differences in the ways these two states provide managerial autonon1y
to
factory management. Vietnamese labor legislation contains rnany loopholes that
disadvantage Vietnan1ese workers, whereas Chinese labor legislation is better, but
decentralized and poorl y enforced. Chinese workers have longer mont hly work hours
,
fewer days of rest and more illegal overtime hours. The varying conditions in the two
countries are due largely to differences in the legal 1naximum regular work hours
allowance, "work ing week " definitions, overtime work compensation 1nethods,
centralized vs. decentralized labor law systems, labor law violations, and the two
governments' labor manage1nent strategies. The marke d difference in labour legislation
and its implementation prompts us to reconsider and highlight the important role of the
state. Implementation depends on each state' s labor policy and how it strikes a balan
ce
between attracting more foreign capital and its responsibility to protect its workers fro1n
excessive exploitation. What we discover in these two post-socialist countries is that the
states have different ways of allowing foreign investors to exploit workers. Both countries
tip the balance towards capital at the expense of work ers' interests.
More importantly, during the course of comparing these two countries' labour
legislation, I have also suggested in this chapter and Chapter 4 that workers' knowledge
of labour legislation and realistic expectations resulting from changing labour polici
es
also played an important role in shaping labour relations. Because Shenzhen's migra
nt
workers have a better knowledge of the legal minimum wage, Shenzhen's factor
y
managers have chosen to exploit workers via the overtime compensation provisions
of
the law, of which workers knew very little. On the other hand, although Ho Chi Minh
City's migrant workers have a lower level of legal knowledge , they are sensitive to policy
changes as important signals to adjust their realistic expectation towards wages and
as
strategic weapons to demand Ho Chi Minh City's foreign-funded factory management
to
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increase their wages. What we have seen is an interactive model that stresses workers'
agency in helping to shape labour relations under certain prescribed legal parameters.
Again, there is also no lack of studies that stress the "embeddedness" of locality,
kinship, gangster, and familial networks in the process of socially organizing local labour
markets. 196 But most of these studies fail to examine local labour conditions differences
between types of workers across types of factories. These studies also fail to connect the
changing compositions of a local migrant labour market with the divisions of labour in
the global production system. In this chapter and chapter 4, what I stress is the
coin position of the local migrant labour market in Shenzhen and Ho Chi Minh City and
the specific roles these play in the global garment production system.
While embeddedness of various types of networks is still important in migrant
workers' lives and in shaping migrant labour markets in Shenzhen and Ho Chi Minh City,
the compositions of the two labour markets differ greatly. In Shenzhen, the local migrant
labour 1narket is highly segmented along principles of age and job experience. In Ho Chi
Minh City, the local labour market is less segmented and differences in labour conditions
between types of factories are less pronounced relative to Shenzhen. Again, this has been
revealed in the workforce composition of Vietnamese factories too - about one-third of
the workers are local residents. Because of a shortage of young female migrant workers,
Shenzhen's factory management today have to recruit the second best migrant labour
force, young 1nale migrants; while with a more developed local subcontracting system,
the least preferred migrant workforce, older workers, are channeled to factories with the
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See Ching Kwan Lee, Gender and the South China Miracle, chapter 4 and 5. It is unfair to say that Lee
did not consider the internal differences in a local labour market to explain labour condition differences of
different types of workers in Shenzhen. In her study of a Shenzhen electronics factory in the early 1990s,
Lee had examined how different types of female workers of different ages, marital status and skill levels
constituted different workers' interests to which factory management had to respond differently. However,
because of focusing on only the shop floor culture in one particular factory, Lee could not explain labour
standard differences and shop floor culture differences between types of factories within Shenzhen. For
embeddedness of gangster networks, please refer to : Chris King-Chi Chan, The Challenge of Labour in
China: Strikes and the Changing ofLabour Regime in Global Factories, chapter 3.
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worst working conditions. As a whole, it results in divergent labour standards and labour
relations between types of factories in Shenzhen. In comparison, with relatively abundant
young female migrants in the Ho Chi Minh City labour market, lower labour costs, and a
less developed subcontracting system, Ho Chi Minh City's local conditions today
resemble Shenzhen's labour market conditions of the early 1990s. The differences within
and across migrant labour markets in Shenzhen and Ho Chi Minh City highlight the ways
local production systems get appropriated within the global production system. This
allows us to examine the making of migrant working classes from a more global and
historical perspective.
Finally, the differences in the deployme nt of coercive power on Shenzhen and Ho
Chi Minh City's factory shop floors direct us to re-exa1nine the role of the family. In
labour studies and gender studies, the family is often perceived to be a repressive
institution, especially toward women, and this is seen as providing the social context
whereby factory managem ent are able to subordinate them as workers. However, married
Vietnamese 1nigrant workers' desire to work fewer hours a day draws our attention to
another side of the family. Because of Ho Chi Minh City's migrant workers' distinctive
family-oriented migration pattern and their need to take care of their children and the
elderly at home, they worked fewer hours co1npared to Shenzhen's 1nigrant workers. Thus,
factory managem ent in Ho Chi Minh City were unable to lengthen the work hours of
garment workers to the extent that Shenzhen factory 1nanagers do. In this way, family
concerns as well as migrant patterns acts as a lever to counteract the extent of domination.
The next chapter provides an analytical juxtaposi tion of Hong Kong, Shenzhen
and Ho Chi Minh City's workers and labour regi1nes, and offers a brief historical
comparison with the condition s of the English, Russian and Japanese working classes at
the time of their industrial revolutions. The chapter will draw conclusions about the
interconnectedness among the practices of everyday life, the politics of production and
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workplace domination. Workers from Hong Kong, Shenzhen, and Ho Chi Minh City had
different livelihood patterns, encountered a dissimilar set of politics of production and
workplace domination, and developed strategies to balance their work and family/leisure
lives, thus leading to different class formation processes, including their class identities,
values, traditions, and institutions. I will also tum to the literature review presented in
Chapters 2 to 6 to assess the potential for existing concepts of power and domination as
well as theories of production politics to traverse historical, social, political and cultural
boundaries under colonialism, post-socialism and capitalism, suggesting ways that these
concepts can be made more flexible and better capable of capturing various aspects of
working class lives and of the dynamics of global capitalism.
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7
Conclusion

The preceding chapters of this dissertation have been written in a sequence that follow
s
the expansion of global capitalism in East and Southeast Asia over the past five decades.
In the introductory chapter I focused on the subjugation model in the studies of Chine
se

migrant workers and its limitations when examining work ers' everyday life practices
outside factory dormitories. I suggested that in order to explore changing modes
of
domination over Chinese migrant workers over recent decades, it is necessary to adopt
a
conceptual framework that sees labourers' work and leisure as a unity. This framework
has become a useful compass in my luggage that has guided me to explore different
research themes throu ghout my research journ ey.
The journ ey comm enced in Hong Kong. In Chapter Two, I introduced Hong Kong
female garment workers who had engaged in factory work and home work between the
1960s and 1990s. Two work ers' lives and work histories, alongside my personal
childhood experience, provi ded a glimpse from the garment factory floor, into the broad
economic processes under way on the south China coast before China opened its doors.
In
Chapter Three , I traced the transformation of Shenz hen' s migrant work ers' material and
social life practices fro111 1993 to 2010, and explored the changing modes of domination
over workers ' everyday lives. In Chapter Four, I looked at China 's labour laws,
Shenzhen ' s migrant labour market and the local and global dynamics of garme
nt
production, which combined created different factory regimes at different times
in
Shenz hen's garment industry. In Chapter Five, I ventured into the biggest garment factor
y
in Jade Village to study the "hidden abode of labour" in production, where I found an
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array of power and domination mechanisms that are utilized to control an increasingly
heterogeneous garment workforce in today's China. Drawing a comparison between
south China and Vietnam's largest and most industrialized metropolis, Ho Chi Minh City,
in Chapter Six I have examined Vietnamese workers' daily life practices, the migrant
labour market, domination mechanisms inside export garment workplaces, and Vietnam's
labour laws.

In this concluding chapter, I summarise the major changes that have reshaped
1nodes of domination over Chinese migrant workers between the 1990s and 2000s. I also
critically re-examine some basic sociological concepts in light of the empirical findings
presented in preceding chapters, as well as suggest a new approach to the study of
domination and the politics of production in present-day post-socialist and capitalist
societies. I also make comparisons between modes of domination in China and those in
other places and times, and speculate on parallels and contrasts. I address an issue
-

important to this study: the role of work/family relationships in determining modes of
domination. I note how different post-socialist states have adopted different strategies and
attitudes towards the family as an institution when they underwent their modernization
projects. I argue that these strategies and attitudes have resulted in different forms of stateendorsed exploitation and controls over workers' social and material lives, workplace
cultures and workers' responses to factory management and daily life problems. Finally,
I compare Chinese migrant workers' class situations in the past and present, and try to
portend the future of Chinese migrant workers over the next decade.
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New Power Config uratio ns in Post-S ocialis t China

The most obvious change to the lives and work of Chinese migrant workers over the past
two decades is a shift in the configuration of power, nan1ely a decline of patriarchal, state
and capital power, accompanied by an increase in worke rs' control over their own time
and space. This process began with the decline of the dormitory labour regi1ne in South
China in the early 2000s. Over the past decade, the change in the power configuration has
influenced almost every aspect of worke rs' everyd ay lives, from time scheduling,
accommodation, leisure activity, and food consumption, to transportation and
communication. The Chinese workplace, once a dominating institution in the form of the
dormitory labour regime, in which factory manag ement had total do1nination over
worke rs' time and space in the production and reproduction spheres, gradually evolved
into a place in which worke rs' lives beyon d the produc tion lines were out of its control.
Worke rs' lives outside the workplace then becam e a refuge for migrant workers to escape
workplace rules and discipline. By the end of the 2000s, it became clear that a new urban
working life had emerg ed for migrant workers in the Shenzhen region, and an urban
consumer culture had becom e an integral part of worke rs' lives.
Patriarchal power and authority have becom e less important in dominating
worke rs' public and private lives, particularly young workers aged under 30. What we
have witnessed is a rise in individualism among young workers. This has been vividly
de1nonstrated in young female worke rs' resistance to the traditional family and gender
roles, young male worke rs' desire not to be constrained by family responsibilities by
delaying their marriage age, alongside young worke rs' unwillingnes s to return to their
home villages and a strong desire to stay in the cities.
State power , manifest in the local surveillance and police systems, which in the
1990s overtly constrained migrant worke rs' move1nents outside factories, has also
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declined. In industrial towns like Jade Village, the local state's residence permit and
police systems have been relaxed to a great extent. A new logic of power and social
control deploys non-coercive means to control Chinese migrant workers in a local context.
In 2013 "Stability maintenance" is a paramount concern for the Chinese state. For reasons
that have been examined, the coercive surveillance and police systems that were used in
the 1990s vis-a-vis docile migrant workers would trigger public social conflicts if strictly
applied in urban Chinese villages today. As B0rge Bakken notes, new systematic
economic and administrative rationalities now underpin the surveillance system in
industrialized areas where a majority of the population are migrant workers. 197 As has
been observed, local residents and officials have begun to provide migrant workers with
basic physical infrastructure to address their material needs.
Even within factories, the image of capitalist power that had totalizing "Orwellian"
control over workers no longer prevails. Instead, a new logic of power that has to consider
the changing composition of the migrant workforce has emerged. One noteworthy aspect
of the current power exercised within factories is how an inverted gendered hierarchy has
emerged. It is inaccurate to assume that female workers are always suppressed by
masculine domination in the workplace. To date, in many workplaces in the export
industries more and more young male migrant workers have been entering the workforce.
As has been seen, it is common for an experienced middle-aged female migrant worker
who is a line leader or supervisor to exercise authority over male subordinates.
One of the common assumptions implicit in many of the studies that employ the
subjugation model is that the different forms of power which dominate Chinese migrant
workers' social and material lives can simply be added up to explain the full effects of
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domination. This assumption ignores potential conflicts and contestations between the
various forms of powe r when they come into actual operation. To a great extent, the
concept of a dormitory labour regime is a 1nanifestation of this implicit assumption;
Chinese migrant workers are dominated totally by an aggregate of powe r in all spheres
of
work ers' lives. This was accurate only for a particular perio d of time. But over the past
two decades dormitory regimes and patriarchal powe r have been eclipsed in work ers'
private and family lives. Instead of upholding traditional social values such as familialism
and collectivism, increasing individualism and consumerism have becom e evident -- very
much products of work ers' increasing purchasing powe r and an explosion of choices
in
local comm odity markets, which provide workers with opportunities to shift from being
simply producers into assuming identities as consumers. In the early 2000s the operation
of forms of hegem ony and powe r have becom e more complex and a researcher needs
to
explore the ebbs and flows of forms of powe r in different powe r configurations. Majo
r
revisions of the subjugation model and a search for a new approach to studying everyday
domination are now in order.

Powe r and Domi natio n: Towa rds a Strat egic-R elatio nal Appr oach

One of the central questions of this dissertation is whether, when the dormitory labou
r
regime withers away, a new way of life and a new space for freedom develops amon
g
Chinese migrant workers. In what ways do state, capital and patriarchal powe
rs
reconfigure to go on dominating workers? To document new domination patterns, a new
analysis is necessary to enable researchers to examine Chinese migrant work ers' everyday
lives. I propose doing so from a strate gic-re lation al perspective and exploring areas
overlooked, such as daily life tactics, strategies, as well as contestations of power. The
first step towards such a strategic-relational powe r analytic is to recover Max Webe r's
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definition of power. According to Weber, "power (Macht) is the possibility that one actor
within a social relationship will be in a position to carry out his own will despite resistance,
regardless of the basis on which this probability rests". 198 In contrast, a perspective
discussed by Dennis Wrong and others defines power as capacity) as the "transformative
capacity" or "rules and resources" possessed by human agents, 199 and as "an actor's
general ability to produce successful performances" .200
Weber understands power to be a probabilistic phenomenon that summarizes the
outcome of a complex set of factors. 201 This probabilistic perspective implies a nondetermined situation within which different actors contest their powers. This view starkly
contrasts with the perspective that sees power as something like resources and private
property to be possessed, accumulated and distributed by human agents in a structure of
domination. Because of the indeterminacy of the situation, Weber's probabilistic view of
power encourages us to explore how social actors strategically devise their own power
mechanis1ns to control and persuade others.
By locating an actor within a social relationship, Weber's definition is also
relational. This relational character of power, unlike the possessive perspective, which

primarily stresses an actor's own capacity and performance unilaterally, takes the form
of a relationship that is never entirely "one-vvay" .202 This relational character allows us
to explore how a social actor with multiple social and cultural identities (who thus
engages in multiple social relationships) is simultaneously enabled and limited by
different power relations vvhen she intends to carry out her will over another. For example,
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a female supervisor can use her power from her hierarchical position to control her male
subordinates; at the same time, inasmuch as she also engages in a gender relation, her
command and orders have to be adjusted so as not to infuriate her male subordinates in
light of the dominant patriarchal culture rooted in Chinese society. This relational
character view of power is also a Durkheim ian way of seeing culture as always embedded
in and contributing to the complex sets of social relations that produce power differences.
Combining Weber's probabilistic definition of power and extending it in a Durkhei1nian
direction, we arrive at the Foucauld ian version of power, which, I stress, is strategicrelational:
'Power', insofar as it is permanent, repetitious, inert, and self-reproducing, is
simply the overall effect that emerges fro1n all these mobilities, the concatenation
that rests on each of them and seeks in tum to arrest their movemen t ... power is
not an institution, and not a structure; neither is it a strength we are endowed with;
it is the name that one attributes to a complex strategic situation in a particular
society ... Power is not something that is seized, or shared, so1nething that one
holds on to or allows to slip away; power is exercised from innumerable points,
in the interplay of non-egalitarian and mobile relations. 203 [ emphasis mine]
Many researchers have criticized Foucault' s treatinent of power as a way of "decentering" power from major institutions and have accused him being too "postmod ern"
(captured in the catchphrase, "power is everywhere"), thus making 1nany institutional
powers irrelevant. Particularly, they have argued that Foucault' s metaphorical conception
of power as being "capillary" as distinct fro1n "centered " seems to be in conflict with the
Marxian focus on class. I aver that while Foucault' s observation of the "tendency " of a
decentering of power in human society since the Enlightenment is correct, this tendency
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does not displace other forms of power exerted by major institutions (such as the state,
market, and family). In addition, my reading of Foucault suggests that he never denies
the reality of class domination or state power. Rather, he argues that as long as leftists
only stressed the distinction between the oppressors and the oppressed, they lost sight of
the everyday workings of power. Not only does Foucault's notion of disciplinary power
not conflict with Marxian class analysis, its productive dimension in disciplining peasants
into punctual and efficient industrial workers without using direct repression and coercion
is very much relevant to Gramsci 's discussion of pervasive power relations in a class
society. 204 To this, I would like to argue further: Foucault's notion of disciplinary power
can be integrated within the Marxian framework of class domination, and strengthen it by
sensitizing it to the everyday workings of power.
How can we employ the strategic-relational approach to power to study
production relations in capitalist employment in general and the domination of Chinese
migrant workers in particular? To this, we have to go back to Marx. While Marx always
emphasises that humans have creativity, individuality and rich potential, he unfortunately
defines

"labour-power"

(Arbeitskraft)

simply

as

"the

capacity

for

labour"

(Arbeitsvermdgen) in his analysis of how labour-power is transformed into a special

commodity on the market in the capitalist mode of production. 205 This capacity view of
labour-power puts vvorkers at a disadvantage and has serious political and economic
consequences. Immediately after a worker sells his or her labour-power to a capitalist, all
the worker's human creativity, individuality, and potential, and the products he produces
are all owned, controlled and accumulated by the capitalist. This is the basis of alienation
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of labour. Not only is a worke r's possibility of resistance severely undermined, aln1ost all
qualities of labour-power are also assumed to be easily captured and controlled by the
capitalist in the production process.
In the past century, much of the research on labour, be it in a Marxian or nonMarxian tradition, has agreed that capitalists and other do1ninating classes do not always
easily control labour-power or the working class. That is why after Marx, the Marxian
tradition has sought in a more 1nultifaceted way to explain the endurance of the capitalist
mode of production and the dominating effects within and outside the production
sphere. 206 While I agree with Marxi an researchers who emphasise the ideological efforts
made within and outside the produc tion sphere to align worke rs' interests with the
capitalists', I find much of this research does not adequately analyze what partic ular

qualities of labour power manag ement seeks to control. When I analyzed the power
mechanisms in a garment factory - Pearl Factor y in Jade Village -- it becam e clear to me
that because human beings are inherently creative, emotional and full of individuality, so
is labour power. Thus, apart from having to capture socially necessary labour ti1ne,
manag ement has to devise an array of mechanisms within the workplace to control
various qualities of labour-power. In this regard, Weber 's view of power is helpful. As
one example, manage1nent in Pearl Factory does not want to have to deal with certain
qualities of labour-power (e.g., 1nale worke rs' unruly dispositions), which make the
workplace situation more volatile, unstable, situational and uncertain. These qualities of
labour-power pose a threat to 1nanagerial control and undermine manag ement 's exercise
of power. In response, 1nanagement has to be strategic and devise new controlling
1nechanis1ns.
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Similarly, the strategic-relational approach can also be applied outside workplaces.
In Capital, Marx defines labour-power within the production as variable capital that is
inherently malleable due to workers' creativity, flexibility and individuality, and he
defines labour-power outside production as a form of circulating capital that is inherently
mobile and fluid. Labour-power as circulating capital spells out another important quality
that management wants to restrain - workers' mobility (it closely resembles Focuault's
definition of power as "mobilities" and "movements", above). The key feature of the
dormitory labour regime exercised of the early 1990s was to restrict workers' mobility in
order to let factory management have easy access to labour-power at will. Today, insofar
as many workers do not reside within factory dormitories, on the one hand, workers'
mobility power is enhanced; 207 and on the other hand, management's control over
workers' mobilities is severely curtailed. In response to this, management in Chinese
workplaces today has to strategically impose rules and disciplinary practices (e.g., leave
and resignation policies) during peak seasons of production cycles to keep workers inside
factories. Similarly, due to the immense number of Chinese migrant workers in urban
villages today, local state officials and residents cannot readily use the police and permit
syste1ns to control them. Management has to strategically devise new local development
policies in order to keep workers in their villages so as to maintain a sufficient migrant
labour supply.
However, not all Chinese migrant workers have been enjoying the fruits of the
increasing mobility of labour-power over the past ten years. As discussed, as the local
labour market in Shenzhen develops, a segmented labour market follows. This segmented
labour market channels Chinese migrant workers of different gender and age into
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different types of factories, resulting in a divergence of work ers' chances to exercise their
mobility power.
Hence, when labour powe r is redefined in a W eberian way, the focus is on the
potentiality that a worker will remain withi n a relation of production despite his or her
possible resistance. With this new definition of labour power, not only can we examine
how various forms of powe r within and outside workplaces contest with different
qualities of labour power. It also allows us to critically examine how the structure
of
domination (conceived as a powe r configuration in dominating work ers' everyday lives)
changes over time in response to economic circu1nstances and the attendant shift in labou

r

regimes in China.
Since Webe r's (and Fouca ult's) definition of powe r is inherently strategic and
relational, domination becomes a question of how a powe r relationship between the ruler
and the ruled persists. As Webe r defines domination (Herrschaft), it exists in:
Th e situation in which the manif ested will (command) of the ruler or rulers is
mean t to influence the condu ct of one or more others (the ruled) and actually do es
influence it in such a way that their condu ct, to a socia lly releva nt degree, occurs
as if the ruled had made the conte nt of the comm and the max im of their condu ct
for its very own sake. 208
This definition of domination not only transforms amorphous and intermittent
(what I call "strat egic") social actio"n into persistent association ; it also addresses the
agend a of a socio logy of do1nination in two inter-related directions: historical
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transformation and roots of domination. First, in terms of historical transformation of
domination, as exemplified by Weber himself, instead of studying domination as mere
power, Weber contrasted it with the case of monopolistic control in the market within
which the unorganized customers of a monopolistic enterprise, in their own rational
interest, may comply with its market dictate: domination by virtue of interest constellation.
Gradually, this relationship gets transformed into domination proper - by virtue of the
authoritarian power of command ("despotic authority" in Marx' s description of
Lancashire ' s satanic mills in the nineteenth century 209 ) as it prevails in large-scale
industry and on the manor - the two most important economic structures of domination.
Interestingly, as discussed in previous chapters, when I have studied the historical
transformation of domination of the working class in Hong Kong, China and Vietnam in
the past half century, I have discovered a different pattern, from authoritarian command
to rational interest, as seen when Hong Kong-owned factories in China shaped relations
of production in the 1990s. With changing state policies, labour market conditions, capital
flows , new regional divisions of labour at the institutional and global levels, and their
interactions with local culture and workers ' everyday life practices, Hong Kong, China
and Vietnam have different development pathways of domination, resulting in a spectrum
of domination with coercion at one extreme and non-coercion at the other.
Secondly, in terms of the roots (or micro-foundations) of domination, as Weber 's
definition implies, domination exists insofar as there is obedience to a command;
obedience is the consequence of a mixture of habit, expediency and belief in legitimacy.
The subject' s willingness to comply with a command is further reinforced by the very
existence of a staff (or managers, supervisors, or line leaders in a factory), which again
acts on the basis of habit, legitimacy and self-interest. This line of inquiry connects in
various ways to Gramsci (the role of ideology and mystification), Bourdieu (the notion of
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habitus and the subjective truth of labour), and Burawoy (the interest constituted in the
labour process as a "game").
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Previous research in Marxian analysis and 1nore

generally in labour studies followed this problematic by asking: which root of domination
is most suitable for the capitalist labour process to drive workers to work in the absence
of explicit coercion? For Marx, it is ideology; for Gramsci, it is workers' lived experience
that persuades workers to give active consent to authority; for Bourdieu, it is the deep
human psychic process that engenders habitus; for Burawoy, it is the re-constitution of
interests within the labour process. However, none of these theoretical approaches
critically examined the possibility of multifarious roots of domination within a single
labour process. Instead of asking which particular root of domination is most suitable, I
have asked: why and how have factory managemen t used different mechanisms of
domination to mobilize employees to work efficiently? What are the roots of these
domination mechanisms? In Chapter 5, I identified a range of domination mechanis1ns
mobilized by managemen t in the labour process in Pearl Factory (punishment and
discipline, bureaucratic rules, affective personal ties, interactive tactics, hidden collective
bargaining, and competition) and two contrastingly different modes of rationalities (group
rationality and individual rationality). As will be seen later in this chapter, the coexistence of different coercive and non-coerciv e domination mechanisms and the
mobilization of different modes of rationalities in Pearl Factory actually reflect the
historical transformation of modes of do1nination of migrant workers already underway
in South China, with an increasing proportion of non-coercive domination mechanisms
used in the labour process. It also signals that the factory regime in South China is in
transition with a varied mix of old and new domination mechanisms simultaneously at
work in the labour process. The introduction of new domination 1nechanisms in the
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factory labour process is due to the rapidly changing global, institutional and local
political and economic conditions in East and Southeast Asia. As a result, a multilevel
analysis of power and domination becomes crucial to understand all these changing
conditions, and hence an expanded framework for the politics of production should be
proposed.

Expanding the Framework of the Politics of Production

In acknowledging the importance of a multilevel analysis of power and domination, I
found Michael Burawoy' s theoretical framework of a "politics of production" useful.
Unlike much of the research that uses the subjugation model, which also employs
Burawoy' s framevvork vvithout extending it, I explore four uncharted areas of Burawoy' s
theoretical framework.
First, to acknovvledge Chinese migrant vvorkers ' everyday lives as work-leisure
unities , I have explored how Chinese migrant vvorkers' labour power is reproduced
outside factories and in their everyday lives through localistic networks, rather than
simply focusing on relations of and in production inside workplaces. To be fair, Burawoy
has, to a certain extent, included the reproduction sphere outside the labour process into
his production politics framework. He distinguished the labour process from the political
apparatuses of production in order to explain the divergent pathways of working class
struggles in Europe -- reformism in England after 1860 and radicalism in Russia after
Emancipation during Alexander II' s era that subsequently led to the revolutionary
moment of 191 7.211 However, separating the labour process and the political apparatuses
without attending to their interconnections, Buravvoy overemp hasized the domination and
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fragmentation effects in the labour process. At the same time, he also underd evelop ed the
potential of resistance and struggle in the labour process. In view of this, I argue that
workers' everyday lives, which include political apparatuses, also entail sites of
domination and :fragmentation, whereas the labour process is also a site of contestation. 2 12
Second, when addressing state intervention, although Buraw oy included the legal
and judicial systems as a part of the political apparatus, he did not pay much attention to
the impact of laws on workers, and particularly he did not investigate worke rs' responses
to the legal-judicial apparatuses. Broad ly classifying state intervention in relation to
production as either "intern al" or "external", Buraw ory failed to exa1nine the effects of
various legislation on worke rs' work conditions and potential for resistance, taking into
account non-legislation, legal non-enforcement, sub-standard legislation, etc. I have
extended Buraw oy' s framework to investigate how labour law violations, nonenforcements, worke rs' legal knowledge and labour law loopholes shape changing
factory regimes in south China. Additionally, as discussed above, worke rs' labour-power,
according to Marx, includes not only their potential to labour (as variable capital), but
also their potential to exercise mobility from one factory to another, fro1n one city to
another (as circulating capital). Thus, when we examine the effects of state intervention
in relation to production, we should be 1nore precise to break it down into different
categories, namely: state intervention in relation to production (such as legislation, law
enforce1nent , etc.), state intervention in relation to reproduction of labour-power (such as
minimum wage legislation, indirect subsidies to worke rs' consumption, etc.), and state
intervention in relation to worke rs' 1nobility power (such as any passport system
regulating rural-urban migrant flows).
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Third, while Burawoy's framework primarily emphasises the effects of
competition between firms, I have highlighted different modes of cooperation between
firms. As readers have seen, the mode of competition and cooperation between garment
factories becomes crucial to understanding the diversity of factory regimes in Shenzhen's
garment industry and how different types of factory regimes absorb different types of
workers of different genders and ages.
Fourth, while hierarchical, technical and gender divisions of labour are very much
still in place in the Chinese garment labour process, the mode of domination in the past
decade has changed to include new power mechanisms that are increasingly non-coercive
and tactical, rather than repressive and disciplinary. In particular, what I have stressed is
that coercive and non-coercive power mechanisms co-exist within a factory regime,
especially during its transition from one type to another. In this regard, Burawoy's
classification of four factory regimes into market despotic, bureaucratic despotic,
-

hegemonic and collective self-management seems insensitive to the co-existence of
various elements within different factory regimes, especially during a transition. Here, in
light of the strategic-relational approach, I argue that during a factory regime transition
vve should pay attention to a diverse variety of different down-to-earth power and
domination mechanisms, such as punishment and discipline, workplace policies, personal
ties, interactive tactics and production strategies.
In what way can we account for different modes of domination used in different

historical contexts? In what follows, I am going to illustrate how the strategic-relational
approach and the expanded framework of production politics can enable us to resolve this
puzzle. By returning to the empirical cases examined in the previous chapters and by
making brief comparisons vvith features of other early industrialization patterns,
nineteenth-century Victorian England, Russia under Alexander II, and Meiji Japan, we
shall see that the dynamics of politics of production in different historical conjunctures
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are far more complicated than previous research (such as Chinese workers) de1nonstrated.
The divergent pathways from traditional to modem societies in different places are
historically contingent on different political apparatuses, worke rs' everyday life practices,
and workers ' tactics and strategies to cope with these modernization changes.
My first task, then, will be to examine the factors of an expanded fra1nework of
the politics of production, focusing on five main factors: state interventions, separation
from the means of subsistence, subordination of labour to capital, labour market
conditions, and inter-firm relationships. State intervention will be further analyzed in
three aspects, in relation to: labour legislation, reproduction of labour-power, and workers'
mobility power. The second task will be to connect worke rs' everyday life practices, such
as their work/family relationships, mobilization of localistic networks, and ti1ne
scheduling, to factors of a politics of production. It will be argued that the apparatuses of
production politics are only sufficient conditions within a particular factory regi1ne
whereas workers' daily life practices and their tactics and strategies to accommodate their
life changes are necessary conditions for a particular factory regi1ne (and thus for a
particular 1node of domination in the labour process) to exist. 213 Our third, and most
difficult, task is to 1nobilize Weber 's historical-comparative methodology , which bridges
the gap between human agency and persistent historical structures, 214 to identify the most
important factor out of all the contributing factors which "act" to change the historical
trajectory of a particular factory regime to change its mode of domination fro1n 1nore
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coercive to less coercive or vice-versa. It is argued that the factor of workers' work/family
relationship has been an important element in these shifts.

Colonial Hong Kong: From Familial Paternalism to Familial Patron-Clientelism

As shown in Pei-Chu's and Soo-Yin's work histories, Hong Kong female garment
workers enjoyed a high degree of mobility shifting from one factory to another easily,
and rather than suffer from the effects of this, the owners of small and medium-sized
garment factories (the dominant type of garment factories in Hong Kong at that time)
conversely benefited from the workers' high mobility, as this provided them with a highly
flexible workforce to cope with unstable overseas market demand. Gradually, though, as
Hong Kong's garment industry became one of the world's major garment production
centers, there was an insufficient supply of skilled female garment workers. This enabled
the mobile workers to demand higher salaries, which is why Hong Kong's female garment
workers enjoyed a steady increase in incomes between the 1960s and the 1980s. Hovvever,
the absence of state intervention in regulating factory production processes and in
controlling workers' mobility does not mean that there vvere no state interventions into
the reproduction of labour-power. Hong Kong working classes were heavily subsidized
vvith cheap housing, food and daily necessities. The salient features of Hong Kong 's
garment labour process and a cooperative inter-firm relationship at ~ifferent tiers of
garment production also contributed to a paternalistic and non-coercive factory regime in
Hong Kong 's garment industry. In a way, as illustrated in Pei-Chu 's and Soo-Yin's stories,
Hong Kong 's garment industry in the 1960s and the 1970s vvas a modern example of
Marx ' s concept of formal subsumption of labour, exemplified in workers ' skills level,
production scale, subcontracting and homework systems, as well as vvorkers' extremely
long daily working hours.
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While the conditions of political apparatuses above provided sufficient conditions
for a paternalistic and non-coercive factory regime to exist in Hong Kong betwee n the
1960s and the 1980s, its necessary condition was supplied by Hong Kong' s familism. On
the other hand, these female workers were co1npelled to rely on famili al networ ks as their
safety nets. In Chapter 2, we have seen how young Hong Kong female workers were
compelled to work in garment factories due to family obligations. But as these fen1ale
workers entered a new stage of life, getting marrie d and having their own children, they
had to seek help from their relatives to free themselves from new family responsibilities
so that they could go on working in factories. Those who were not so fortunate to have
these familial networks had to negotiate with their factory bosses to grant them discretion
(e.g. lenient leave policies when family emergencies arose) to cope with dual work/family
demands. For these new constraints from family obligations, factory owners were unable
to impose strict punishments and disciplines on these middle-aged female workers. It
resulted in a non-coercive fonn of domination in the Hong Kong garment labour process.
But as Hong Kong' s garment industry began to turn from boom to bust in the mid1980s, the labour manag ement relationship also changed. Before the mid- l 980s, Hong
Kong female garment workers were engaged in paternalistic relationships with particular
factory owners, supervisors and line leaders. Both 1nanagement and workers felt a
responsibility to each other. Managers felt responsible to provide work for their workers;
in turn, once 1nanage1nent sought the1n to work in their factories, workers were obliged
to provide services. Thus the familial constraints as well as the paternalistic labour
manage1nent relationship joined hand in hand with a set of colonial political structures
and ideology to give rise to the do1ninant factory regime of Hong Kong between the 1960s
and 1980s - fan1ilial patern alism. But after the mid-l 980s, due to the attractiveness of
cheap labour in south China, many Hong Kong garment factory owners relocated their
production sites north to Shenzhen. During the transition, Hong Kong garment workers
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still relied on their superior level of sewing skills to compete against unskilled migrant
garment workers in south China. This prolonged more lenient workplace policies and a
paternalistic labour-management relationship on the shop floor. It triggered a
proliferation of subcontracting work, casual work and homework in Hong Kong ' s
garment industry. The relocation also changed the nature of the worker/management
relationship in the industry. Instead of paternalism, a patron-client relationship began to
take root. This relationship became instrumental in that factory owners only
subcontracted work to homeworkers and casual workers when they demanded Hong
Kong female workers' special sewing skills that Mainland Chinese workers could not
provide. As a result, since the mid-1980s, Hong Kong's factory regime had begun to
transit to ''familial patron-clientelism", with more and more casual and irregular work
practices enforced. After the mid-1990s Hong Kong garment factory owners relied almost
entirely on the abundance of cheap and docile migrant workers in south China. Hong
Kong garment workers then experienced an industry-wide ".deskilling". They were
compelled to leave the manufacturing sector and enter the low-paid service sector.

Post-Socialist China: From Localistic Despotism to a Mixed Regime between Coercion
and Non-Coercion
When Hong Kong-owned garment factories moved across the border from Hong Kong
into China in the early 1990s, factory owners immediately confronted a radically different
political and legal environment. Since 1993, a Chinese labour and minimum wage law
had been promulgated, but as vve observed in Chapter 3 ' s examination of the Zhili Toy
factory workers ' private letters, these laws were not enforced at the workplaces, leading
to Chinese vvorkers living on the margins of survival, con1parable to Dickensian
sweatshops in Victorian England of the nineteenth century. To adequately capture this
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type of exploitation, a direct consequence of the state's deliberate non-enforcement of its
laws for attracting foreign investments, the notion of "state-endorsed exploitation by nonenforcement of laws" is proposed.
In addition to non-enforcement, the post-socialist Chinese state also intervened
into the political econom y by imposing restrictive househ old registration, police and
permit systems to limit migrant worke rs' mobili ty power. We have seen how rural
migrant workers were controlled and 1nonitored substantially after they arrived at urban
areas. Similar state intervention by using a restrictive internal passport system is not
unique to China. In Russia, during its early industrialization period under Alexander II
immediately after Emancipation, the tsar set up village councils (mir) in local village
communes (obshc hina) to restrict niral-urban 1nigration by empowering the mir to control
the issuing of internal passports. Individuals could not perma nently leave a village
without the consent of the head of the household. The mir had power to detenn ine not
only who could receive passports, but also for how long, from six months to three years.
If a peasan t were found outside his or her village withou t a valid passport, he or she would
face immediate deportation 'home '. 2 15
Rural migrants flooded into these coastal cities in south China, leading to a huge
labour surplus. This labour surplus not only enabled factory owners to suppress worke rs'

wages to a very low level, but also li1nited worke rs' inabili ty power to change jobs fro1n
one factory to another.
Although Hong Kong factory owners turned to this abundant cheap rural 1nigrant
labour to be their workforce, they confronted a 1najor disparity in the quality of this
labour-power compared to Hong Kong' s ganne nt workers. Whereas many of the Hong
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Kong garment workers were equipped with sophisticated sewing skills, the rural migrant
workers were usually not equipped with any sewing skills at all. In order to limit the cost
of training migrant workers, factory owners in Shenzhen in the 1990s resorted to a

subsumption of labour in the labour process by asking workers to produce lower tier
garments which required less skill. One of the consequences was that migrant workers in
the 1990s had no control of the labour process like their counterparts in Hong Kong, and
thus the piece-rate system was not prevalent.
Because no law was enforced at the workplace and inside factory dormitories,
theoretically factory owners could drive workers' wages down to a level that made
workers unable to survive. This situation was famously documented by Fredrick Engels'
in his The Condition of the Working Class in England, in which he discovered how some
capitalists, called the "undersellers", sold bread adulterated with alum, soap, pearl-ash,
chalk, Derbyshire stone-dust to Manchester's workers. Poor workers, after having their
-

wages driven down to a non-survivable level, were forced to buy adulterated bread, even
though they knew the bread was bad. Unfortunately, after about one and a half centuries
in the 1990s in Shenzhen, we found similar instances happened to Zhili factory workers
who were supplied very low quality of rice and insufficient food quantity to replenish
their strength.
As Marx points out, capitalists' motivations to lower workers' wages are never
entirely voluntary. Capitalists are subject to the iron law of competition among
themselves. This was exactly the situation Hong Kong factory owners confronted in the
1990s vvhen they moved their production bases across the border into south China. Not
only had they not yet developed an elaborated and cooperative subcontracting and
homework system, as they had in Hong Kong, they also had to compete with factories
from Taivvan, Korea and Japan. As a result, in order to survive, these Hongkong factory
owners felt under pressure to lower workers' wages and to impose coercive discipline and
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punishme nt in the workplaces. As a result, a despotic factory regi1ne was established in
south China in the 1990s.
What were the necessary conditions for this? First, the restrictive household
registration system incubated a dormitory system, which enabled factory owners to have
unregulated power over migrant workers' daily and working lives. The use of this
coercive dormitory labour system was not new. In the silk and cotton industries of early
industrialization in Meiji Japan, dormitories were used to keep Japanese women from
going elsewhere to work or running home. Dormitories also enabled 1nanagers to extract
more work hours from the female workers, since it was not necessary to allocate ti1ne to
commute home and prepare meals. Under strict discipline, dormitory workers could be
controlled so thoroughly that almost all their energies were spent in thread production. 216
Chinese migrant workers' lives were totally confined within dormitories, like the
female workers in Meiji Japan. As only unmarried young women under the age of 23
were employed, they did not need to shoulder family responsibilities. The factory owners
from Hong Kong no longer needed to worry about workers' requests to leave the
production lines due to fa1nily emergencies, as they had faced fro1n middle-aged female
workers in Hong Kong.
As seen in Chapter 3, Chinese 1nigrant workers' embedded urban networks
con1plicated this dormitory syste1n and its strict disciplinary controls. These networks
were primarily based on fellow workers who were their kin and from their home villages.
From Zhili factory workers' private letters, we cmne to know that 1nigrant workers relied
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heavily on these networks to combat their psychological pressure as "strangers" 217 and
monetary needs in cities.
In the 2000s, several of the. conditions in the politics of production in China
changed, leading to the dormitory labour system becoming increasingly ineffective. First,
the degree of state intervention changed. In Chapter 3, we saw that the household
registration system had been relaxed a lot. Migrant workers were no longer afraid of being
interrogated on the street. In Jade Village, the fieldsite of this study, workers could be
seen everywhere; they walked around without restrictions; and they could change jobs
much more easily than workers of the 1990s. In short, workers' mobility power had been
enhanced to a great extent.
Another equally important change in the 2000s was that the state began to insist
that workers should obtain the legal minimum wage for the first 40 hours of work. This
enforcement of minimum wage laws at the workplace level could be seen as the most
significant achievement of labour protection in China in the past three decades. The
consequence was to ensure migrant workers no longer lived at the brink of survival as did
Zhili factory workers in the 1990s. On the other hand, local government also provided
basic infrastructure (for instance, local clinics, entertainment and leisure facilities, etc.)
to workers in industrial towns like Jade Village. These infrastructural projects reflected a
significant shift in the attitudes of local village leadership towards the ways of controlling
migrant workers. Instead of using coercive and disciplinary power to compel migrant
,,vorkers to stay in industrial towns to tap their labour time, in the 2000s the Chinese state
encouraged workers to adapt or integrate into an alienated community, so as to encourage
workers to control themselves and to manipulate workers' social and material needs.
Interestingly, these manipulations in tum became an avenue of new freedom for migrant
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workers to escape for part of the day from the disciplinary controls imposed inside
workplaces.
Notwithstanding changes in state interventions, the Chinese state was still
ineffective in regulating the labour process of foreign-funded factories, especially the
numbe r of work hours. In Chapter 4, we saw Chinese migran t worke rs' monthly work
hours were still extremely long, amounting to up to 260 hours a 1nonth on average. In
some small factories, worke rs' month ly work hours could be over 300 hours! A large
portion of the worke rs' month ly work hours came from worke rs' overtime. I have
discovered that because factory owners wante d to avoid paying worke rs' overtime in
accordance with legal overtime rates, they used a mixed payme nt system including both
piece and time rates to confuse and cheat workers. This resulted in a significant amount
of worke rs' unpaid wages.
Factory owners confronted a new business environ1nent in the 2000s. Starting in
2003, labour shortages had appeared in the labour market. Wages began to rise noticeably.
Factory owners could no longer just emplo y the most prime labour (young female
migrants aged under 23). They had to emplo y young male workers too. This entailed a
transformation of the quality of labour-power that could be appropriated by factory
owners. In contrast to fe1nale 1nigrant workers in the 1990s, who still had a close
connection to their home villages and saw returning to their villages after several years of
work in cities as their com1non final destiny, young migrant workers in the 2000s often
did not envision returning perma nently to their ho1ne villages and instead thought of
staying in the city where they worked. But these young migrant workers had to rely
heavily on their localistic networks to cope with daily life problems, especially for new
arrivals in cities. Yet at the same time, these young migrants actively explored and tried
to adapt to urban culture. Such young workers could be seen as new "cultural
entrepreneurs" ainong migrant workers. They had a very different outlook and life style
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(individualism, consumerism, urban aspirations, cosmopolitanism, entrepreneurism, etc.)
vis-a-vis older generations of migrant workers. They also demanded a better work and
leisure balance in their lives. Instead of following the previous generation in toiling
around the clock, they wanted to control time themselves. This mentality was reflected in
the young workers' daily timescheduling, leisure activities, accommodation and even the
food consumption patterns described in Chapter 3.
In order to handle changes in the labour market and the new type of labour-power,
factory owners devised new strategies and tactics. In Chapters 4 and 5 I have observed
that the management of different sizes of garment factories in Shenzhen have developed
a cooperative subcontracting system and used this system, on the one hand, to channel
different types of workers (old vs. young; male vs. female) into different sizes of factories.
Small- and medium-sized factories were the major recipients of older workers, and were
apt to tum to a dormitory labour system and with a high degree of coercive power. These
-

small- and medium-sized factories employ experienced workers who are no longer able
to work in large factories because of their age, to work mainly on a piece-rate system and
produce vvhole-piece garments. And because these older workers are in a vulnerable
position, since they are unable to work in the large factories where work conditions and
salaries are better, factory owners are able to pay these older workers at the minimum
legal wage level and can demand they work very long hours. Interestingly, in contrast to
Hong Kong female workers who also worked at piece rates and experienced a steady
increase in wages throughout the 1960s and 1980s, experienced older workers in
Shenzhen's small- and medium-sized factories find their experience and skills do not help
them climb up into more senior positions or receive better work conditions and salaries.
In this way, we can see that, although female Hong Kong workers between the 1960s and
the 1980s and the older Shenzhen migrant workers in the 2000s worked under formal
subsumption of labour with a piece rate system, their work and living conditions diverged
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substantially, leading to a divergence of factory regi1nes (coercive vs. non-coercive) even
under the same type of subsu1nption of labour.
To the question of why the older experie nced migrant workers still received very
low wages in south China in the 2000s, part of the reason has to do with China's position
in the global garmen t product ion chain via the subcontracting system. Becaus e China's
garmen t industry is still at a lower rung of the global garmen t product ion chain, largely
produci ng cheap garmen ts requirin g far fewer sophisti cated skills than seasonal fashions,
even though some of the older migrant garmen t workers have enough skills to produce
sophisticated garments, their skills do not need to be utilised in China. Instead, to cope
with unstabl e market demand s the large factories subcontract orders to the small- and
medium -sized factories at very low prices, leading to these worker s' wages remaini ng
quite low.
Most of Shenzh en's young migrant workers in the 2000s worked in large factories.
Formal ly they worked under a time-ra te system, though in reality they worked under a
mixed-p ayment syste1n. Irrespective of which pay1nent system was used, the workers in
large factories had less control over the labour process than in small- and medium -sized
factories. Noneth eless, because an increasi ng number of young male workers were being
e1nployed and they were resistant to strict factory discipline and rules, factory
1nanagement had to devise new non-coe rcive mechanis1ns to avoid provoki ng conflicts
between manage1nent and rank-and-file workers. As a result, real subsum ption of labour
vvas applied in these large garmen t factories where 1nore non-coe rcive mechanisn1s were
incorporated. As we have seen in Pearl Factory, managers mobiliz ed both workers '
individual rationality (in pursuit of self-interest under in a system of competition) and
group rationality (in pursuit of cooperation via teain work) to mobilise employees to work
efficiently. Here, in connection to the roots of domination in post-socialist Chinese
society where individual rationality (in pursuit of self-interest) and collective rationality
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(in pursuit of group interest) intersect, the factory labour process was also very much in
line with this hybrid situation where a mixture of rationalities guide individual actions
and factory manage1nent's domination.
All in all, the past three decades of post-socialist Chinese modernisation reflects
what Foucault observed to be a tendency of the Enlightenment project, whereby
governing human beings shifted from using coercive means to promotion of self-control.
The highly compressed timeframe (only some thirty years) of this transition in China has
to do with the new global production situation, which quickens the transition. This trend
of reduced coercive controls over workers and shifts to new modes of domination at the
larger factories is bolstered by the fact that workers are beginning to have social lives,
including marriages and children, in the local communities outside the factory. The larger
garment factories , in short, are shifting part way in the direction of Hong Kong of an
earlier time, with more reliance on non-coercive domination and an awareness by
-

management that workers need to balance work and their outside lives. As this noncoercive tendency proceeds side by side with a more elaborated subcontracting
production system developed in China, as well as migrant workers' continued reliance on
localistic networks in daily life, we can say that the factory regime in south China is a
"mixed regime bernreen coercion and non-coercion".

Post-Socialist Vietnam: Contested Familial Despotism
While post-socialist China and Vietnam have similar political and economic structures,
the Vietnamese state has a different strategy for post-socialist modernization which
encourages more family/work integration, less urban inequality and more community
integration markedly different from China's strategy of the early 1990s. In terms of state
intervention into workers ' mobility power, the Vietnamese state 's strategy is reflected in
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a household registration system that encourages "family" as the basic unit of residency,
rooted in a Vietnamese cultural concern to sustain the family as an integral part of daily
life even when workers have to migrate to an unfamiliar place to work. Thus, a 1nore
relaxed household registration syste1n (hokhau), enabled continuation and expansion of
migrant workers' familial and communi ty networks, and a better work/life balance was
found in Vietnam. This government strategy is reflected in the workforce composition of
Vietnamese gannent factories: one-third of the workforce is comprised of local urban
workers who are rooted in complex social lives and fa1nilies in local communities. While
Chinese cultural concerns are similar, governme nt policies disintegrate Chinese 1nigrant
workers' family cohesion through residence restrictions. The relaxed household
registration system also prompted Vietname se workers to retain a strong connection to
their home villages and thus their separation from their previous agrarian means of
subsistence was not complete.
Because Vietnamese workers could bring their families to the urban communities
in which they work, they often had daily farnily responsibilities to care for children and
the elderly,

like Hong Kong's

middle-ag ed garment workers.

These family

responsibilities acted as a check on factory manage1nent's use of coercion at the
workplace. Although similar surveillance facilities, 1nixed payment systems and
production facilities were found both in Ho Chi Minh City's and Shenzhen 's large
garment factories, Vietnamese factory managem ent could not compel workers to work as
long as Chinese workers. A substantial difference in monthly work hours was found
between the two countries.
Although the Vietnamese state had internal migration policies favourable to
111igrant workers' adaptation and integration into urban communities, in order to attract
foreign investments the authorities left room for foreign capital to exploit workers. In
contrast to China's labour law, which is too favourable to workers to be enforced at
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workplaces, the Vietnamese labour law contains many loopholes, especially vis-a-vis
work hour arrangements, which allow foreign investors to exploit Vietnamese workers
without violating labour laws. This can be termed "state-endorsed exploitation by substandard legislation", in which the state helps capital to exploit workers by means of
legislating laws which are far below international standards. In addition, in terms of state
intervention in relation to reproduction of labour power, although Vietnam has had a
minimum wage law, this has largely failed due to runaway inflation. Most of the time,
Vietnamese workers' monthly wages could not catch up with commodity prices, and as
we have seen in Chapter 7, they have had to live under very poor housing conditions and
eat very low quality food, causing malnutrition. This has led to Vietnamese workers'
repeated demands for factory owners to increase their wages, resulting in a large number
of strikes and labour conflicts in Ho Chi Minh City over the past decade.
The garment worker survey that I conducted in Ho Chi Minh City shows that
-

Vietnamese factory management's gendered employment strategy in the 2000s was
dissimilar to Chinese factory management's of the 1990s. Though managers in both
countries favoured employing female workers, there were age differences. Vietnamese
managers preferred to employ female workers aged between 23 and 30 years old vis-avis female workers under 23-24 in China in the 1990s. However, since the Vietnamese
state has been unable to control its macroeconomic conditions, with inflation high, many
Vietnamese migrant workers have chosen to stay in their villages rather than come to the
cities to work, leading to occasional labour shortages in Vietnam's major industrial cities
over the past few years.
Because China's and Vietnam's modernization pathways are different, we have
seen a consequent dissimilarity between the two countries that extends to the use of
coercive power, discipline and punishment in the workplace, the state's labour legislation
and macroeconomic policies, as well as workers' responses and resistance to factory
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management. Taken altogether, there is a tug-of -war betwe en Vietna111ese manage111ent's
motive to use coercion in the workplaces and Vietna111ese worke rs' need to fulfill family
responsibilities, which results in a peculiar factory regime in Vietnamese workplaces "contes ted famili al despotism".

In short, there is a spectru111 of modes of domination that are related to labour
market conditions, worke rs' gender, age and family status, etc. The empirical cases
examined in this dissertation have observed a spectrum of domination modes, fro111 raw
coercive 111odes of domination during early post-M ao export industrialization through to
a mix of coercive and non-coercive domin ation techniques today, through to a 111ode of
domination that has been adjusted to the more family-grounded ganne nt workforce of
Vietnam, and then at the far end of the spectrum a mode of domination that was adapted
to the mature work/family balance in l 960s-l 980s Hong Kong (see Figure 7 .1 ). The close
connection betwee n the work/family relationship and modes of domination echoes what
Karl Polanyi described as a "doub le-mov ement " in human society. 2 18 The need there to
provide for work/family integration and a more balanc ed work life represented a
protection mechanism for workers, shielding their labour-power fro111 being coercively
don1inated to the point they becam e co111modified objects.
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Figure 7.1: Spectrum of Modes of Dominat ion and Factory Regimes in Hong Kong,
China and Vietnam
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Table 7.1: Expande d Framewo rk of Politics of Producti on, Modes of Domination
and Factory Regimes in Hong Kong, China and Vietnam .

Hong Kong
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Hong Kong
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Class Situations of Chinese Migrant Workers in the Past and Present
As a consequence of export-led industrialization, China has become the "world's factory"
and given rise to a new working class comprising over 200 million rural migrant workers.
It has been long argued that state, capitalist and patriarchal powers were the three major

pillars of power shaping the fate of rural migrant workers. However, in a period of two
decades, each of the pillars had changed its influence on China's rural migrant working
class.
In terms of class consciousness, migrant workers in the early 1990s only engaged

in private and interpersonal issues and there were no signs of involvement in the public
sphere, not to mention political spheres. They could only confine their vision and
concerns to their own immediate economic deprivation and could not go beyond these
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personal and private concerns to engage in wider public and collective lives. Suffice it to
say, Chinese migrant workers in this period were at a stage of "pre-consciousness " .2 19
The harsh 1naterial conditions and personal sense of isolation partly explain this state of
pre-consciousness. Extremel y long work hours and very low wages left very little ti1ne
and space to cultivate social lives beyond the point of production. Heavy reliance on
interpersonal networks with workers in the factory from the same native place in order to
cope with difficulties on the one hand reinforced migrant workers' relationships in a
closed manner which on the other hand excluded workers' possibility to engage in new
social relationships. 22 0 By contrast, as material conditions and means of communications
improved in the latter half of the 2000s, migrant workers had more involvement in the
public sphere, especially through the Internet, which influenced workers ' state of
consciousness. However, as has been observed, today's migrant workers still rely heavily
on their interpersonal networks to cope with daily problems, and it is doubtful whether
"class consciousness" can be developed in the near future that goes beyond interpersonal
relations and locality differences and makes Chinese migrant workers feel an identity of
interests a1nong themselv es and against their employers, as occurred among the English
working people in 1832. 221
The class identity of migrant workers continued to be an identity-in-transitio n
both in the early 1990s and in the late 2000s. As a temporary resident in a city, a worker
was not only always re1ninded by factory managem ent of his or her own peasant origin
(e.g. "rough hands, rough legs") . He or she was under pressure to conform to the
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discipline expected of a factory worker, as well as to transit from a rural life rhythm to a
factory life rhythm, and then an urban life rhythm. Yet because workers at the same time
had to invoke their network from their village and family to cope with their daily life
problems, they were in a social environment that in tum reinforced the "peasant" part of
their "rural migrant worker" identity. To many of them, it must have seemed that for a
"rural migrant worker" to seek a stable and sustainable urban life was chasing rainbows.
Furthermore, in contrast to urban workers, because of the household registration system
the identity of "rural migrant worker" seemed inescapable, trapped legally in a secondclass and deprived status-group label. Even in the latter half of the 2000s, when the
household registration system relaxed, the industrial villages were still characterized by
the transient nature of the residents, and there was still a lack of appropriate legal
measures for rural migrant workers to migrate permanently into these villages. Similarly,
there was a lack of education facilities for the children of rural migrant workers. And the
flats built for rent to migrant workers were designed mainly for single people without
children. Taken together, the contradictory, transitory and constrained circumstances of a
"rural migrant worker" identity have undermined the prospects for them to become
securely urban and to develop a stable, long-term, collective identity.
In terms of class traditions and values, no trace of collectivis1n could be identified

in the early 1990s and in the latter part of the 2000s. This is in contrast to the formation
of the English working class in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. As E.P.
Thompson argues, although before the 1840s there was still no evidence of a conscious
working class in England, yet in the plebeian culture a strong collectivist and radical
tradition since the late 18th century could be identified. Thompson suggests English
plebeians struggled against new industrial values and institutions without yet securing a
"worker" identity, but the strong collectivist and radical tradition nevertheless formed the
basis of the English working class. When we compare the English experience with the
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Chinese one, we find the reverse. In the Maoist period rural areas underwent various
collectivization projects inspired by Maoist ideology. But Chinese migrant workers in the
early 1990s and in the late 2000s did not inherit this Maoist legacy. In the late 2000s,
what I found was individualism, and aspirations for an urban way of life and
consumerism. 222 It is ironic that in a "worker's state", there was no working class tradition
among this vast migrant workforce. The collectivist and radical ideas that the Party had
sought to instill in rural China in the Maoist period has been lost.
In tenns of class struggle, so isolated and vulnerable were migrant factory workers
in the early 1990s that there were very few industrial conflicts between factory employers
and workers. Nor did workers complain to the state and official trade unions, not to
1nention form a workplace trade union to advance their interests. Instead, workers could
only identify antagonistic relationships based on ethnic, kinship and locality differences
with other workers. By the late 2000s, more and more "interest-based" industrial actions
were emerging, demanding improvements to workers' conditions beyond the legal
1ninimum level, with more workers aware of an antagonistic relationships with their
factory employers. But this is as yet nascent, and we cannot yet speak of class
consc1 ousness.
Last but not least, in terms of class structure, in the early 1990s under the
dormitory labour regime, the major class boundary was between the "transnational

2

Similar observ ation can also be found in Yan Yunxiang's study about rural youth culture in rural North
China. He argues that "niral youth attempt to follow the mainstream culture of the cities, and to imitate the
life style of urbanities" . See Yan Yunxiang, The Individualization of Chinese Society, (Oxford; New York:
Berg, 2009), pp. 117. Yan also argues that the household registration system and the i_mplementation of an
identity card system in the 1980s pushed Chinese individuals to leave their family and kin groups and thus
formed the basis of individualization of Chinese society. But I disagree with Yan's point that "once freed
from these [family, community, workplace and the state] constraints, many [Chinese] people were able to
leave their villages or work units , to change their jobs or occupation, and to reinvent themselves through
their achievements" (Ibid, p. 277). As shown in this chapter, migrant workers in the late 2000s, though
they stayed in urban areas, familial relationships, kinships and related constraints still existed and were
extended in their everyday li ves. In addition, it is far too optimistic as Yan suggests that workers could
freely change their jobs or occupation and "reinvent" themselves through their achievements, as revealed
in the cases of Zhangxiong and Xiaojun in this chapter.
22:
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capitalist class" and "rural migrant working class". By contrast, with the fading away of
the dormitory labour regime, new class boundaries were drawn among the "transnational
capitalist class", a "village rentier class" and "rural migrant working class". In short, a
new actor, local villagers as a new village rentier class, had entered the class structure,
complicating the emerging class structures.

The Future of Chinese Migrant Workers
In 2012, two years after my fieldwork, I returned to Jade Village and the surrounding

areas to visit my worker flatmates and other informants. Towards the end of my fieldwork
in 2010, I had already noticed that many of the migrant workers preferred to stay in a city
and to settle down there, and women migrant workers wished to give birth and raise their
children in cities rather than in the countryside. During my revisit in 2012, I went to have
dinner with Zhangxiong and Xiaolian. This couple, after having an affair for more than a
year, had finally married and given birth to a girl in Jade Village. Xiaolian told me that
they had decided to raise their daughter here in the Shenzhen area so that she could receive
a better education. Her plan was to quit working in Pearl Factory and to find a job selling
cosmetic products in a shopping mall in Jade Village so that she could work more flexibly,
to have more time to take care of her daughter.
Xiaolian 's plan was not unique. During my revisit, I also met several female
migrant workers and their babies in the outdoor plaza of Jade Village. These women, like
Xiaolian, told me that they intended to raise their children in an urbanized locale and had
decided not to live in their husbands' home villages. They also preferred to work in the
service industry rather than in factories. If there is any trend I can portend for Chinese
migrant workers in the next decade, it will be that more and more factories will need to
develop a system that enables the female workers to have a better life/work integration in
265

order to retain them. To do so, these China-ba sed factories are likely to shift in a direction
similar to that which Hong Kong earlier experienced, with greater reliance on noncoercive modes of domination over the factory workforce and less reliance than today on
coercive techniques.
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Appendix

Mr. Lee's gannent production schedule:
Stage

Lead Times

ODM design and sample
making

14 days (done in China)

Fabric sourcing

14 days (provided fabrics are available and are
sourced in China)

Production (cutting,
seaming, packing, etc.)

30 days
7 days (Hong Kong to Australia)
18 days (Hong Kong to Germany)

Shipping
21 days (Hong Kong to UK)
30 days (Hong Kong to US)
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